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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
The epidemiology disease is usually 
studied so that remedial or preventive measures can be applied 
a;t the most accessible phase of parasite t s life cycle. One e 
these measures are applied, the relationship between host and 
parasite immediately , so that normallY it is 
ible to follow the evolution of a disease under natural conditions 
for any length time. 
myxomatosis became established the Australian 
wild rabbit five years ago, the economic value of the disease be-
came apparent almost ~~ediately. A far publicised aspect 
is the opportunity afforded epidemiologist study 
mutual interaction a.."limal-host a.nd virus-parasite under natural 
conditions.. is not the first time that a virus 
bean deliberately in a susceptible population; smallpox was 
used in this ~ay during the subjugation the American Indian and 
probably other communities (200), but the present widespread 
epizootics of myxomatosis are providing the oppor·tunity to 
employ modern methods of research to trace out the 
natural history of a disease without the complication of attempts 
to protect the host. Australia the interference to the 
natural evolution of host-parasite relationship has been the re-
peated introduction of virulent myxoma vi~~s. 
thesis presents and laboratory observations 
the behaviour of the disease, and the response the host, dur-
ing the first five myxomatosis in Australia. 
G H A P T E R I 
H i s t o r i c a 1 S u r v e y 
Section Rabbit In Australia. 
2. 
Strains of domestic rabbits were successful~ raised 
in most of the pioneering settlements in Australia dur-
ing the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Indeed, five 
were included in minute of English agricul-
ture that YJas transported to Botany Bay ~rdth the llfirst Flaatn in 
1788, although these particula:r ani.rnals apparently did not pros-
( 199). There can be no doubt that their introduction was 
justified. Hutched rabbits offered a ~-~~,~~ 
protein in a land where there was no 
private source of 
wild ga.'Jle, and where 
sustenance was dependent upon a precarious local agriculture, sup-
plemented by spasmodic imports. 
In case, it is ~~like~ these early introduct-
ions of the domestic rabbit to Australia led to the vast populat-
ions of wild rabbits in years. The colonies like~ to 
have originated from domestic stock are on islands in Strait, 
where a Commander Stokes ed them early in the nineteenth 
century for "the benefit of ship~Jrecked mariners (199). 'rhe first 
record of large numbers of rabbits in the wild state Australia 
appeared in the 11 Hobart Colonial T:L-rnesn in 1827, which reported 
that the common rabbit was swarming in thousands on some large 
estates in Tasmania (199). Although domestic rabbits had been 
present in Tasmania for many years, it was probablY the importat-
ion of n'Wild rabbitsn by Dr.. Crowther in early 1820's 
that allowed the rabbit to a foothold that state. Stead 
{199) considers that the mainland stemmed from a consign-
ment of 24 wild rabbits brought Geelong by clipper ntightn-
ingu in 1859. was long after the 
age in the colony, ~nd, the fox 
of acute food short-
deer, they were pro-
bably introduced hunting. Geelong is surrounded by rich 
alt plains and the tilld flourished migrated through 
open savanna~ woodla~d, tL~checked ~J major geographical barriers. 
Thomas who received consignment, claims that within 
years killed 20,000 rabbits on his property, ttBarwon 
Parku, and there were still about 10,000 remaining. 
From this southerly point Australia, Oryctolagus cun-
iculus, the rabbit of Western ETlTope, moved north and west at the 
rata of 70 miles a year (F. N. Ratcliffe. Personal discussion), 
adapting itself to ex·traordinarily diverse environments .. cross-
ed the River into New South Wales and South Australia in 
1886, unchecked by cost~ fences erected by State govern-
ments. The which has to be an effective 
geographical barrier to the westward movement of the introduced 
sparrow, failed to reduce the speed of advance. Using the route 
of the 
alia in 1S94 
railway line~ it reached Eucla in Western Austr-
the completion of the first barrier fence 
that State. Two more fences were built, but were as ineffective 
as those in the eastern States. In all, over 11,000 miles of wire-
ne-tting fences \-Jere throughout Australia at expense, 
but the only one to have any apparent effect is in Queensland. 
This is about 600 miles long aud follows approximately the arc of 
the Great Dividing Range north and west from near Sta.n.~ope almost 
to the 2Jrdo parallel latitude. Although it still maintained 
in good repair there are isolated pockets of rabbits to the north, 
and it is probable that ecological rather than the fence 
further colonisation. 
The appearance of animal pests plague proportions us-
ually takes vast waves moving across the cotmtry 
ing seasons ~hich have particular~ favoured breeding the spa-
cies. The spasmodic mouse plagues the Australian wheat belt, 
and the ::rat plagues of Europe are of this type, and the swarms are 
largely eliminated • or starvation as precipitately as 
they appear. In contrast, -the initial movement of rabbits north 
and vJest was characterised by appearance of small numbers far 
from the nearest kno~ colonies. 1here was then a period, ~ich 
often several years, during which the numbers seemed to 
remain static, followed by an apparently sudden major infestation. 
'The rate of movement of 70 miles a year based on first sight-
ings, so that serious infestations did not occur u.lltil sevaral 
years after the dates quoted.. It seems logical to expect that, 
where the prima-~ colonisation of a count~ by an introduced 
cies CB.J."l be observed, the pattern \Iould normally be one of penetr-
ation the few, follol~d consolidation bJ breeding, further 
penetration, and so on, and that subsequent spasmodic plagues 
occur after the countr,y has been wide~ seeded by the species. 
By of the nineteenth century, the rabbit was an 
accepted hazard to efficient farming throughout the major agricul-
tural and pastoral land in Australia. Since then, the overall 
rabbit has fluctuated according to seasonal conditions, 
5 .. 
although vigorously applied traditional control methods un-
doubtedly succeeded local eradication.. These methods 
are dependent upon a continuity of labour and , both of 
which became drastical~ scarce during the ~ar early 
post-war ye§;rs. districts which had been comparatively free 
rabbits were re-infested and rabbit numbers probably reached 
an all-time high level. It was apparent that some method ex-
tensive rabbit economic of labour, was more than ever 
desirable to reduce the rabbit population to a controllable or 
economically unimportant level. 
C H A P T E R I 
H i s t o r i c a 1 S u r v e y 
Section 2., Of Myxoma Virus. 
The Americas have a of native 
through 
suitable 
genera, but, as none of 
domestication, the more 
species 
partie-
Oryctolagus 
cuniculus 
of \>Jestern 
been artificially dispersed from its native 
al'J.d Africa to and other 
country of the world, use as a 
rce of food. Just as some spec 
used as indicator to reveal 
animal and as a sou-
hypersensitive plants are 
deficiencies of trace 
in soils, so the European rabbit served as 
the native an indicator for a virus present, but undetected, 
Brazilian :::.L:=:.::..::.=:.:~:.:: rabbit In Sanarelli ( 
recovered the European rabbits in his own laboratory, the 
causal 
through colonies of 
fatal disease that periodically swept 
rabbits in around He 
classified it correctly as a virt1s, it ~zyxomatosis cun-
because of the rather slimy nature tumours 
produced on the rabbit. 
In America in 1932, Shope (182) the 
roma virus a wild cottontail rabbit (genus Sylvi1agus), 
successfully tra~smitted 
only a localised benign 
domestic Fibroma causes 
and tumourous 
an immunity to myxomatosis 
considered that fibroma virus might 
ing equivalent of myxoma virus, 
when to the European 
and a rather more 
in Sylvilasus, but 
species. (131) 
been the occurr-
that it had to myxoma 
However, Aragao in 1943 ( 
7. 
isolated myxoma virus from a ocular tumour fotmd on a 
caught in the of 
He also that 40% captured 1~ld rabbits are suscept-
ible to the disease, in a form, and he believes that 
the remaining are actively, rather than i~~ate~, imm~~e. 
addition,· type mosquitoes were shown to transmit the 
mechanically, so that mainly from circumstantial evidence, the or-
of the rec1~rir~ epizootica in domestic in South A:mer-
ica was demonstrated to be from a reservoir virus in native 
rabbit population. 
first in rabbitries 
ing 1930, and t-Jas probably introduced t<Ii th consignments domestic 
from South ft~erica ( There have been recl~rent 
zootics since then although the disease seems to compl-
etely for years at a time. The that myxomatosis 
become in the Szlvilagus rabbits of California, 
domestic are infected from this reservoir has not 
been explored. 
1936 and 1938 attempts v1ere made to introduce the 
disease into heav:,v rabbit popt:tlations (Oryctolagus cuniculus) on a 
Danish (179), a Swedish (143) on Skoc¥~olm Isl~~d 
off coast of 019)~ There were some local success-
es, but the died out in areas. Persj.stent 
attempts establish disease in rabbii:;s between 
and 1942 had a similar outcome. ..... ..~. J.t. is paradoxical that eight-
een the disease finally became established Australia 
·. 
in 1950, a more or infection of two wild rabbits on 
the estate of P. F. Armand Del.ille in France led to the pre-
sent de·vastating in the rabbit populations of 
Europe the British Isles (35') (J20) (156). 
was successfully introduced in the Chilean 
portion Tierra del F'uego in (F. Ratcliffe. Personal 
discussion), and reported .lirgentina (H. B. Aragao. 
Personal communication to Fenner), although it .not clear 
whether the disease there is wild rabbits or confined to dom-
estic rabbits. with the exception of Zealand, 
distribution is now virtually coincident with the areas of major 
infestation by cuniculus throughout the world. 
C H A P T E R I 
istorical Survey 
Section 3. Biological Control In 
Biological control is always an attractive solution to 
a pest problem, and the introduction to Australia of various dub-
iouslY specific predators and disease organisms has been attempt-
ed since effects the increasing rabbit popula-
tion became appreciated. Ferrets, stoats and weasels fortunately 
failed to establish themselves. Their successful colonisation in 
Ne1>1 Zealand has not affected the rabbit population, 
whilst there has been significant preclation of native a.nd 
ic birds. The introduced fox, native birds of prey, the feral 
oat the dingo are the principal predators the rabbit in 
Australia. All have alternative, and domestic, sources 
food and, ~hilst they fail to exert effective control of rabbits, 
their ablh~dance is probably direct~ related to rabbit density, 
which in turn. depends mainlY on conditions. A modified 
form of biological control considerable value in local eradic-
ation is the nrabbit pack11 ; a heterogeneous collection of 
bred and mongrel dogs trained to incorporating fleet-footed 
hounds for open work and terrier types for logs and burrows. 
The rabbit problem had assumed such menacing proportions 
b.y 1887, that the New South Wales government a re~ard of 
£25,000 for a satisfactory method of eradication. Pasteur ~s 
amongst the claimants; he had successfully exterminated 
at the vineyards of Hadame Pommery by introducing chicken cholera 
into the colonies 1 and he sent his assistant, Loir, to Syd-
ney to attempt to reproduce this success on a scale (41) 
(125) (146). The Public Health Authorities recognized the potential 
10. 
danger to domestic fowls and refused to allow general introduction 
of the organisms. In 1907 Tidswell (207) reported the results of 
extensive trials carried out on Broughton Island with another Past-
eurella brought to Australia by Dr .. Danysz of the Pasteur Institute. 
Although reasonably specific for rabbits, and spectacularly success-
ful against rabbits in crowded conditions in cages and yards, he 
concluded it was most unlikelY to succeed in the field. This 
conclusion was vindicated by his subsequent demonstra-
tion that the organism was identical with the "Yalgogrin microbe", 
already enzootic in the Australian rabbit povulation and causing 
occasional local mortalities. 
Aragao (12) was the first to conceive the idea that the 
myxoma virus might be used to control the Australian rabbit. After 
a series of experiments in 191$ he forwarded his results 
to the Co~~onwealth Government through Professor Breinl, Director 
of the School of Tropical Hedicine and Hygiene in To,,msville. The 
authorities were impressed, but naturally reluctant to introduce 
a disease organism into the country. However, the New South 
Department of Agriculture eventually received a viable sample of 
the virus in 1926, and ~fuite (208) demonstrated potency in lab-
orato~ experiments at the Glenfield Station. 
Dr& (now Dame) Jean .Nacna.mara, whilst at the Rockefeller 
Institute, New York, learnt of the capabilities of the virus from 
Dr. E. Shope, and, on return to Australia, commenced a stubborn 
ce.mpaign the political to allovi its introduction .. 
ually, in 1933, a memorandum from her to the High Co~~issioner for 
11. 
Australia in London was passed on to Hartin, and, with 
the co-operation of the Australian co~ancil for Scientific and Ind-
ustrial Research, financial support from the F~bbit Destruction 
Committee of South wales, Martin carried out a exper-
iments designed to effectiveness of myxomatosis in the 
control of rabbit • Working with colonies of both domestic 
and ~ild rabbits at Institute of A ... "tJ.imal Pathology at Cambridge, 
concluded the virus was capable of wiping out colonies of 
rabbits under semi-natural conditions, doubted its ability to 
spread through rabbits dispersed over large areas (131). 
experiments were continued in Australia after fur-
ther tests shown that representative species of native Austral-
fauna were as completely insusceptible to the virus as many 
species of native and domestic animals birds tested overseas. 
Follo'Wing these further demonstrations of remarkable specific-
ity of virus, the Director-General Health gave tentative 
permission for release in areas of sparse human population. 
Bull and (27) of the Council for Scientific and Industrial 
immediateJy cow.menced an exhaustive ser1.es of experiments 
field in semi-arid areas of South Australia which lasted 
from 1937 to 1942. Although the disease failed establish itself 
permanently in any of the areas in which worked, imp-
ortant conclusions were reached. It was demonstrated in the labor-
atory that Echidnonha~ :mvrmecobii, the rabbit stick-fast was 
able to the virus mechanical~, and that the disease spread 
more effectively in the field the rabbits were heavily 
12. 
ed with fleaso It is that the lack 
vector restricted the extensive spread of 
mobility of this 
disease. Unfort-
unately, during the trials the aree.s used were free of mosqu:Ltoes .. 
Some of the experimental sites carried extraordinarily large pop-
ulations of foxes ~~d they concluded that predation of lethargic 
sick animals vias an important factor in terminating outbreaks of 
the Despite of wide success, they suggest-
ed 11 it seems possible that in some parts of Australia under 
special conditions, including the presence of insect vectors in 
abu.~dance w~d the absence of predatory animals, disease could 
be used with some promise of temporary control 
ationn. 
a rabbit popul-
wnen the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Organization formed its Wildlife Survey Section in 1949, one of 
its initial tasks was elucidate the ecology of the Australian 
rabbit; an aspect which had been complete~ ignored in the past. 
As a natural corollar,y to this fundamental research, an appraisal 
of the damage caused UrJ rabbits 1-Jas to be made, and methods of 
economic eradication were to be developed. Exploratory work to 
develop suitable methoO.s for ecological survey was carried out 
in the Murray Valley 1950, and again at the instigation of 
Dame Hacnamara a further trial of myxomatosis t.Jas incorporat-
ed into the observations. Between Mey November 1950, seven 
liberations of the virus 1.vere made in the Albury-Corovm, area, at 
Gunbower and at Rutherglen. Once the disease was successful 
on a warren but failed to spread or persist (139) (151). 
However~ when the were about to be abandoned, and the , .................... ~ ... 
had practically disappeared from sites, the optimal o;:;onditions 
by Bull ans Mules developed throughout a large part of 
ern Australia, particularly in New South Wales west of coa-
stal ranges. Rabbits were reported to be dying at Corowa on 
Hurray River in 1950, and from there the disease 
rapidly along most of the inla.t"ld watercourses the summer of 
1950-51 (24) (151). n~is was first of the great epizootics of 
myxomatosis in Australia. 
C H A P T E R I 
Historical Survey 
Section 4. Organisation Of Observation and Distribution 
Of 
It was soon what had been undertaken as 
small scale model 
investigation, ~~d that 
attempted to enable the 
the unique circumst&~ces. 
become a Commonwealth-wide 
labour resou~ces should be 
possible advantage t,o be taken of 
The ~iildlif e 
entomologists and 
Section was expanded by co-option 
from other sections of the Commonwealth 
Scientific 
spread 
vectors 
the 
Research Orga...rlization, and ~:n1r.reys of the 
attempts to incriminate the principal 
the ~ere immediately started. The 
rabbit control readily accepted 
·~~v~~~~v~v~~ campaigns, fuJd the Commonwealth 
ampoules of lyophilised Yirus 
recently established Department of 
~·~·~~$ National University prepared virus 
Commonwealth SerJm Laboratories, and, ~rlth 
in the field by officers of the 
atld State Goverll!-uent Departments, tL.~dertook res 
demiology of the disease in the Australian wild 
co-
0 H A P T E R II 
Materials A n d M e t h o d s 
Section 1. Nateria1s iL.'1d Hethods Used During Laboratory 
Investigations .. 
In this Chapter the materials and commonly 
in 
When 
iment, 
IL~BBITS. 
the field and 
techniques have 
be described 
experiments are described. 
employed for a 
experiment 
exper-
rabbits (O~sctola~us cuniculus) were obtained 
Establishment the i.Jalter the Animal 
Institute, the Baker Helbourne, the 
I;Jales of Agriculture Veterina:r.r Research 
Glenfield. ~~d 1955 they were obtained solely 
from Animal Breeding Establishment of the National 
University. Normally 
used. 
wild rabbits were 
laboratory 
districts close 
South Wales. 
myxomatosis by 
were in short 
Canberra, 
use they were 
serological 
more than old were 
some when 
They were obtained from 
one batch from 
for acquired 
belo't¥. 
were ve~J satisfacto~J experimental because of the 
than m~Aomatosis with which to causes 
ed from the 
the same as 
history is 
Stand~l Laboratory strain of 
of virus 
used to initiate 
in 
in 1911 ( 
field outbreaks 
Section 2, 
deriY-
is 
Australiae 
of 
16. 
Nyxoma Virusn. 
were collected in the field by harvest-
the , lu .. '?lgs, or skin tumours from 
in active stage of the disease. During transport to the lab-
oratory the ¥Jas either stored in 5 ml. bottles in 
of ice, or in glycerol saline. 
free of glycerol saline when at"1d ground in cold mortars 
wtth alundum, and '..ras found that homogenization was facilitated 
if the sample ~as frozen a·t -20°G"' before final grinding and 
addition gelatine saline. Recently ha_~ested material was ti-
trated on the chorioallantoic membrane of developing chicken embr-
without rabbit but no virus was detected bJ this 
method, or if some tjJ.ne had elapsed since collection, the ground 
material was inoculated into a laboratory rabbit. If myxomatosis 
developed, skin tumours or testes were harvested about seven days 
after the inoculation. Glycerolated or freeze-dried material re-
ceived from overseas was treated in same i;Ja,y. 
addition to direct isolation of virus from diseased 
rabbits, strains were obtained from mosquitoes caught in the 
field,. In this groun{l mosquitoes were always inoculated into 
a laborato~ rabbit before the virus was isolated. 
virus obtained from the inoculation of a batch of-mosquitoes was 
treated as a strain, although it is possible that mora than 
one mosquito in the batch -was infective. 
After the addition of penicillin (500 units ml.) and 
streptomycin (4 mgms. per ml.) and light centrifugation to remove 
17 .. 
alund~~ and tissue debris, the suspensions were dispensed into one 
ml~ ampoules and stored at -70°C. until required. 
TITHl .. T!,0£1' ..... 9F VIRUS SUSPENSIQN.§. 
\vas titrated on the chorioallantois of chick 
embryos by the pock counting method developed by Lush (127). Ser-
ial tenfold dilutions the suspension were prepaxed in gelatine 
saline and 0.05 ml. of the selected dilutions inoculated onto the 
chorioallantoic membrane of at least three 11 or day chick 
emb~os. After a further three days incubation at 35°C. the mem-
bra.."les were removed and the pocks cou.."1ted under a plate colLl'lting 
microscope. The titre \vas usually estimated from a dilution ;mich 
produced 10 to 60 pocks on each of the membra...11es. 
Fenner recently has shown that the titre (LD50 ml.), 
determined h"J the intradermal inoculation of rabbits witFh serial 
dilutions of virus suspensions is seven times higher than the 
titre (infective unite per ml.) obt.ained by the pock counting 
method. Ho'1t1ever, in all the investigations reported in this thesis 
the conversion factor used is the earlier determination of 1 infect-
ive unit (chorioallantois) = 10 ID50 (rabbit) (56). 
Virus suspensions were always stored for at least twenty-
four hours in the dry cabinet at -70°G. before initial 
titration on the chorioallantois. Subsequent dosage rates for 
inoculation into rabbits or were estimated from this titration, 
and the selected dilution from the fresh ampoule re-titrated on 
lB .. 
eggs at the time of use. Generally, there was little fluctuation 
of infectivity of the stored with time. 
A batch of strain (q .. v .. ) myxoma virus was ampouled 
and placed in the cabinet on 12th. November 1953. in-
itial titration (14.11.53) a recent titration (15.7.55) twenty 
months later are shown in Table 1. Normally an aliquot 
from a thawed ampoule, the excess is discarded, 
but the titrat.ed between 19.10. 5/-l< and 25.6 .. 55 was from 
one ampoule which was re-sealed and returned to the d~J ice cabin-
et removal of a volume of 0. 05 ml.. 011 each the dates show. 
In this way virus suspension was thawed frozen nine tL~es 
over a period of months, ~th onlY a relatively loss 
of viable bec~ning apparent at the end of the period. 
The titrations shown in Table 1 also indicate that re-
producible results are obtained ~J the standard pock counting tech-
nique when three to six are used for titration. 
on individual membranes within a group va:ry considerably, but the 
means of groups of eggs inoculated with comparable material are 
sufficiently accurate for the ptu•poses for which the method is 
used. 
irhe method Lush (128) wr::.S foll01#ed in preparing the 
Jl'lT.I.:oma and normal antigens from the chorioallantoic membranes of 
devalo~ing chick embryos, that the no1~al control 
was prepared from membranes inoculated with saline instead of influ-
enza or vi~~s. The myxoma antigen was standardised by 
of on the chorioallantois 
the effect of 
storage on the concentration. 
.. 11 .. , 7, 
' ' ' 
9 .. s 
19 ·54 "o-4 J. ' 20, 
' 
1/}-, 21 16 .. 5 
3·11 / 10, 5, 6 t:. 0 •.; 
' 
.. st., I 20, 25 17 19 10 ... -t+ 
' ' 
9, 17' 
.. l ~~ r; ?, 22 ,.)' { ' 
28. 1·55 11, 
' ' 
.r o, 4 
" 3· lo-4 .. o 
l .. 4·55 22, 10, 1 I 21, 7 
' ' 
-'-"+' 
41 6 lo-4 1, 6 4·5 
15 .. 7-55 2, o, 9, 4 ')"" 1-..L 
20. 
board >;;i,V,.J:.u,~,.,~. against a known imrnune serum to obtain the optimal 
dilution before usea was usually 1:8. 
complement-fixation technique described by Donnell~ 
(38) utilising volumes each was used. Serum ~as 
diluted 1:20 in calcium magnesium saline and inactivated by heat-
ing 62°G. for 15 minutes. Tt-10 drops (each of 0.04 ml .. 
imate~) of the serum were diluted serially in twofold steps in 
tubes containing one drop of calciUlll magnesium saline and one drop 
of complement, containing 3 HD5o• After the addition of one drop 
of optimally diluted antigen to each tube, fixation was allowed 
take place overnight 4°C. One drop of 3% sensitized sheep cells 
was added to each tube, the were incubated for 30 minutes 
at 37°G. during 1.-.1hich time they were shaken twice. The dilution 
of seru~ showi~~ 50% haemolysis ~as taken as the end-point. Appr-
opriate controls, including knovm normal and potent ~mune serum 
and antigen prepared from normal chorioallantoic membranes were 
always 
COYlPA.R.ISON OF rriTEES OF CONPL~1EfJT-FIXING ANTIBODY TESTED 
ON DIFF1l~1T OCCASIONS. 
The titre of complement-fixing antibody has been used as 
a basis for comparison bet\Veen batches of serum collected at diff-
erent times. Since these batches were titrated with different pre-
of reagents, a test was set up involving the simultaneous 
titration of fifty-three samples serum previously titrated at 
different times. The results t-iere compared with the titres obtain-
at the time of the first titration of each of these sera. The 
21. 
tit:res with ou·t of the fifty-three sera \~Jere the 
same tests, to within one twofold dilution. out of 
the eight samples the variation bet-v1een two 
titrations ( e. bet-ween two a..nd twofold \ ; 1-1ere 
one batch of sera. whole of' batch was re-titrated 
and new taken as In addition, if the titre 
of the known potent serum from usual 
figure more than one twofold dilution the batch was re-
titrated .. 
Neutralization tests were 
ing method on the chorioallantoic membrane 
embryo ( 127). Undiluted serum v.Ja.s heated 
the developing chick 
56°C. for 30 minutes 
'With 
was a1lot<Ied stand at room temperatura (15-20°C.) for half an 
before inoculation three eggs. The degree neutralize.-
tion been as percentage reduction pock 
count, compared ~ith with normal serum. 
usually clear-cut, being either 0-50% (negative) or 95-
(positive). 
in field 
were tested both techniques, later any specimens 
which gave low or doubtful results by complement-fixation were 
tested by neutralization The of 135 these sera 
'fABLE 
Correlation between ·result.s of complement-fixation and neutralization tests 
Complement-fixation test 
~eut.ralization test 
Xegative (0-~W% reduction) 
PositiYe ( ~ 90% reduction) 
Totals 
~egativc* 
31 
0 
:n 
* XE>gn.tive =no fixation at serum dilutiou nf 1:20. 
Doubtful* 
17 
26 
4:~ 
Positive* 
0 
61 
61 
Totals 
48 
S7 
135 
Doubtful= partial fixation rl.t serum dilution of 1,·20, or definite fixrt.tion at. this dilution 
with both the myxoma antigen and JL control a.ntigen prepared from normal chorio-
a.Hantoi<) membrane. 
Po,;itive =fixation at serum dilution of i /40 or higlwr, at least two tubes gf•eater with 
myxoma t~.ntigen than with normal t'ontrol. 
have been by both are Table 2. 
the definitely neg-
ative defini positive 
complement-fixation tests as 
classifi<..~--1 fu-::.tion 
a..11 t ig en., res-
tests. The twenty-three 
the 1o1:rest e 
were by neutralization test four 
sera t:tre the ones, out of 115 
c omPlic a tec1 b"tr 
- " 
in ~>Jhich 
the rBsults the tvm tests .. Being 
Has preferred th 
sera of 
of by test 
C H A P T E R II 
it1 a t e r i a 1 s And Hethods 
Section 2. Naterials 1:\.nd ~1ethods In 
S.Al'1PLING OF RABBITS. 
The early collections of sera and virus samples were· 
made from which had been shot, dug out, poisoned, trapped 
or flooded out of channel-bank burroYJs. During the first field 
trip to Deni1iquin, some rabbits were obtained by shooting and nett-
with the aid of a spotlight at night. As suitable equipment 
became available in irlildl:lfe Survey Section of the CommonvJealth 
Scientific and Industrial Organization, this method became 
the standard technique whenever sera or live rabbits were required. 
Normal~, the shooting party consisted of three: driver, 
marksman and light operator~ The vehicle used was a Land Rover, 
and a housed sealed-beam headlamp unit equipped with a wandering 
lead powered by the vehicle supply ~as as a spotlight. A re-
peating 0.22 gauge rifle was used for shoots before 1953, when, 
because of the lower density of rabbits in the areas under obse:rv-
ation, a 12 gauge shotgun ~as substituted. The latter reduced 
stalking and shooting time to a minimum. 
When live rabbits were required, a trout landing-net 
fitted with a six-foot handle was used to capture rabbits as they 
were held in the beam the 
COLLECTION OF BLOOD S~~LES. 
vllien the rabbits were obtained alive {trapping, 
'fl .4. • \ or _ oo ... .~.~ng ouv 1 , were killed by manual~ breaking the neck, 
and were immediate~ bled from great vessels, were sev-
with a and a sample collected in a tubes 
yfuen blood was to be obtained rabbits already dead 
(shooting, poisoning), the carcasses were opened the thorax 
blood taken from the heart by pipette$ This 1>1as usu-
allY done within an hour shooting, but circumstances precluded 
collection of blood from poisoned rabbitso 
The samples were centrifuged as soon as possible 
after col1ection, the serum separated, merthiolated to a final 
concentration 1:10,000 merthiolate, and stored in corked and 
labelled tubes in Dewar flasks of ice. Whenever ~~~=-
ible this procedure was carried out in the field 'Within 36 hours 
of collection, but even the sera from of ~hole blood 
shipped to Canberra by air were usually separated within forty-
eight hours of collectione 
26 .. 
Myxomatosis cuniculi. (177) 
Virus myxoma to sum.. ( ) • 
myxomatosum (Sanarelli). (173). 
Virus of rabbit myxomatosis. (26). 
Virus infectious myxomatosis. (174). 
Myxomatosis virus. (141). 
Myxomatosis virus (Sanarelli). ( 
' 
I e 
Nyxoma virus. ( 128) • 
Poxvirus myxomatis. (7). 
27. 
(b). HOHPHOLOGY 
The tvJO independent determinations of particle size 
by electrom microscope are out in 3o The 
dimensions of vaccinia and determined by 
able methods are included for comparison. 
TABLE J 
of myxoma, fibroma and vaccL~ia as determined 
electron microscope 
Virus 
Fibroma 
Vaccinia 
Nean Length 
! Stand. Dev. 
{m}l) 
:!: 21 
286 + 
283 
200 
+ 
..... 
Viruses fixed with 
Hean vlidth 
! Stand. Dev. 
{mp.) 
233 + 
-
230 ± 20 
244 
160 
: 20 
Mean Thickness 
± Stand. Dev. Reference 
(mp.) 
(176) 
75 ± 10 (43) 
110 ( 
' J 
(32) 
80 ± 10 (43) 
The elementary particles three 
are brick-shaped, with a central area of greater electron 
scattering power. ~men a suspension of elementary bodies of m:y·xoma. 
or vaccinia viruses is th pepsin, electron micrographs 
show that the periphe~/ is the raised central 
portion intact (43) (51). 
There has been no systematic study of effects heat 
disinfectants on of ~Aoma virus of known concentr-
The observations set out in Table 4 several 
istencies, which c~~ assumed due to differences 
in concentration ~~d ~1rity of the virus used by 
different It is not 
why Moses was lli~abla to inactivate viras with Hydrogen 
The i.nacti vat ion of myxoma virus by heat 
and disinfectants. 
~-·----~.,.. -a-,.,. --,,,.-~,.~ • ~ ~1. Agent I :,_'emp- I Tim.e i Inact:L- Reference i i ei':;.ture i vation ~ ~ 
' ........... _.........,.,."="" ... ,.... ........ ,,......_+ ... _. ~ 1 " ...... ,.... ""·1'- ... - ........ =t-"'"' ·-.......t ! ·,,~r;:~t- • - I ~ ~ t (*) I ! .. c:a. I 4 °C I 11 dAys I half-life I I 
118-20°C ! 5 days 1 hcclf-life ("') I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
t 
~ 
f 
I 
l ~ ~ 
f 
i 
1
1 
B.esist.::..nce to drying 
Chloroform 
I 
~ 
I Chloroform 
I Nercuric chloride 25~ 
i ~ ~ ! 1 27-28°0 { 31 hoursJ half -life (.;;.) I 
6 i ' ~ I 3?0 0 ~ 10 a.q:y~~ f complete J (10) ) 
i I I 1 ' ~ "'0°C ~ ~'u'"' . ~ com le.l-e f fr:tO\ ; I ) j o m:ms. I "·P- c I_ , ; I 
l .50oc t 8 days f co·mplete (25) ~-~ t - ! 
, ~ j I ~ 
J 55°G I 15 mins • I complete ~~-- (10) I, I i ~ ~ ~ 
l 55-0 0 i 5 mins.! partial (86) i I f l 
J 55°C i 10 mins .. ~ complete i ! 55°0 I 25 mins ·I complete I 
I 55°C I 1,5 nu.ns. I complElte I 
1
6 
,'~6:C ,. 3~ mins ·l partial ~,. 
1 0 C I o mins ·1 complete j 
I_ I ~ " i 1 I i i roou j 5-o aa:ys ~ comp e -c,e 1 
~ ~ 2· 1 I 1 """ ~~ i I ~t.. t10urs J comp_e ~.~e 1 
I T'On"i I 1 c; rrl.n<:t ~ corrmlete f I . ·-~· i ..... ., .l . 1 ..... " I 1'. 
~ • 6 hours part;ial t I 
complete ~ 2 days 
(66) 
(51) 
(25) 
(70) <j I 
i (?r) ~-J>~ .. J I 
(87) I I 
i 
(137) f I 
# 
(70) i f 
(10) I 
' 
(10) I 
4 
k (137) 
0 3% 4°G 1;- days 
"2d, 
,..,J/G:J 6 c·o\ j_ I) 
') 
,..,. /lfi) , ....... ..,., 
0 & 
.. (10) t; 
(10) 
!"'. room 96 I u \ 
4°0 (l~if) 
\ ..... ...~' 
' 
6 none (137) 
5C~0 room (70) 
nonf;j ) 
r" 40!1 >'"") 
'1'27) v \.J ;::. \ -~~) 
0 / none b 
r' 24 none (10) v 
& room (70) 
room (70) 
5~t room (70) 
0 room (70) 
Pot.assium 
0 .. 1 to 0 
etl1er 
mu~:1tard 
to 0 .. 2% 
Violet 0 .. 05% 
4 
21 days 
Fenner, F .. , 
Under 
Discussion of 
presented in 
30fll 
conditions known host myxoma. 
the Leporidae., 
susceptibility of the of this fami],y is 
in Chapter IV, Sec·tion j.(b). 
the myxoma virus was released in ear~ field tri-
in Australia, attempts were infect representatives of 
Australian fauna by inoculation of massive doses the virus, and 
the already long list of refracto~J hosts was extended to cover 
these ~~imals and birds (Table 5). Domestic laborato~ animals 
previously to completely were tested 
and their resistance confirmed. However, inv-
estigations, (127) in 
produced characteristic 
found that ~~adapted myxoma virus 
on the chorioallantoic membra.'l'le of 
developing chick embryo. The are transient and the em-
bryo remains u1ilia.rmed, in practice this and the developing 
duck embr,ro (76) are the infected alternative 
hosts to 
valuable laboratory tool. 
Recently Harisijades (9) successfully ca..rr-
myxoma through intracerebral in one-day 
old mica. The titre reached its maxima~ three to five days after 
inoculation a11d had disappeared by ten They only 
tained \\Then of virus were intro-
duced ~~ intracerebral route, and even then there was consider-
able variation in susceptibility so were some-
31~ 
times lost. 
The vi~~s has been successful~ in tissue 
cultures chicken embryos (206), mononuclear cells (14) 
{148) and minced testis, lung or of rabbits (66) (.67). 
Miss G. Woodroofe of the Australic~ National University has carr-
myxoma virus throv~h 25 serial passages in tissue cultures of 
rabbit , and has also found that cells will support 
growth of (Woodroofe. Unpublished observations)a 
The animals, birds ~~d reptiles have 
sho~ infection after inoculation of massive of virus 
are listed in Table 5. This table is based on those of Bull 
Dickinson (26) &'1d Hartin (131). The solitary reported 
of a bitch Splendora (197) has been attribTJ.ted subsequent 
t~rkers to co-incidental development mammBk~ cancer (87). The 
ferrets by Hyde (86) were exposed to the b,y the 
subcutaneous insertion of pieces 111J'.Aomatous tumour wlth a tro.:.. 
char. He found virus these implants up thirty days 
but not claim to have demonstrated multiplication or infect-
in fe:rret .. 
• 
inoc1J.lr:i.ted -vrl.t;h myxoma 
t.o be 
J:.fartin Bull 
Dicl~inson 
Diekinson (l,). ~ . 
VGJ1 ; and Dickinson ( 
Cattle ( 5); Bu.ll a..r1d Dickinson ( 10) .. 
Cats ana. Dic!;:i<t"lson \ ) e 
Dogs 
\ ; ; van 
) ~ 
! ' 
Sanarel1i; te 
Eic::bbs ( l \. \ ..J..; ' 
van 
Bazi11 ) 
anei 
Hobbs , R. and 
van 
ins on 
) ~ 
Bul1 
a:nd (3)" 
and (19) 
Bull ( 
(1) .. 
(6)" 
Experimenter 
Bull ar .. .d Dickinson (2) ~ 
Cockatoos Bull and Dickinson (;~) .. 
Bu11 and Dickinson (')) \,__ 
" 
Hedget.ail eagles Bull and Dickinson I'"'-) \oG ... 
Ducks Bull and DicY~nson (2). 
Pri .. i·nates 
Sanarelli; Aragao; Hobbs .. 
Sa.narel1i; Bu~c-net, Cl·t.:tnies-Ross, Fenner (3) . 
.Lt?.lz.. ... GLASSil?ICi~TION 
as a tumour 
(51). of EL'1d struc-
as a 
decision 
1>tith 
It a (1927) 
us td.th Aragao (10) 
putoo. (197) of the 
of myxomo, 
and ·1.1ere in more aJdn t.o the 
or 
bodies, van 19,37 
ule_r :tn Decretion 
or R:lvers ( 70) 
se.rne in S1Tl88XS 
Vil"'l .. JS,. 
C H A P T E R III 
The Hyxoma Virus 
2. Strains Of r"iy-..corna Virus. 
Although myxomatosis has a reputation for extraordinar-
high lethality both a~d observ-
ations, be remembered that until t',vO years ago practic-
ally all investigations ~ere carried out with laborato~f 
ives of a single wild strain of virus~ This is the 
B of Hartin, and, as its characteristics and performa._'t'lce are used 
as criteria in current investigations of myxoma strains it 
be referred to in as the Standard Laboratory strain. 
Sanarelli in 1898 (177), and Moses 1911 (137) noticed 
what they believed to be v~~ .. ~··~~~ virulence ~~~oma virus after 
continued rabbit Rabbits inoculated this 
would die in 5 instead of the usual 10-12 days, and before 
tumours h&i formed or blepharo-conjunctivitis had become pronoun-
ced. Aragao (10-} states that attenuation can brought about by 
ageing, particularly in blood samples, and by treatment with ~~ti-
septics. However, this work confused usa un-
measured doses and of procedural detail in the reports. Pro-. 
the first significant description the differing virulence 
of of myxoma virus is given qy in 1934 (131) during 
investigations into suitability of myxomatosis to control 
rabbit populations.. He maintained duplicate lines of t1..JO myxoma 
contact rabbits for strains 
tt.Jo years. His A was received 1934 from P~agao of the 
Oswaldo Cruz Institute in 
·the same symptoms as Stra:tn 
de Janeiro, and although it produced 
its virulence (as evaluated by in-
cubation period, du.re.tion and acuteness of illness) fluctuated 
considerab~ during the period of observation. During the phase 
of lowest virulence some rabbits in the series recovered, some-
times after '!fJeeks of chronic sickness. On furtb,er passage, vir-
ulence was enhanced again. Strain B, on the other hand, killed 
rabbits infected serialJy by contact in 9 to 15, usually 11, days 
for a period 18 months. Than two successive rabbits one of 
the duplicate series recovered, but rabbits subsequently infected 
in the same series succumbed within the expected time. Martin 
sugge~ted that these two rabbits 'tvere unusually resistant be-
lieved that StrainB vras "fixedn in virulence. In these and other 
experiments, 10 out of 312 rabbits infected 1.-Ji th Strain, J" recover-
ed, and 3 out of 248 infected with Strain-B recovered. Although 
the exact mechanism of "contact" infection is still not known, the 
method -vtould ensure at least approximately uniform dosage. 
About the time of Hartin's experiment, Hurst ( 82) at the 
Lister Institute recovered an attenuated strain of myxoma virus 
qy serially passaging Standard Laborato~J strain virus intracere-
brally in rabbits every 7 days. The second passage material pro-
duced typical myxomatosis, but when the virus was tested again 
ter the 8th. passage, a modified form of m~Aomatosis was produced 
from which few infected rabbits died. This strain was named 
Neuror~xoma, and characteristics have been maintained through 
many successive intradermal and two intratesticular passages. 
Laboratory manipulation produced a second attenuated 
strain during one of Berry's (19) transformation experiments in 
1938. He found that heat-killed myxoma and fibroma inoculated 
as the 
37~ 
virulence in 
by a strain 
are inoculated 
narrowly 
:myxoma virus when doses 
into normal of approximately 
adult rabbits of Oryctol~s cuniculus .. 
1~4.TERIALS AND IJJ.E11IODS 
Myxoma virus. 
The strains from natural field cases myxo-
in wild rabbits in 
from two parent strains. 
and Europe are all 
1. Laborator.y strain 
lated from a 
1924. 
Used experimentally by 
infected 
by Rivers at 
r:o.re briefly as 
• 
and presumably 
(137). 
Net-1 York. 
cold storage in 
1934 .. 
qy intratesticulax 
(131) ~ 
Institute, 
passage and 
Cambridge by knov.l!l as the 
B of Martin ( 
1936e Sent to Bull in used ex-
co:mmenced. 
Australian 
Eliza Hall 
Commonwealth 
was of 
all subsequent laboratory and field 
the present study. (27). 
in 
Organised dissemination the virus 
prepared in the 
..., ..... ~ ... .u.~ • ..j,. University, and 
was freeze-dried 
Laboratories (58). 
of 
by the 
distributed ~/ the 
material derived 
in :New South 
a field case 
captured during the first epizootic (1950-51). 
2. Lausa~ne strain (~1rope). 
· 1949. Isolated from the blood of a naturally infected 
domestic rabbit at Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil, by Dr. J. Bouvier 
(21) ~ Taken by him to Lausar..ne, S-vJitzerland, and named HJYiyxomatose 
Bresilu. 
1952. Material from second rabbit sent to 
P. F.. Armand Delil1e b<.r Professor Haudu.roy.. In June 
inoculated two \dld rabbits on at ·~U..,!,..L.''"'""'".~ ... v (35) 
( 120) { 162) • I:''rom here the throughout western Eur-
ope and the United Kingdom. 
1954. Dried blood of third laboratory rabbit passage 
received 
!J?Say of virulence. 
was essential that small changes in case-mortality 
rates should be detectable, and it ~as obvious that to find the 
absolute for each strain either involve the use of far 
more rabbits than could be 
restriction of the nmnber of 
Laboratory strain of almost 
obtained or handled, or the 
tested~ As the Standard 
kills laboratory rabb-
its 10-12 days, it was thot~ht that any consistent variation 
from this survival time would indicate a difference L~ virulence 
from that the St~~dard strain. Each strain was therefore inoc-
ulated into at least rabbits and the mean survival time ob-
tained. In addition, the onset s . .:s1.1d subsequent develo}ment of sev-
eral symptoms characteristic of myxomatosis were noted. A cursory 
post-mortem exam::tnation v1as out on practically ail rabbits 
confirm that death was specifically to myxomatosis ax'1d to 
ascertain the particular strain produced any atypical 
visceral symptoms. .ll control rabbits \vas challenged 
vrlth Laboratory with batch of strains 
Statistical analysis of survival times. 
In the survival times a ·transformation 
the data. made normalize the distribution curves &sd render 
the 
y = (u 
of different series comparable. 
u0 )i as suggested rrj Kapteyn (lOB). 
met&ueter used 
We never 
obse~red the of an adult rabbit from myxomatosis after the 
inoculation of a smalJL dose virus in less than 8 
days. This is therefore taken as u0 • The survival tL~e 
thus becomes (u - 8) days and a log. transformation is out 
on the data, e.. the i = 0. Rabbits which sur~ived are 
have an actual survival time • Calculations 
of means and vari~~ces, and comparisons of the different 
are made ~ith these transformed (This was sugg-
ested by Dr. S. Fazekas Groth.) 
of dosage rate and route of inoculatiqp~ 
The principal source of infection in the Austral-
ian wild rabbit is the virus-contaminated proboscis a mosquito 
(Chapters V and VI), ~tJhen setting out to the virulence or 
strains myxoma virus, it was considered desirable to mimic this 
process as as practicable. Dosage was at 
10 ID50, which that by a (56), 
and was inoculated intraderillal~ hypodermic in a 
volume 0 .. l ml. gelatine 
determine whether survival of inf-
eo ted \·J:i th myxomatosis ,,.,ere in fact significantly altered 
er or routes of inoculation, of rabbits 
were In first these 
, rabbits were inoculated intradermally small and large 
of the fullY virulent St&~dard Laboratory strain and the 
attenuated K .. l4., (No. 36, Table ). 1'he 
al of nr:p:omatosis developed more rapidly i11 
llenged large of both strains; nodule the site 
was already obvious on the day 
the third in rabbits inoculated small be-
came thickened one to days &~d secondaries app-
eared from one to days Nevertheless, eyes were 
not fully in t.zhich nine after inoculation 
with the Standard l,aboratory strain. The symptoms in 
rabbits died from to inoculation 
with strain i..tere far more in that died 
an time with small doses. 
An or survival times 
ed in ,... r. mean of. transformed SlJ.rvi·val time is 
nificantly less after a large of LaboratorJ strain 
myxoma thru.1 after a dose (P<O.OOl). One of the rabbits 
41. 
The survival times of groups of rabbits inoculated 
with small and large doses of two strains of nzy"Xoma 
virus. 
Strain Dose Survival times '*Mfan 
of virus (IDso) (deys) s.E. 
Standard 18 11, 12, 12, 13 0.60 ± 0.05 
n 18 X lo4 9, 9, 9, 9, 10 o.o6! o .. o 
f 
EM13 11 14, 15, 15, 16, 16, 19, 21, 24, 30, 32 1.04 ± a. 
~~ 22 X lo4 13, 14, 16, 16, 29 0-92 ± o. 
* expressed as log (survival time - 8 days) 
Analysis of variance of data presented in Table 6 
survival time = log {survival 
time in days - 8 ) • 
Source d .. f. mean v F 
square 
~ .. Standard laboratory strain 
' 
Dose 1 0.6357 0 .. 6357 47·5 P< 0 .25) 
Error 7 0.0973 0 .. 0139 
Total s 0.7330 
lB- KM13 st l~ain l 
Dose ..., 0.0437 0.0437 0 I (1.$2)0.20< p .J. Error 0 0-0502 
1it- I 0.6965 
I 
" 
myxomatosis, and the remaining gave a mean survival 
time linich is higher than (cf. Table 'ltJith 
used have sig-
nificance the betv1een the times. low-
est mean 55) of the shovm in was 
, compared the mean the rabbits challenged vJi th 
of Laboratory 
mear1s is significant (0.001< P< 0.01). 
It 1tJa.S that if doses the sur-
of infected rabbits the vould mark-
ed attenuated were used. there was no stat-
istical significance in difference the survival times 
the challenged a.nd of the 
strain (P > 0. Both groups showed a of 
is an difference, would probably 
a much of to reveal 
From experiment it apparent that 
constant doses of be used co:mparisons are be made 
of the symptoms produced different of myxoma 
The'suggestion that the time is by the 
only partial~ supported experimental results. 
In experiment (Fenner. Unpublished observat-
), a constant (15 ID5o) K.}'1.13 \.J"aS inocula tad 
into of rabbits intradermal~¥, subcutaneously • 4. m~..~raven-
ously ( 3) 4 To incidental intradermal dur-
44-
ing infection by the three routes, a clean needl.~ -v1as fitted_ 
to syringe 
bubble air was 
the inoculum had been dra~ up, and a small 
above and bel01 . .J the inoculum in the syring~. 
Only the rabbits which inoculated 
developed local 
of symptoms 
at the inoculation sit,es. development 
inoculation will be described later 
and sufficient to here that the local lesion on 
the third day, thickening of the eyelids about the sixth day and 
then swelling in the ana-genital region, rash clo-
sure of the eyes.. The group inoculated subcutaneously follo\.Jed 
this pattern of generalization fairly close~, but without the dev-
elopment of a prL~B~J lesion. inoculated intram11scularlY 
appeared normal until about the twelfth 1>1hen a 
and inflammation of the anal fold was usually 
Generalization folloitJed, but the d.:isease frequently ran a relat;ive.;... 
ly course and four out rabbits recovered. The 
striking to the stru1dard response was seen in 
inoculated i.ntravenously. four of five rabbits escaped 
infection after a dose of myxoma which successfully in-
fected all the rabbits in other groups. ~rhese not 
virus could sub-clinical infections; antibody to 
not be and responded normallY to 
feet ion with neuromyxoma virus \i?hen subsequently in another 
was infected apparently normal 
for about days, irJhe.n there was a sudden generalization 
which death the seventeenth day. 
Int 
Sub 
T A B L E 9. 
A. Analysis of varic\-nc e data shovm 
transformed 
intravenous lnoculation. 
Routes 
Error 
f. 
2 
27 
me&."l 
squares 
1.0710 
7156 
29 2.7S66 
v 
Os5355 
0.0635 
in ..., $)' 
F 
~ 
8.43 l (9.02)0.001< P< 0.01(5.49) 
t ' 
~ 
! 
B. Significance differences between mean 
each route {t tests)~ 
t p 
09071 ( 0.12 7) 0. 900 < p 
L"1.traderm.al v .. (3. )0.001< P< 0 .. 010(2., 
Subcutaneous v. Intra~uscular 
47. 
mortality rates of wild rabbits infected with 
Uriarra-contact strain myxoma qy various routes of 
inoculation .. 
-
.,, 
Method of Number of Percent 
inoculation rabbits mortality 
Intradermal 6 50 
I Mosquito-bite 20 Intr;;L"nuscular 6 0 
Contact infection from 
intraderm~ inocu- 6 0 
lated rabbits 
The times these are set in Table 
8, a. D. ~alysis varie.nce the means the transformed sur-
vi val of the three 
inoculated intravenouslY) in Table 'Taken the e 
to the groups significant (0 .. 001< P< 0901). 
treated in ' c·rable there is no difference between 
the groups inoculated intraderma.lly subcutaneously 
(P>0.9), but there are significa.'lt between other 
two pairs. 
Nyk<;tot.zy'CZ has obtained effects using 
Uriarra-contact ( H illOe Table in wild This 
m:>;·xoma strain low virulence the differences L~ 
seyerity produced ~J the va~ious methods inooul-
ation is from mortality rates ( 10) (HykytO\aJYCZ. 
preparation). 
When the various are considered together, 
it obvious before clinical symptoms can 
be as criteria the of strains of myxoma virus, 
the dosage and of inoculation of different 
be 
vJild caught field screened immunity 
by serological tests were used in some of the experiments 
for the assay virulence myxoma virus. It was thought 
might differently to laboratory-bred , and as 
49. 
the ultimate objective of the viru1ence assay 1-1as to ascertain the 
possible effects of the VD.rious strains in the field epidemiology 
of the disease, vJi1d rabbits "~;iere chosen in preference to those 
bred at the J..aboratory. Eo\.JC-1Vor, it soon became difficult to ob--
tain sufficient numbers of susceptible BJ1ult ; .. Jil.d rabbits, and 
there >;Jere also frequent deaths due to causes other thtt .• ~ my.-Komat-
osis during the course of tho exper.irnents. Some rabbits presrnn-
abiy had recovered from the disease ~ year or more yreviously anc1 
antibody I;Jas not {'ietected. duri.r~ routine sero1ogical testing .. 
Those usually exhibited an accele:rate::J. response to infection a....11d 
. • b1 " ed 1 .:I • ..!.- .p ..!- 'h :} • f.C> ~ 1 + • ~ < t J.nve..r~a ..t.Y recover , _ea: . 2.J.ng vO .,~_u:r~.~,~..er c,J.. .J.J.CU ...... vl.OS ln ln e:r-
preting the effects of attenuated virus strains. It bacsme o~:ious 
tha.t li.:lboratory-bred rabbits of uniform typo 1,·Jould allo~,.J far great-
er confidence in assessing the virulence of myxoma strains, and 
these rabbits 1·-Jere adopted as ·oart of the st&"ldard t~::;chniqtte. 
}!any myx:oma strains had been tested in \>Jild rabbits ancl 
twenty-t1.·JO of these \>Jere testod again in l.aborat.ory rabbits., 
vJaS necessary to find \·Jhe-ther the data obtained fro;] "'vlild rab~it 
tests oonld be r)ooled vJj_th that obtained from laboratory rabbits~ 
.f..n a~a1ysis of variance Has carried. out on the means of the trans-
formed. survival times of ~sroups of laboratory end vJil.d rabbits that 
had been challenged \,J:l.th the saJne strains of virus c•nd -the results 
are presented in Table 11. The vari&~ce due to virus strains is 
highly significa;.'1t (P< 0.,.001), and that d1Je to the t-v10 types of rabb~ 
it is c1oubtfu11y significant (0 .. 05<P<0.10). Because of this doubt, 
data obtained from tests ·uith -vJild rabbits have been treated sep-
50. 
An analysis of variance of the mean survival times of 
groups of laboratory and vrl..ld rabbits inoculated with 
various strains of myxoma virus. Survival time = 
log (survival time in days - 8) ... 
I Source d .. f. mean I v F 
squares 
Virus 21 4-7837 0.227$ 2.76 P< 0.001(2.56) 
strains 
0.260$1 I Rabbits 1 0.2608 3·17 (3·90)0 .. 05< P< 0.10(2.74) I Inter- 21 1·2789 o.o609 0.74 (1.23) 0 .. 20< p 
- action 
Error 139 11.4560 0.0824 
Total 182 17.7?94 
from obtained laboratory throughout 
Sectioni!l interaction is not 
that the due to the of rabbits consistent 
all tested. 
\.Jorking in unheated animals rooms, both (Personal 
corrrmunication) Hykytowycz that survival times and recov-
rates rabbits infected 
tions Uria.rra 3 strain 
ed rates fluctuated 15~6 and 75% the 
months September) and between 75% during 
remainder of the In preparation). As the 
animal rooms Australian 
ing winter, fluctuations in temperature are experienced 
but the of variations times can-
not be 
Groups of rabbits ~.>Jere i..Jith Lab-
strain virus a series myxoma strains were to 
be The times of of &"'ld the 
on 1:1hich are collated 
a..Ylalyses of Table 13 .. 
Both laborator.y rabbits vJere at different 
times ·the experiments and the first (Table 13A) 
shot.ro the va:ria..nc e to this source again 
Dates of inoculation and survival times rabbits 
inoculated vdtb 10 ID50 standard laborator,y 
of myxoma virus ... 
Date 
24· 4·53 
24.11-53 
26. 1-54 
15 .. 4·54 
26. 7-54 
31· 8-54 
25 .. 1·55 
22. 6-55 
2. 9·55 
I 26. 6 .. 53 I 2. 9 I 9•10o53 
22 ... 6-53 
Survival time 
(days) 
~borato£l rabpi~s 
10, 10, 10_, 
8, 10, 12, 13, 15 
10, 10, 11, 12, 13 
10, 12, 
' 13 
10, 10, 10, 10, 11 
10, 10, 11, 11, 
11, 12, J2, 
12, 12, 12, 13 
9, 10, 10~ 10, 13 
vlild rabbits 
12, , 12, 12 
11, 
' 
10, 10, 
11, 11, 12, ,14 
I 
I 
I 
*Mean survival time 
+ 
-
standard error 
0-345 ± 0 .. 04 
0 ... 489 ± 0-15 
0-476 ± 0~08 
0 .. 551 ± 0.09 
0·336 ± 0 .. 0,3 
0.432 ± o.o6 
0 .. 536 ± 0.07 
0-596 ± 0 .. 04 
0 .. 320 ± O.ll 
0.602 ± o.oo 
0 .. 560 ± 0 .. 04 
0 .. 401 ± 0 
o .. 6o6 ± o .. o6 
* expressed as log (survival time in d~s - 8) 
Analysis of variance of presented in Table 12, using 
transformed survival time = log (survival time in dcys - 8) 
Source d .. flil Mean 
squares V· F 
A. Laboratory rabbits and wild rabbits 
Rabbits 1 o ·1140 1 0.1140 3·58 (4.02)0.05< P< Q .. l0(2 .. SO) 
Error 56 1.7815 1 o .. OJlS 
Total 57 1 .. 8955 
B .. Laboratorv rabbits and dates of inoculation 
Dates 8 0-3931 0 .. 0491 1~45 (1 .. 86)0.10< P< 0.20(1·49) 
Error 34 1·1529 0.0339 
To·tal 42 1·5460 
c" .. Wild rabbits and dates of inoculation 
Dates 3 0.0931 0 .. 0310 2-40 (2.66)0.10< P< 0 .. 20(1.83) 
Error 11 0.1.423
1 
0.0129 
!Total 14 I o.2354 I 
(0.05< P< 0.10), and further analyses variance due 
to time of inoculation are made on and wild rabbits 
lJB 130). In case the varia..."lc e 
due this source ( 0.10< P< 0.20). effects 
are therefore not apparent under the conditions in which assays 
virulence of myxoma strains were carried results 
obtained experiments conducted at 
and a years are comparable. 
information was obtained on the severity Sj-"mpt-
rabbits 
to assess of in myxomat-
this will be discussed fully elsewhere (Chapter IV, 
tion .3). survival as the the rabbit 
, and the ve17 young animal dies before 
alization 
four months 
myxoma 
become apparent. For these reasons, only rabbits 
age t:Lnd older v.1ere used in assessing viru.lence 
The assessment o.f myxoma by 
that a mean of based on 
survival time than that for a fully virulent strain indic-
ates a rate. Two the strains under 
been inoculated into larger series of comparable 
55. 
TABLE 14 
Mortality rates and survival times of groups of wild rabbits inoculated with two strains of virns of 
differing virulence. 
Wild rabbits Excluding survivors 
Including survivors 
Mortality . 
Virns strain rate Mean SUflival Average and 95% Mean survival Average and 95% 
Source Number time- fiducial range time ::!: fiducial range 
Standard error (deys) Standard error (days) 
Albury 19 Standard laborator,y 1~ 0.38 + 0.07 9·4 lQ:l., 16.1 0.38 ::!: 0.07 9·4 lQ:l., 16·1 
Albury 19 :KM 13 74'!/c 1.18 + 0.04 16.7 ll:l 35·0 1.32 + o.o6 15·3 ~ 69.2 - -
A.C .T. l5 Standard laboratory lao% 0.56 ::!: o.OJ 10.1 ll:.2 l4·l 0.56 ± o.o3 10.1 lL5i 14·1 
Laboratory 45 KM13 87% 1·17 ± 0.03 15·5 22.9 36.6 1·24 :1: 0.04 ].4.6 ~ 53·4 raised 
rabbits and the results these experiments give some indication 
of the validity the .\.. assumpwl.on. 
A. batch susceptible \<Jild t.Jere 
received South Wales, of these were 
infected \.Jith strain myxoma by mosquito bite, 
and nineteen ~r inoculation 10 ID 50 of a. slightly attenuated 
field strain ( M. ). In other experiments fifteen susceptible 
wild rabbits from the \vere inoculated 
10 ID50 Laboratory strain, 
rabbits that had been 3~~ laborato~ were inoculated 
10 ID5o of 13 strain. case-mortality these 
are shown Table 14, vJith means of the transformed 
times, excluding survivors. It can seen that is 
an relationship mortality rate and sur;ival 
becomes more if are 
60 days incorporated into the means, 
as has in last colw:nn of 14.. Including 
in this way rna.lces the mean time dependent 
upon the mortality but this is not present 
purpose. The effect. of mean survival time of 
in small groups rabbits is considerably lessened by the use of 
the trcw."lsformation, as discussed 
that when "~rirulence the two 
is judged by case-mortality , the transformed mean 
survival times relative virulence reasonably well. 
1 .. 
• SITE OF RECOVERY OF VIRUS 
STRAINS 
Localities of Australian field straihs of 
myxoma virus. 
rn> c.:. 1 l • t • f • • J.nv +-oca_.~ :Les o or~g~n 59 
virus that have been are depicted in Fig. 
At some time the investigations a 
antly lower virulence than the Laboratory strain were 
recovered all except 
vJidely (Nos. 22, 53, 72. Table 15). Vir~s was coll-
ected on only one occasion from each these four sites it 
seems highly that less virulent strains tV'ould have been 
found further had made. 
It is quite attenuated strains of virus are 
ubiquitous throughout eastern 
The virnlence tests strains of 
virus are set in are 
five headings. 
This group includes the Standard Laboratory 
strain and the Lausanne strain initiated epizootics in 
Australia and ~Urope The other strains in 
are of laboratory such as serial passaging 
thro11.gh or intracerebral or passaging. 
These are 
been recovered from naturally and from 
mosquitoes, bet1.v-een 1951 and 1955, lrhey 
are subdivided the States from which they were and, 
59. 
in chronological All the in group are 
natura1 Standard Laborato~f strain. 
Strains which been recovered 
from naturally infected or domestic rabbits in and 
France October 1953 1955e In one instance 
have two strains been collected from one area ( 
• 
and 82, 
Tabla ) and these e..re together, but apart from this all 
have listed in chronological order of collection re-
gardless of the country origin. All the this 
group are natural derivatives the Lausanne strain. 
!z. Strains from South America. of the three strains in this 
group probablY have had natural passaging through 
rabbits species) in although actually recover-
ed from naturally 'I •• a.omes'tl.C 
Originally recovered from natur-
domestic rabbits 1.11 California. 
To facilitate discussion, the in Table 
15 have been arbitrary serial numbers, and these in 
the first colw~. strains have been used .for other experi-
ments, their common names ( 13, Uriarra . ) been 
the 'fSourceu colum.'fl.., In the same column acknowledgment is made 
to the worker who the original or, ~orne 
details of the virus been published, an author-
reference and date given. 
60. 
Standard La1Joratolj,- stra:i.n myxoma has been 
re-introduced in 
this 
the 
have 
of the 
districts throughout Australia, 
upon the virulence of 
introduction of virus to the 
strain tested, 
dis-
trict has been presented whenever it could be ascertained. 
a strain has been 
are treated 
strains are directly 
in both laboratory wild the 
the means obtained for field 
to obtained 
Laboratory viru.s in saJne rabbit. In 
column the transformed mean is converted back to 
su.,..-vival time in , and this is i·Ji th the fiducial 
range. 
Only one virus from the first 
iw."l epizootic was preserved for testing. ~rJaS ob-
a infected in the Bathurst 
in February, 1951, and it seems unlikely that intro-
duction the disease had made in the area at that time. 
The strain (No. 
' 
15) is 
from the Standard Laboratory strain. At 
in virulence 
this time virus was 
from a infected ~dld rabbit Dubbo, South 
tJales, was 
field, as seed for 
throughout South 
the 
production of myxoma 
Virus from 
was tested a...."'ld 
frcm the Standard Laboratory strair1 .. 
Research Station, 
for distribution 
35th. this 
also indistinguishable 
Date 
Strain isola-
No. ted 
(A) (B) 
1 1911 
2 1949 
3 1911 
4 1951 
Feb. 
61. 
'rABLE 15 
The origin of strains of nwxoma virus and the survival times of groups of rabbits inoculated 
intradermally with small doses of eaoh strain· 
Date of Mean of' trans-
Number of last in- Rabbits inoculated formed sur-traduction vi val time :!: 
Source laboratory of viru- Standard passages lent virus error 
to district Type No. 
(C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Standard laborator,y strain. For Numerous Laborator,y 43 + - 0.45 - o.o3 histocy see text. Used to 
initiate Australian nwxomatosis 
outbreaks. Wild 15 o.56 :!: o.o3 
Lausanne strain• For histor,y, 3 
-
Laborator,y 5 0.69 :!: o.w 
see text. Used to initiate 
European ~xomatosis outbreaks (G.Bouvier • 
Batch No.30 (19.53) of freeze- Numerous 
-dried virus prepared from seed 
Laborator,y 5 0.53 :!: o.os 
standard laboratory strain b,y 
Commonwealth Serum Laboratories 
for distribution in the field. 
(Fenner & Woodroofe 1954)• 
Originally obtained from natur- 35 
-
Laborator,y 5 0.34 :!: 0.10 
ally infected wild rabbit near 
Dubbo, N.s.w., short]y after 
the commencement of the first 
Australian epizootic. Main-
tained b,y rabbit passage at 
the Veterinar,y Research 
Station, Glenfield, for prepa-
ration of freeze dried mater-
ial for field distribution in 
N.s.w. 
Average 
survival time 
in deys and 95% 
fiducial 
range 
(I) 
9·3 10.8 14:0 
10.1 ll.:S 14·1 
10.2 12·9 18.8 
9·4 11·4 16.0 
9·4 10.2 14·6 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 
5 Freeze dried material prepared Numerous 
-
Laboratory 5 0.52 ± 0.1.3 6.7 .:J,;k.1 22.0 
from standard laboratory strain 
by the Institute of Medical & 
Veterinary Science, Adelaide, 
for field distribution in South 
Australia· 
6 1911 Same as standard laboratory Numerous 
-
Laboratory 9 0.41 ± 0.04 9·4 1Q.:.5. 12.6 
strain, but maintained at Rooke-
feller Institute, New York. 
Received in Australia 24 Sept. 
1951 (R.E.Shope). 
7 1936 Neuromyxoma. Derived from 8th Numerous 
-
Laboratory 10 All survived 
serial passage of standard 
laboratory strain by intra-
cerebral inoculation of rabbits 
(Hurst, 1937) • 
8 1954 Limiting dilution isolate of 2 
-
Laboratory 5 o.89 ± o.o6 12·1 J..l& 22.5 
strain KM13 (No.36 q.v.) in 
rabbits. Eight lesions out of 
50 sites inoculated. Strain 
obtained from tissue slice of 
one of these lesions. 
9 1954 Strain KM13 (No.36 q•V•) passed 
serial~ as a 10% suspension 
7 
-
Laboratory 5 o.81 t o.o6 11·9 Uui 21.4 
intratesticular~ in rabbits, 
for five passages. 
10 1954 As for No.8 - tenth passage 12 
-
Laboratory 5 0.50 :!: 0.08 9·4 ~ 15·4 
11 1955 As for No.8 - fifth passage, 7 
-
Laboratory 5 0·59 ± 0.20 9·4 11.:.2 18.6 
second series. 
12 1954 Strain KM13 (No.36 q.v.) passed 2(rabbit) Laboratory + 11·9 ~ 13·9 - 5 0.68 - 0.02 seri~ as 10% suspension on 40(egg) 
chorioallantoic membrane for 40 
passages. 
1.3 1954 Limiting dilution isolate of 33 
-
strain Uriarra-contaot (No.4$ 
Laboratory 5 1.36 ± 0.12 14·3 31.2 85.1 
•V• in rabbit • q ) s One lesion 
out of 50 sites inoculated. 
(A) (B) (0) (D) (E) 
14 1954 As for No.l3 - second isolate. 33 
-Four lesions out of 50 sites 
inoculated. Strain obtained 
from tissue slice of one of 
these lesions• 
15 1954 Strain Uriarra-contact (No.48 33(rabbit) 
-q .v.) passed serially as 1~ 35(egg) 
suspension on chorioallantoic 
membrane for 35 passages. 
FIELD STRAINS FROM AUSTRALIA 
(a) Queensland 
16 1952) 
Mey) 
1 1951, Dec. 
) 
17 1952) 1 tl It 
Mey ) 
) 
18 1952) Texas, from diseased rabbits. 1 It II 
Aug·) {Marshall, ~ce, Poole & ) Fenner, 1954 • 
19 1952~ 1 1952, Nov. 
NOV• 
) 
20 1953) 0 It n 
Apr.) 
) 
21 1953) 0 1952, Nov. 
Apr.) 
(b) New South Wales 
22 1951 Bathurst, from diseased rabbit. 1 
-Feb. Natural spread from initial es-
cape on Murrey River, Dec. 1950. 
(Ratcliffe, Myers, Fennessy & 
Oalacy, 1952) • 
(F) (G) (H) (I) 
Laboratory 5 1·37 ± 0.16 12.3 ~ 
Laboratory 5 1.6o ± o.n 19 ·4 II1...:1. 
Laboratory 4 o.s3 ± o.u 9·9 ~ 
Wild 4 o.75 ± o.o6 10.8 .J.J.:.2 
0.69 :!; 0.06 Laboratory 6 10.4 J2.:2 
Wild 4 0.44 ;!; 0.09 9·0 J,0.8 
1.18 ± 0.07 Laboratory 5 13 ·3 23.1 
Wild 4 0.96 ::!: 0.16 9·5 17.J. 
Laboratory 4 0-99 ± 0-03 15-2 
.J.'Z.& Vlild 4 0.96 ± 0.17 9·5 J.7.!l, 
1o29 ::!; 0.13 Laboratory 4 12.6 ~ 
Vlild 4 1·07 ;!; 0.16 10.2 Ja..a 
1.04 :!: o.09 Laboratory 5 12·3 J.:i& 
Wild 3 1.28 ± 0.07 16·4 ~ 
Laboratory 5 0·54 ± 0.07 9·2 J.l.:j. 
136·3 
145·9 
32.2 
19.2 
18.1 
15·7 
51·1 
62.5 
:n.3 
62.6 
90-7 
71-7 j 
36·3 
51.2 j 
17.8 j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 
23 1952 Dunroy, from diseased rabbits. 1 1951, Nov• Laboratory 8 1.10 ± 0.12 10.8 20.6 63 ·7 
Mey (Marshall, Dyce, Poole & Fenner Wild 3 1.18 :!: 0.09 1.3·4 .ll.:l 50·5 
1954). 
24 1952 Dunroy, from diseased rabbit. 1 u It Laboratory 10 1.02 :!: 0.12 10.2 1.!l.:5. 58.6 
·Dec. (Marshall, Dyce, Poole & Fenner Wild 4 o.n.± 0.14 9·3 l1:.2 .34·1 
1954)· 
25 1952 From pool of Anopheles) · 1 1952, Oct. Laboratory 6 1.01:!: 0.05 12.0 18.2 34·1 
Nov. annulipes) Wild 2 1.07 
) 
1.08 ± 0.03 26 1952 II It II II u ) 1 II tl Laboratory 5 17.1 20.0 23·9 
Nov. ) Wild 1 1.23 
) 
0.98 ;!; 0.09 27 1952 II u 11 It II ) 1 11 It Laboratory 5 11.7 J1..,i .32·9 
Nov. ) Wild 1 1.08 ) 
1.23 :!: 0.13 28 1952 II " " Culex ,anmH 1 " It Laboratory 6 11.7 25.0 86.2 Nov. lii:pstris ) From Wild 3 1.09 ± 0.16 10.0 20.J 83·7 ) Lake 
29 1952 II tl " Aedes ~ U rana 1 II II Laboratory 6 0.86 :.!: 0.13 9·6 ~ .39·2 Nov. tgeobal di {:1-!;vers, Wild 3 1.15 :.!: 0.29 10.0 22.1 40·7 )Marshall, 
.30 1952 II .. li Anopheles )& Fenner 1 n II Laboratory 8 1.06 :.!: 0.12 10.6 J.9.:.i 59·2 Nov. awuBpes )1954) Wild .3 o.9.3 ± o.o6 12 • .3 J..Q..,.i 24·7 ) 
.31 1952 II II II II II ) 1 
" 
II Laboratory 6 1.09 ± o.o6 14·1 ~ .32·7 Dec. ) Wild 2 0.89 ) 
0.87 :!: 0.06 .32 1952 II II II " II ) 1 II n Laboratory 6 11.6 ~ 23·.3 Dec. ) . Wild 2 0.69 
.3.3 1954 Lake Urana, from diseased 1 n 
Apr. rabbit during autumn outbreak. 
(W.E.Poole). 
" 
Laboratory 5 1.07 :!: 0 ·09 12.5 .12..& .38.2 
.34 1954 Lake Urana, from diseased 0 II 
"' 
Laboratory 5 1.0.3 ± 0 ·07 1.3 .o J,8.8 .31·2 Nov. rabbit before major epizootic. 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 
-0 
1952 From pool of Agopheles) 1 1950, Dec• Laboratory 6 + 13·1 12.:..1 25.1 35 0.97 - 0.05 
Deo. annulioes) Wild 2 1.12 
- ) From 
1.0$ :!: 0.05 36 1952 Strain l\Ml3 • From pool) Coroua 1 It II Laboratory 15 13·1 1.2..:.2 35·8 
Dec. of &Bonheles ppnulipes)(~trers, Wild 45 1.24 ± 0.04 14·6 6.i:k 53·4 )Marshall 
o.66 ± o.13 37 1952 From pool of AnOpheles)& Fe11ner 1 n t.l Laboratory 6 9·0 12.6 28.5 
Dao. a.nnulipe§) 1954) Wild 2 1.02 ) 
38 1952 II II II " " ) 1 u 
fl Laboratory 5 1.20 ± 0.15 11.1 g].S 89·9 
Dec. ) 
39 1954 Corowa, from diseased rabbit. 0 !l II Laboratory 5 1·12 ± o.n 11.9 21.2 51·7 
Feb. (w.E.Poole) 
40 1955 Corowa, from diseased rabbit. 0 1954, Dec• Laboratory 5 1·04 ± o.os 12·3 l9..:l 36·4 
Mar· (W .E .Poole) 
41 1953 Colo Vale, from pool of~ 1 1952, Dec. Wild 5 1·05 ± 0.07 13·4 12.:Z. 31·3 
Mar• a,lboannulatus and Aede§ gueens-
landis (Lee, Dyce & 01Gowr, 
1955)· 
42 1955 Colo Vale, from diseased rabbit. 0 II I! Laboratory 5 0·95 ± 0.07 12 • .3 .J1.::.Q 26.8 
Feb. (Lee, Dyce & 01Got{er, 1955) • 
43 1955 Colo Vale, from diseased rabbit. 0 It 11 Laboratory 5 1.32 ± 0·14 12.6 ~ 105.8 
Apr. (Lee, Dyce & 01Gower, 1955)· 
44 1953 Sydney, from naturally infected 2 - Laboratory 3 0.94 ± 0.07 12·1 ~ 26.6 
Mar· laboratory rabbit, Royal North Wild 3 o.ss ± 0.22 9·8 ~ 112.0 
Shore Hospital. 
45 1954 Merricumbene, from diseased 0 Laboratory 5 + 15·6 )0.6 74·8 - 1·35 - 0.10 Nov. rabbit (A. Dyce). 
I 
46 1955 Merricumbene, from diseased 0 1954· Nov. Laboratory 5 1·44 ± 0.17 12.1 .li:1 1$9.2 
Mar· rabbit (A.Dyce). 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 
' 
(c) AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 
' 
47 1953 Strain Uriarra 3, from diseased 3 Laboratory 5 1.08 ± 0.21 9·2 ~ 124·4 
Feb. rabbit at Uriarra (M,rkytow,yuz, 
1953). 
48 1953 Strain Uriarra-contact, from 35 
-
Laboratory 5 1.36 ± 0.15 12·5 12..:.2. 126.1 
Nov. tbirtysecond contact passage of 
strain No •47 (R ·M.fkytowycz) 
49 1954 Uriarra, from diseased rabbit 0 Laboratory 5 o.sz ± 0.06 11·3 ~ 20.9 
Aug. (R.M,rk;ytowycz). 
50 1955 Uriarra, from diseased rabbit 0 Laboratory 5 + 13·3 16.0 26.5 0.90 - 0.04 
Jan. (A.L.Dyce). 
51 1953 Canberra, from diseased rabbit 1 
-
Laboratory 5 0.91 ± 0.21 9·1 16.1 88.9 
Feb. (R.Myk;ytowycz). Wild 2 0.69 12.9 
52 1953 Angle Bend, from diseased 4 Laboratory 5 1.63 ± 0.08 25 ·3 ~ 114·7 
June rabbit (R.Myk;ytowycz). 
(d) VICTORIA 
53 1952 Pyramid, from diseased rabbit. 1 1951, Nov. 
Apr. 
Wild 5 0.79 ± 0-09 10·3 ~ 24.0 
54 1952 Pyramid, from diseased rabbit 1 19511 Nov. Laboratory 5 0.48 ± 0.11 9·2 n.o 18.7 Apr. (Fenner, Marshall & Woodroofe, 
1953) • 
1·39 ± 0.17 
!.. 
55 1953 Yarram, from diseased rabbit 1 195.3, Jan. Laboratory 5 11.6 32.6 161.7 
Nov. (G.Douglas). 
56 1954 
Feb. 
Piangil, from diseased rabbit 
( G .Douglas) • 
0 1954, Jan. Wild 5 1.13 ± 0.04 16.4 .il:..i 29.7 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 
57 1954 Piangi1, from diseased rabbit 0 1954, Jan. Wild 6 1.04 ± o.os 12.2 19.0 36.0 
Feb. (G.Doug1as)• 
58 1954 Werrimel, from diseased rabbit 0 1954, Jan. Wild 5 1.17 ± 0.16 10·4 ~2.s 98.2 
Feb. (G.Douglas). 
59 1954 Werrime1, from diseased rabbit 0 1954, Jan. Laboratory 10 0.65 ± 0.03 10·7 12.5 14·9 
Feb. (G.Douglas) • 
60 1955 Ouyen, from diseased rabbit 1 1954, Nov. Laboratory 5 1.25 ± 0.12 12.8 25.8 73·4 
Mar. ( G .Douglas )•. 
61 1954 Bacchus Marsh, from diseased 0 1954, Mar. Laboratory 5 0.68 :!: 0.10 9·5 lbJi 22.8 
Aug. rabbit (G.Douglas). 
62 1955 Bacchus Marsh, from diseased 0 1954, Mar. Laboratory 5 1·33 ± 0.14 12.6 ~ 107·9 
Jan. rabbit (T.Pearce). 
63 1952 Gunbower, from diseased rabbit 1 1951, Nov. Laboratory 5 o.s1 ± 0.09 10.3 14.:!1: 26.5 
Mar• (Fenner, Marshall & Woodroofe, 
1953)· 
64 1953 Gunbower, from diseased rabbit 1 n n Laboratory 5 1.26 ± 0.19 10.3 26.J 151.1 
Jan. (B .v .Fennessy). 
65 1954 Gunbower, from diseased rabbit 0 1953, Dec. Laboratory 5 o.so ± 0.12 9·7 Ur.:.1 30·9 
Mar. (B.V.Fennessy). 
66 1955 Nbi11, from diseased rabbit 0 1954, Dec. Laboratory 5 0.94 ± 0.07 12.0 12.:1. 27 .o June (Lands Dept. Inspector, lihi11). 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
67 1953 Peake, from diseased rabbit 1 1951, Dec. Laboratory 5 1.06 ± 0.10 11.6 1SW. 43·7 Oct. (E.'vlaterhouse). 
68 1954 Dismal Swamp, from diseased rabbit 1 1953, Dec. Laboratory 5 0.73 ± 0.11 9·6 ll.:.l 25·7 Feb. (E .\>/.Lines). 
69 1954 Robe, from diseased rahbit 1 1953, Dec. LaboratoiY 5 0.83 :!: o.os 10.8 ~ 24.1 
Feb. (E.W.Lines). 
(A) (B) (G) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 
(e) WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
70 1954 East Narrogin, from diseased 1 1952, Jan. Laboratory 5 0.72 ± 0·04 11·4 ~ 16.3 
Mar· rabbit (D.Gooding). 
(f) TJISHANIA 
71 1954 Evandale, from diseased rabbit 0 1953, Sept. Laboratory 5 om ± o.o4 10.6 .ll.:1 18-9 
Sept. (T.M.Alexander). 
72 1954 Colebrook) from diseased rabbit 0 Laboratory 5 + 18.7 22.7 28.1 
-
1.17 - o.o3 
Sept. (A.F.Ryan • 
73 1954 Cressy, from diseased rabbit 0 Laboratory 5 + 17 ·5 ll:.2 33·2 - 1-19 - 0.04 Oct. (A.F .Ryan). 
FIELD STB.AINS FROI>! EUROPE 
74. 1953 Edenbridge, England, from 1 Laboratory 5 + 9-6 11.2 14-8 - 0-51 - 0.07 Oct. diseased rabbit during first 
confirmed outbreak in England 
(J.R.Hudson & H.Thompson, 1954)• 
75 1953 Perigeux, France) from diseased 4 
-
Laboratory 5 0.69 ± 0.05 10·7 Jb.9. 14-6 Nov. rabbit (P .Lepine • 
76 1953 La Notte Beuve, France, from 4 
-
Laboratory 5 o.58 :!: o.o8 10·9 .u.:.a 13.0 
Nov. diseased rabbit (P.Lepine). 
77 1954 Department Vienne, France) from 1 
-
Laboratory 5 0.69 ± 0·73 10.2 12.9 18.9 
Apr• diseased rabbit (P.Lepine • 
78 1954 Department Indre, France, from 1 
-
Laboratory 5 0·55 ± 0·03 10-5 Jl.:.i 13·0 
Apr• diseased rabbit (P.Lepine). 
. 
79 1954 Department Eure, France, from 1 
-
Viild 5 0.68 ± 0-03 11·3 12·6 14-8 
Apr• diseased rabbit (P.Lepine). 
80 1954 Department Seine Inferieure, 1 
-
Wild 5 0.68 ± 0.03 11·3 12.6 14·8 
Apr. France, from diseased rabbit 
P.Le ine • ( p ) 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 
Sl 1954 Loiret, France, from natural~ 1 - Laboratory 5 o.59 ± o.o6 10.1 J.J.:.2. 15.1 
Apr. infected domestic rabbit (H. 
Jacotot). 
e2 1955 Loiret, France, from natural~ 1 
-
Laboratory 5 1·25 ± 0.07 16·4 ~ 45·$ 
Apr• infected domestic rabbit (H. 
Jacotot). 
83 1954 Cornwall, England, from diseased Several - Laboratory 5 o.66 ± o.u 10·0 .lbi 13.1 
Apr• rabbit (J.R.Hudson). 
84 1954 Hall, England, from diseased 0 - Laboratory 5 o.66 ± o.o2 u.s Jb.2 13·9 
Dec. rabbit (J.R.Hudson). 
85 1955 County of Armagh, Northern Ire- 1 - Laboratory 5 o.54 ± o.o6 9·8 11.4 14·7 
Jan. land, from diseased mountain 
hare (Lepus timjdus)(J.R.Hudson) 
86 1955 Gaze~, England, from diseased 1 - Laboratory 5 o.ss ± 0.02 n.o ll.& 12.9 
Mar· rabbit (J.R.Hudson). 
87 1955 Nottingham, England, from 1 
-
Laboratory 5 1·2 ± 0.26 9·1 24.0 286.0 
Apr. diseased rabbit (J.R.Hudson). 
88 1955 Nottingham, England, from tissue 2 - Laboratory 5 1·45 ± 0.18 u.s ~ 221.4 
Ju~ slice from rabbit which recovered 
from infection with strain no•74, 
after mild illness. 
89 1955 Nottingham, England, from tissue 2 - Laboratory '4 0.67 ± 0.04 11.1 Jb1. 15·1 
J~ slice from rabbit which died 13 
d~s after infection with strain 
no. 74, after severe illness. 
STRAINS FROM SOUTH AMERICA 
90 1947 Department of Colonia, Urugu~, 44 
-
Laboratory 5 o.34 ± o.o6 9·2 10.2 12.0 
from natur~ infected domestic 
rabbit (Orycto~agus ruJnicuJus). 
(B.Szyfres, Epstein, Reissig & 
de Robertis, 1952). 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) 
91 1953 Campo Grande, Rio de Janeiro, 3 Laboratory 5 + 9·1 10.0 11.2 
-
0.30 - 0.05 
Dec. Brazil, from naturally infected 
domestic ~dbbit (Oryctolagus 
gunicyJJJ.§.) • Probably infected 
directly from Sytvilagus rabbit (H. de B. Aragao • -
92 1954 Jacarepagua, Rio de Janeiro, 4 
-
Laboratory 5 o.66 :!: o.o1 10.0 ~ 13·1 
Mar• Brazil, from naturally infected 
domestic rabbit (Oryctolagus l cunicu1ys). (H. de B. Aragao). 
STRAINS FROM NORTH AMERICA 
93 1950 San Francisco 1 California, 8 - Laboratory 10 0.41 ± 0.07 9·0 ~ 14·6 
u.s.A., from naturally infected 
domestic rabbit. 
94 1949 San Diego, California, U.S.A., . 5(rabbit) 
-
Laboratory 15 0.67 :!: 0.08 9·2 ~ 25·5 from naturally infected domestic 93(eggs) 
rabbit. 2(rabbit) 
The next group strains were recovered in 
Hay Those obtained at Texas, Queensland 16 & 17, 
Table 15) and ~rramid, Victoria ( 8c 54, 15) allowed 
slightly 
Laboratory 
survival times compared with Standard 
but the differences are not statistically 
Hov.rever, the strain from DUP..roy, near New South 
the mean 
about twice 
Wales (No. 23, Table 15) was undoubtedly 
survival time of challenged with it 
of the Standard LaboratorJ ~s penetrated to this 
district during first adv~~ce the in the St1Jnmer 
1950""'\51, virJ.s had beon artificially introduced then 
(130), so it is only possible to estimate the maximum time 
strain to 
was in the l11urray Valley in 
escape rnyxoma virus 
strain was 500 miles to 
1950, and the first attenuated. 
north-east in 1952, seven-
teen months 
the of the folloi.Jing sum..~'ner attenuated 
strains of virus were Hid ely poi...Ylts 
11-ustralia, it seems that had throughout 
more virus been recovered during the summer of 1951-52 1 
the attenuated variants would have been fou . .~."1d generally 
at ·that t:i.me. 
Over of tt.1o or more 
were collected and from each of nine locali 
AustTalia and one in France, and it is of interest to compare 
fluctuations· virulence with time at loc aJ.i ties. A 
s of variance been out on the data 
obtained are presented in 
Table The the virtts 
is assumed to there is than (P< 0.05) 
probability the data is due to 
wnere this has occurred, nature the 
during period of observation is as enh.:wcemant or 
attenuation by inspection of 
strains as in Table If probability is 
95% (0.05< P), has been no 
cant in the The analysis clear-
cut, for Goro-via, the virulence has been as 
stable although the probability a to 95% .. 
level from :recove~J one 
lent (No. Table ) in December 1952 at sam. a 
as attenuated strains (Nos. 
the in 
from variants, the viru.lence is considered as 
unchanged. 
Attenuation of strains was at of the 
in during periods of observation. In 
these cases, the strain isolated VJ~ts only less 
virulent the Standard Laboratory four instan-
ces strains unchanged, the 
1:1ere attenuated, a..~d strains from 
out of the four locali a time about 20 
T A B 1 E 16 
The relative virulence of virus strains collected at certain sites at different times: results of 
analyses of variance of data from Table 15 • 
Number of Strain Per~od during wbich Variance of mean Change in 
Source strains numbers strains were survival times virulence 
tested (Tablel5) collected p with time 
Texas, Queensland 6 16 to 21 May 52 - April 53 0·001< P< 0.01 Attenuation 
Dunroy, N.s.w. 2 23, 24 May 52- Dec. 52 0·5 <P None 
Lake Urana, N.s.w. 10 25 to 34 Nov·52 - Nov. 54 0·20 < P< 0·50 None 
Corowa, N.s.w. 6 35 to 40 Dec ·52 - Mar. 55 0·05 < P< o.1o None 
Colo Vale, N.s.w. 3 41 to 43 Mar·53 - April 55 o.o1 < P< o.o5 Attenuation 
Merricumbene, N.s.w. 2 45, 46 Nov.54 - Mar. 55 0.5 <P None 
Uriarra, A.o.T. 3 47 to 49 Feb.53 - Jan. 55 o.o1 < P< o.o5 Enhancement 
Bacchus Marsh, Vic. 2 61, 62 Aug.54 - Jan. 55 0.001< P< 0.01 Attenuation 
Gunbover, Vic. 3 63 to 65 Mar•52 - Mar. 54 o.o1 < P< o.o5 Attenuation and 
then enhancement 
Loiret, France 2 81, 82 April 54 - April 55 P< 0.001 Attenuation 
days"' stability of v::Lrulence has so far for 
up 27 months. (Corov.Ja). 
ofv was observed at t1.>Jo sites* The 
original strain 
first published 
Uriar:ra, A.C.T., the subject 
on of virus in 
( Hyk:ytoWJCZ has carried exper:L'!Jlents with 
wild rabbits vrlth r...nd from his 
the 
Uriarra-co.ntact ) is indistinguishable 
virulence that of the (Uriarra 3, 47, 
15) a.'rl average time over 
days. It 
both 
thus more attenuated the majority 
of occurring , (~~l~tok~cz obtained a 
about 6o~s in ) • Hm.:rever, 
ulence isolated from the sa~e locality and 
tvmnty-five months later indicate that this 
strain has been replaced more Lab-
virus been introduced some 
of the G.T. before the 1954 strain was obtained, not at 
Uriarra. 
At G·unboHer, Victoria, on the other hand, it seems pro-
that the observed was in a re-
introduction of Standard Laboratory virus. 'lnree 
were three successive yearly epizootics their 
times were 1.4 .. 4, .3, and 3 days 
(Nos. 63, 15).. The observation at the 
of last t-Jas that nit seems that 
field strains 
present infections 
out in this area during 
arise from 
B .. V,. Personal 
(1953), 
inoculations 
attenuated virus the Uriarra 
t'Wice from (Nos. 45 & 46, strain has 
Table 15), this only persistence of 
type 
the t1,.;o 
There is a strong 
intermediate virulence are 
ralien field conditions, and 
interval of only 
in these results that 
adapted for 
evidence 
Aust-
later in this Section corroborate this 
The 
the Australian. 
in widely 
in 1954 
has been in 
collected from 
and including 
15) ~Jere all 
contrast to 
infected rabbits 
one from Loiret 
from the 
However, in April 1955, an attenuated strain (No. 
82, 
(106), 
) was recovered from a at Loiret, France {61) 
the same month material from a diseased 
captured in Nottingham, { 61) ( 79) ( 80)' 
C?f differing appeared to be a 
least one 
15). 
Lausanne 
et Loire) in June 
ered from the 
cmnponent (Nos. & 
myxoma was released at ~·ka·•~.v~,v~.w (Eure 
, and the first attenuated was recov-
"department1t of 1955.. Thus 
67. 
it was 34 months before a strain reduced was :recog-
nized 1 and seems unlikely that -there been 
ment of virulent strain even 
There a continuous, and often almost iropercep-
of the symptoms produced by 
strains of virus listed in Table However, certain strains have 
selected as n they are represent-
ative of a large nmnber of or 
are apparently The contrasting s~nptoms 
rabbits inoculated ~rith uniformly small doses these 
strains are presented below. 
( 1).. Average time, 
11 Range, 8 -
tumour produced the o.f inoculation is large, 
hard and convex. roughly circular margin is and 
ever the tumour remains colour is pink, 
sometimes red and rarely ·purple. Secondary tumours appear on 
sixth or seventh and the ninth day they are well distributed 
over the ears, ~~t onlY on legs in cases which 
survive than the average. Thickening of ~elids 
also first detectable on the sixth or seventh day the eyes are 
usually completely closed the ninth day. There is an opalescent 
white discharge from eyes from about the se-.:renth day this 
becomes copious during the last t~..J"o or three days before 
death. Oedamatous swelling the perineum, head and the ears 
Plate Standa:rd 
inoculation. 
myxoma. Ten days after 
becomes 
is 
in the later 
hampered by nasal 
to eat and drink 
2. Lausa.l"ffie strain. 2 (}. 3). 
Range, 10 -
and the slor..Jed 
The rabbits 
and die in good 
con-
time, 13 
A hard, high, convex produced at 
the inoculation Its maximum size is on about the 
tenth day. when glazed centre to ooze with ser-
ous fluid. central skin is a crater is formed 
frequent~ a scab at the The 
the fourth often blackens in the later 
although the the tumour it a 
\.Jell defined the is in fact 
Generalization more florid a...11d than 
with the Standard 
s·equence. Secondary 
~ in the pinnae 
grossly swollen, 
strain, but 
appear on the 
ears. The head 
same time 
feet, bt..tt :rare-
region are 
from the is copious 
nose. As Sta.ndard Laborator.J strain, death occurs 
the in good condttion .. 
(Plates 4 & 5}. Average survival time, 
25 13 days to 
strain (No. 
representative 
Table 15) has been 
~~·~M field strains 
as 
70. 
Plate 2. Lausanne strain myxoma. Ten deys inoculation. 
Plate 3. Lausanne strain myxoma. Ten days after.inoculation. 
71. 
Plate 4. K.}:.13 strain myxoma. Twenty days 
72. 
tumour at inoculation site large, soft 
flat, sometimes harder slightly convex in the 
er stages of a infection. Occasionally, it reduced to a 
soft diffuse thickening. is irregularly shaped 
usual~ becomes clearly demarcated, particularlY cases which 
for longer 
the same 
the average. AJ.though second~; tumours 
are 
times nodular, 
first appearance 
pattern as that of 
development is 
the 
without complete 
rather than 
character as the primary, they are some-
spread to the legs. The 
s~nptoms follows the sa~e 
Standard Laboratory strain, but 
most cases are closed ~~ 
the rabbit or recovers 
Eyelids are distorted 
thickened, but nodules are rare. 
The oedematous swelling of the is less pronounced th~~ with 
, although advanced cases Lausa.."lne or Standard 
have masses of semi-confluent tumours over head and particul-
arJ.y around :mouth. The whole course is some-
mild, the severe case t'\<Jenty-
five presents a wretched picture. The is 1abourt~d 
obstructed, there gross emaciation, an extraordinarily 
copious i~ith secondary bacte:r:ial 
ion, and mucoid are with faeces~ bul-
oedematous of perineum, the ears are pendulous, 
and &~d body are distorted tumours. Occasionally 
rabbits condition recorded as moribund for sev-
73. 
eral successive , but have made a 
recovery. 
The flat produced by 13 strain 
ering 
the t'!lmour 
dries 
and scab 
the skin over 
remains 
sloughs as a 
slices 
In recov-
tunour becomes scaly, 
for a considerable period, before 
Virus has recovered from 
to 60 d~s after inoculation, 
successful mosquito trf.JlSmissicn obtained them 
40 days (Fenner, & Woodroofe. • 
( 6, 7 & 8). survival time, 
days. 15 days 
strai..11 (Nos. 48, Tab1e ) has been sale-
cted as field of low 
virulence. 
The the site inoculation is hard, 
at slightly convex. The colour deepens to 
the 
first 
or tenth 
diffuse, but, 
marc a ted 'b<J sixteenth 
The rather 
in fatal cases, 
t.lhen the 
shaped 
::ts clee.rly 
tUYJlOUT 
begins to break and a concave black scab is graduallY formed. 
body 
on 
recovering rabbit this 
fortieth day. 
tha.11 the are 
sloughs bet\-Jeen the thirtieth 
are more strongly convex or 
ears, 
1'here are 
over the 
discrete 
instead of thickening. The secondary 
Plate g• Uriarra strain ~JJComa. T·vJenty days after inoculation. 
Plate 9. Neuromyxoma strain myxoma. Tell days after inoculatione 
76. 
t~mours develop well defL~ed margins soon after the prim~J and 
break do1-1n in much the same way* Eyes and nose suppurate to a 
lesser extent than in the strains previously described, tr~t the 
oedematous swelling of the perineum is often severe. 
Unlike the tumours produced by the K.M.l3 strain, tissue 
slices from the thicker Uriarra tumours indicate that vi~~s some-
times begins to disappear when the skin breaks at about the six-
teenth day. 
2, N3uromyxqma stra~~. {Plate 9). All rabbits survive infection 
with small doses. 
The tumour produced at the site of inoculation is hard, 
red and convex. The centre rapidly turns purple and the peri-
phery is well demarcated by the fifth day. 'This is follo~red b'J" 
regression and scabbing. Generalization is usually slight or 
absent, but the small nodule that can be seen on the upper eyelid 
of the rabbit in Plata 9 is quite characteristic. Generalization 
and occasional deaths rr:sult from a massive dose, and particul-
ar~ from a massive or moderate dose (1 - 2,000 ro50) distrib-
uted in-several inoculation sites (Fenner. Unpublished observ;:-
ations). 
§. Nottingham mi1d strain. (Plate 10). Average survival time, 
36 days. Range, l4 deys - recovery. 
This strain (No. 88, Table 15) is the mild component of 
what appeared to be a mixture of strains recovered from a natur-
ally L~fected rabbit at Nottingham, England, in April 1955. It 
was isolated ~J tissue slice from a twnour on a rabbit which 
Plate 10. Nottingham strain IDJt-xoma .. 
inoculation. 
11. Loiret 1955 strain myxoma., Twenty-five days after 
inoculation. 
only a mi1d disease inoculated '\>Ji th a dil-
indist-of the original "severen component 
inguishable the Lausanne strain. 
The tumour at the of inoculation does appear 
the fifth and relatively soft until about 
the t1,.-1elfth it gradually becomes demarcated, 
hard, and Secondaries 
are 
involved, 
but nodular.. The 
on the ninth day 
region is quite severely 
apart 
course. T~o the 
material shoHed 
rabbits inoculated 
in the latter 
, the runs a 8-kJ.d benign 
rabbits inoculated 
disease pattern, and three 
the "mi1du The 
the original 
the five 
two 
one at 14 days 
a modified form of 
the other at 30 days. 
{ 11). time, 26 Range, 
20 .... 3S days. 
The at inoculation soft, and 
until about the tanth when it gradual]~ harder 
and in colour~ In the number rabbits inoculated 
this strain, the 
until death, the rabbit exhibiting grotesque, but still 
generalization the late of However, 
Jacotot his (106) found that out of twenty 
inoculated n Loiret 1955u exhibited a "nodula.rn 
form the disease which to similar to Nottingham 
strain. One rabbits 
myxoma virus. 
Attempts been made breB.k do-wn immunity 
rabbits which recovered attenuated strains of myxoma 
virus challenging them ~rri th small and doses 
virulent of virus. The of virus 
strains have been examined are in Table 17. Fre-
quently there was no external of infection, but most 
common response was the appearance 
or scabbing tumour the inoculation 
ation observed was occasional 
a rapidly 
The only 
sec-
ondary tumours. 
persistence the inunu.ni ty to Standard 
orato~J strain natu~allY 
cussed else~here (Chapter VI, 
t-Jild rabbits will be dis-
2). critical examin-
at ion the relative persistence of imrqunity induced by differ-
ent attenuated 
attempted. 
against has not 
T A B t E 17 
Rabbits recovered from myxomatosis and challenged with 
heterologous 
Strain of virus 
causing 
infection 
Kl~l3 -36)* 
KN13 (No • 36) 
I\Ml3 (No.-36) 
Neuromyxoma (No.7) 
Uriarra (No-47) 
Unkno;;m (captured 
immune wild 
rabbits) 
of virus .. 
Strain with which recovered Number 
rabbits were challenged of 
rabbits 
Standard laboratory (No.1)* 6 
Campo Grande (No. 91) 6 
Lausanne (No.2) 7 
(No .. 2) 6 
Standa~l laborator,y (~To .1) 7 
Stfu~dard laborator,y (No.1) 7 
Lausanne .. 2) 5 
Eure (No.79) ~ 
* Numbers refer to numbers 
in Table 
an is to be succest1-
fully by a virus nrus t a of 
virtll enc e conditions ( it 
l,Jas established that virus 
in certain ;;,lild rabbits in (130) 
(J.40) (141), it \•JUS find the 
of be ive 
occurrence of 
1, this has 
e, 
an occurrence 
strains can on 
are 
the maan survival 
Labore-~,tory in the 
symptoms produce, but it seems like~ that CI"J.Se-
rate be 
vJhich to 
thirty is that these cause 
rate of to in :Ln and probably 
than this GeneralJy 
e e only 
and. 'Oc-t tent an 
T A B L E lS 
virulence of Australian myxoma strains and their 
geographical distribution. 
Inter:mediate Low 
virulence virulence 
(Survival time (Survival t.iroo 
15-30 deys) 30 days) 
Queensland 2 4 
NeH South 2 2 
Australian 1 2 2 Capital 
Victoria 6 7 1 
2 1 
1 
1 2 
37 5 
stage. It can be seen from Table 18 
recovered from all 
were of intermediate 
Iri the ~as shown 
vi~1lence strains tended to 
uated level (Table 16). 
that 
of collection ( 
sruna as 
vJas recovered 
surnme:r (1952-53) 
are 
1 .... June 30) 
18. The 
the autumn of 
of 
occurrence eastern Australia. 
the majority of 
testing -was out 
in certain districts 
at a 
the 
according 
for 
the year 
in 
vir-
by the following 
l>Je:re of almost 
this 
strains low -were recovered, 
the first 
incidence 
not 
Strains 
the result 
virulence 
but is strains 
predominated the last 
succeeding 
to recovered, some probably 
c a,mpaigns \.Ji th Standard La. bora toxy 
viru.lence 
1-1ill be ina 
later devoted to field obse!"'t?ations (Chapter VI), that 
rabbit 
ably 
rabbit 
of v~:.LJ: iant a 
but is 
as a major factor in 
if 
it from 
measure of control in- a 
that myxomatosis 
control 
lol-1 
the 
become domina..'>lt., 
evidence accumu1ated s.o far, 
that of virulence are su:rvive 
Australian conditions. A infec·ted ~lith a virus of 
The yearly distributton Australien myxoma 
strains according to virulence. 
High virulence Intermediate I Low virulence 
virulence I (Survival time (Survival time (Survival time 
15 days) 15-30 d~s) · 30 d~s) 
1950-51 1 .... ..... 
1951-52 5 1 ..... 
1952-53 1 20 2 
1953-54 4 6 l 
1954-55 4 10 2 
15 37 5 I 
high virulence will be 
about six d~s - from the 
for mosquito 
or the generalised 
appears, 
arly, a. 
able to 
results 
rabbit recovers. 
a.t eleventh or twelfth d~. 
a 
the virus 
death, and 
intermediate 
about 
thirty or 
days if 
if 
this basis alone, the displacement of 
high~ virulent strain would It is pbvious 
reasoning of virtJ.lence 
or they would in turn displace the of intermediate 
ence. the of the symptoms produced the 
different -was that the tumours produced 
the Uriarra strain ( vi~J.lence) often a necr-
and began about the 
ion, lL~like fleshy tumours of 
inoculat-
strain 
(intermediate virulence)., v1ith this, a some-
a disappearance of vi~~s skin tumours 
as i..~icated t.itrations and mosquito probing ex-
periments (Fenner, Day Wo~jroofe. prepc~ation), and when this 
occurs successful tr&~smission mosquitoes c~~ on~ take e 
over a period about ten 
account for tr:e of strains lotv 
and ecological 
experimental 
of the mechanism are probably 
Nevertheless, it appears that 
prevailing level virt1lence myxoma in could re-
duced a vJhich combines viru.lence v1i th production 
of persistent fleshy tuJ1wurs. The Nottingham m:ild strain ( 
10) appears be this type, and is partly for reason 
that to introduce 
at the 
present VI, 4 & 6(c)). 
lfnen reporting the of n 1955" 
Jacotot, Vallee and Virat (106) stated that attenuated of 
myxoma in both exld same 
ti11e 
to 
first 
Europe, i..'lte:rval is taken 
appearance of 11 Loiret 195511 iri spring 
spring 1953 
1955. For 
apparently 
virus to 
the period. from the of the 
time o.f occurrence of 
attenuated strains in summer of 1952-53. There can ba no 
doubt that all virus strains recovered from natural~ occurring 
casas myxomatosis Europe are derived 
inoculated two rabbits at Delilla in June 1952 
(35) no matter whether human pl~ed a in the subsequ-
ent spread or not. This then is the starting point 
time in Europe, and 19551' \.Jas 34 months 
the first undoubtedly attenuated was recov-
at Dunroy Station near ~goree, New South \-Jales in 1952 .. 
is L~possible trace the actual of this strain be-
cause human Australia has to the re-
release Standard Laboratory strain virus. Even 
it assumed that the Dunroy variant is a derivative of the 
vi~.lS in the Murray Valley in December and not 
87. 
material subsequent~ was a of only 
before the of virus Austr-
Now that have been found in --·~,-·--M·~~ 
Frru1ce, fact that the natural 
ing of virulen·t myxoma virt:ts sus a-
of WJXoma 
eventually 
to appear, and probably 
attenuated mutants 
three of virtts in Table 2, 91 92) 
have had the least of since leaving natural 
host, the South American ) are 
all virulent for ~~~~~~~~~~~, a.Yld there are only 
minor points of symptomology. is 
in of Sylvilagus genus (Chapter 
l(b)) an.d some in 
( 71) ( 87) ( 137)"' The natural seems 
select strains that are highly for Orycif2;La~ 
cuniculus a.~d it 1t10Uld of find 1·JhErthe.r small 
of a strain of 't.Jill initiate infection 
rabbits of 
' 
and they do, vir-
us persists in the tumour for as long as a highly 
strain. Gowen (65) and his co-workers this of sit-
resistant 
strains 
uation in the laboratory using 
and highly susceptible chickens 
of ~~~~~~~~~· 
a certain extent. 
with 
findings support the 
the avirulent were 
far more frequently in than the susceptible 
chickens, 
ulence, 
l0\461' 
often 
resistant 
an initial to vir-
of 
'tt!i th frequency t't<JO 
However, on continued artificial the more 
variants of SaL~onella-were selected in both 
ELl'ld tha Th1s obviously has not 
strains natvxal 
conditions. There is a trend a higher 
genetic 
tion 4) .. 
strains 
that 
a 
over a 
many 
in the Australian 
be selected 
rate remain 
of myxoff.la virus 
the same fu!d 
that more virulent 
species so 
stable for 
spontaneously 
types 
are those adapted to survive in more 
15), 
virulent variants 
observations over a 
appeared to 
at Lake 
are undoubtedly appearing .. 
of one at Texas, Queensland 
attenuation • 16 to Table 
,an 
apparent~ caused Standard Laborato~ in November 
1951, ',Jas 
November 
duction, 
1952, 
by one entirely attenuated stre~1s in 
a GoverrJnent on its 
virus ~as not disseminated in Tasmania 
to this there ;,.Jas no evidence natural 
spread of disease from the It seems probable 
the attenuated 15) subsequently 
State "tvere derived independent~ from 
the 
Europe, first t-wo 
at widely 
at ion 
rnyxoma virus 
occurrence of 
smallpox 
The 
in 
strains were detected 
they in 
seams to be abundant the 
natural and this con-
as an apparently mut-
a 
reported in this 
( 
questions, the po.rsuit of which been 
primar:J objects have One of these is the 
that virus strains of virulence 
exist in some of infective 
and Loiret (No. 
or highly 
component. This suggestion 
hibited by 
3 
t.Tacotot, 
15) 
Table 15) are in fact 
myxoma at least one 
based upon the 
strains, no 
of 
ex-
vJere made to separate out components the hypothetical mix-
tures a .P..nimals \.Jith of a v-irulent 
pathogen will a far more reaction ani,'lj)alS 
challenged 1tJith small of the same (65). In 
group small the 
can as surviva.l va.:ria-
90. 
in disease and occasional 
uated is it '\>iOUld be doses 
would all0\<1 a much range of and this 
fact must considered assessing at ten-
myxoma Perhaps only evidence 
mixture strains ~ould be the demonstration that 
atives from single isolates cause a 
range of compared with either parent 
straj.n or each other. \~ith myxoma clones are 
theoretically from Catl be obtained 'CtiJ inoc-
virtls onto chorioallantois 
developing chick or into many sites on back of a 
:rabbit selecting a pock or tTh~our from a series of 
inoculations are all 
the host response by strain 
viru.s is obtained as single 
isolates all the same as the 
material. T1..Jo limiting dilution of Uriarra-contact 
strain been made & 14, ) and the 
survival times symptoms produced in of rabbits inocul-
these are indistinguishable from parent 
has four clones obtained from 
single on the chorioallantois, there no difference 
between these and the material (111Iykytow-...rcz e prepe.ration). 
addition, thirty-five egg have not altered the 
of (No. Table 15). testing of some of 
material 't.Jas carried out in wild rabbits so a 
ical ana~sis of the made, on pre-
sent it seems that ·the Uria.rra 
The 13 strain (No. 36, 15) ~.~as origi..'tlally re-
covered a suspension 50-60 grou.,"'1d mosquitoes, 
so that initial have of 
stra.ins. Single· isolates are being selected none has 
yet been tested. The of strain can enhanced 
readily laboratory such as the 
serial of massive intratesticular 6f 
(Nos. 10 & 11, 15), by serial on chorio-
15). These artificial 
have either selected one component of an 
ruiA."tu.re or created conditions favoured the of 
an incidental mutant. l:rhe only isolate K.M.l3 
tested is a inoculation this (No, 8, Table 
original material 
·the difference statistically (0.02< P< 0.05) 
sma11 of used.~ s tr a:in is or not 
remains be 
It seems likely the Nottingham strain con-
of of rabbit 
tissv.a, 
of showing widely still 
produced some , but a of was 
achieved ( p. 76) $ 88 & Table Hudson Hansi (79) 
obtained a variety of reactions 
original material. 
virus the 
several reports attenuation of 
myxoma results from of the suspensions at temperat-
ures freezing, &~d by treatment substances 
( (10) (87) ( ). possible that this be due 
either to rates in untitrated '"'""""'"'"".J.·'·"'·''~-"' or to 
the presence of a quantity of virus. 
Finally, there all apparent of correlation betveen 
symptoms the mean survival time. The extreme 
cases are Californian strain (No. 93, 15) which produced 
relatively mild with detectable 
yet days, Loiret 1955 an 
(ITo. , Table 15) which an average survival 
25.9 d~s despite grotesque~ This 
suggests either virus invade a target or 
the rabbit killed, or that is due a toxin 
orated in the tissues of rabbit. In eit.her the 
of the mechanism seems to be an illi~te property of strain 
virus, ap:parentJ.y to the actual of 
in the host. 
CHAPTER 
The 1-iyxoma Virus 
Section 3. Antigenic Relationships Of Five Of Myxoma 
ed 
were 
left 
besto\rJS 
attempts break the immunity of recover-
with heterologous strains myxoma 
(p. These 
infection one of rrcrAoma ViruS 
i.'IJlmunity the to other strains, and 
an experiment was then to whether differences 
the antigens various of myxoma virus 
antigenic relationships of 
have been studied extensively, 
be 
of viruses 
tests 
'i.Jith both sera and absorbed 
cross 
Dovmie 11cC arthy (40) 
found slight differences the antigens of 
inia 
the 
antigenic 
Virus strairis. 
~~ other methods. For 
\.Jas chosen a preliminary 
of myxoma strains. 
11ATERIAIS AND l,~lETEODS 
and vacc-
of the 
Five of myxoma virus were because 
the 
produced 
clinical symptoms and mortality rates they 
inoculated rabbits, because their 
vi~~s was included as a because more 
methods indicate antigenic it rnyx-
om a 
The myxoma strains were used: 
Laborato~J strain 
2. Lausanne (No. Table 
1, Table 
p. 61) 
p. 61) 
3. K.Mcl3 strain 
Uriarra strain 
94. 
36, Table 
Table 
7, Table 
of 
61) 
61) 
was 
5. 
Boerlage 
isolated U'J Dr .. R. Shope 
............ ~ ....... , .... ) at Ne1-.r 
a naturally 
rabbit It 1.>1as 
used by and (58) during vaccination 
and has maintained occasional :rabbit passage 
-70°0. at Australian since 1952. 
The for the of sera was prepared 
intra testicular multiple L~oculations of a 
doses of virus Testes and tumour material 
were 
bler.iler. 
from eight and in a 
per 
ml.) and 
imately 40mls. 
centrifugation. 
Virus 
stock suspensions 
~-
distilled vmter -with 
(4 . per ml.} was to 
suspension strain virus after 
suspensions 1,.1ere stored -15°C. 
used in neutralization were 
in one at 
antisera attenuated 
recovered. 
of vi:rllS" 
The to the 
fibroma \.Jere 
infections 
Laborator.r 
sera 
ho!Jlologous 
during designed test the effectiveness 
iva immunization in myxomatosis (Chapter 
IV, Section .3} ~~~ Does 111ere vaccinated 'With viru.s and 
chall·snged Laborator.r myxoma. They were 
with 
sera few that 
the present experiment. 
to the 
a course of inocu1'1 tions of 
vaccinated-myxoma rabbits. T\>JO 
passive rabbit 
were 
Laboratory 
and 
were 
sara. from 
at 
t.Jith only 
a infection 
received a total of irmnune seru.m in 
·This rabbit 
equal 
over a of A serum 
ta.ken weeks pock chorioallant-
oio by only 60%, so rabbit ,.<~as challenged 1;1}ith 
intradermal Lausar~e strain different 
Local at the and when these 
count 
As 
ive 
all sera 
a further se!"l.:un 
sample was used 
neutralization 
homologous stock 
the 
last dose 
circulation. 
't1]'ere carried 
The sera \.Jere un-
1/25, 1/50, 1/100 and l/2001 e.nd dilution of 
serum. to give reduct:ton the pock co~~t on thq 
concentrations of stock 
strains was selected use L'1 absorption procedure. 
vm.s done reduce the antibody of titre sera 
and so fac 
is on sera had equal a.r:ttibody content 
absorption~ 
The· of and McCarthy (40) was ex-
that out because,a pilot ex-
periment indicated that gave only a slight 
with of 
Two each the six suspensions ~ere dis-
pensed into 20,000 r.p.m. (28,000 g) 
in a Spinco The 
off and deposited pellets con-
virus ~ere re-suspended two mls. of one of the 
une sera. The ~ere overnight in 
centrifuged next dey. this 
a set of si:K pre-
pared as before. was repeated so the super-
natant had mixed 
three aapa.rate 
Each 
absorbed of virus in this way e The ab-
sorbed sera were inactivated ~J 5/o,.., 0 Ve minutes, 
97. 
and this also inactivated any virus remaining after the final cen-
trifugation.,. Aliquots of the nor1nal serum 1r.1hieh had been through 
the absorption procedure 1-mre subsequently inoculated onto chorio-
allantoic membranes a.nd found to be sterile. 
Neutralization tests. 
The tests tvi th the myxoma strains were carried out as 
described rmder Naterials a..'ld Hethods (Chapter II, Section 1), ex-
cept that six eggs were used for each mirvare. Pock counts obtain-
ed with virus mixed with absorbed normal serum did not differ sig-
nificantly from those obtained with unabsorbed normal se:ru"U and 
these counts have been pooled in,_ calculating the results. 
As there \.Jere only small amou.'lts of absorbed sera avail-
able a modified form of neutralization test ·1:1as used vrl th the fi-
broma virus~ Stock Boerlage fibroma vi~.1s vJas titrated ~J the in-
trade:rmal inoculation of serial dilutions of the virus (5$). After 
a preliminary titration '~:Jith serial tenfold dilutions an accurate 
end-point i.-.Jas obtained with serial twofold dilutions tl The titre 
was calculated by the method of Reed and Huench ( 154). 
The neutralization test for e~:wh sample of absorbed ser-
mn was carried out on the back of one rabbit. One hw.1dred ar.d tl>Je~ 
- .. ~~-
nty marked sites were LJ.oculated intradermally with a volume of Oel 
ml. containing 10 ID50 of fibroma virus mixed ,,Jith serum~ forty 
sites -vr:Lth each of normal serul'1l, immune seru:m and absorbed immune 
ser~. The absorbed ~mntL~e se~~ was diluted 1/25, and the unabs-
orbed immune serwn brought to the sa~e final dilution~ The differ-
ent mixtures ~ere randomlY distrim1ted at the marked sites over 
the tests were read eight d~s 
degree of neutralization obtained qy 
produced at the sites inoculated 
sera as percentages of the nwuber 
ours at sites inoculated with normal 
This or reaction generally gave re-
not as sensitive as the pock counting method on 
with ~Loma virus. Two of the sera 
and Lausanne) were mixed with 20 ro50 of fibroma 
and a~ost all the sites produced tumours, 
sites inoculated with L~~une sera were obviouslY 
normal controls. In these instances, 
with calipers and the degree of 
the differences in the mean sizes the 
three mixtures. Trtis method was 
(193), for titrations of 
The are presented 
in Tables 20 to as the average nvJnber of 
myxoma. poe ks one serum-virus mixture 
expressed as a nu~ber of pocks produced 
by the same with normal serum. The results 
in the se.me wey with tumours or 
of as pocks on the chorioallantois" 
absorbed ~~tibodies from almost 
the maximum absorption of antibodies a 
Table 20. absorbed anti-
SO!"Um ( A-.;era.ge number 
lesions on or size on 
(fibroma) as on controls.,) 
Strain used in neutralization tests 
Stand. Laus. Neuro. Fibr. 
None 7 22 J. 8 1 
Stand. 113 90 
Laus .. 31 25 so 
94 63 87- 94 
39 46 15 58 87 
Neuro .. 12 31 
Fibr. 24 4 7 27 91 
e:rum to Lausa..rme strain myxoma. 
Stecnd. Laus. K.H.1.3 Uriar. 
None 
'"' 
~ 
.::) 5 
7 5 6 
6 27 8 r. 105 
.J 
49 27 53 8 105 
Uriar. 8 50 46 6 
'1- 44 23 a 0 .-' 
5 56 17 10 / .l- ' 0 
100. 
Table 22. tests unabsorbed 
number of 
chorioaJ...lantois (myxoma) or tum.ou:rs on ( \ 
as percentage 
None 'l 10 
-' 
StB.nd. 6 
Laus., 7 
13 
9 1~;:5 
10 L!-2 
2 15 
Tabla 23. imtisern.m. to 
us 
for 
absorption 
Uria.r, 
Neuro., 
taus. 
5 20 
29 
15 59 
66 
9 
1 /' 0 
19 3 
9 3 
46 
1 
1 19 
1 t"' 
'" 
3 
50 
21 9 
51 94 
40 
10 
absorbed 
on 
expressed 
5 47 
10 102 
87 
102 
10 95 
lS 
14 100 
Neuro. Fibr. 
24 
100 
16 73 
9S 
95 
91 
101. 
Neutralization tests unabsorbed anti-
number on 
or tumours on rabbit {fibroma) exprc~ssed 
controls. 
S t W."ld e Ur:tar. Fibro. 
7 15 8 7 
37 7 a / 
Laus. 11:. 20 13 
K.M.l3 23 14 16 
U:riar. 20 25 23 
g 22 ,a-_!.,..l.,...J 
8 
virilS. 
19 18 19 (.,. 0 
55 27 J20 .35 10 
63 16 85 18 3 
47 B5 ]2 
Uria:ro 92 58 6 
102. 
serum was on~ occasional~ attained the homologous 
v~~s strain. In isolated comparisons are app.arent 
different ences the absorption achieved 
of virus, these are not 
example, K.M.lJ 
1y 
little 
homologous strain 
further com-
22) is strong-
is relatively 
by the heterologous strains; this 
apparent when the absorbed sera is against K.r1.13 strain in 
the same Table, it can be neutralization 
seen that absorption 
it 
antibodies against 
impossible to detect 
exclude the possibility 
a..."ltigenic 
However, 
K.tl£.13 
strains of 
the immlli"1e serum has 
to such an extent 
absorption. This does not 
observed are to 
from the other Tables it clear 
13 virus absorbs a.ry.tibodies strongly from heterologous sera as 
'Hell, sometimes more strongly tha.n does the homologous of 
The of neutralization tests of six str-
virus against homo1ogous immune sera before a..~d after 
absorption are extracted six Tables and 
from Table, a~d it can ba seen that 
in 
more readily 
oratory strain absorbed more strongly by homologous 
sho-ws virus by Lausanne strain. The :reciprocal 
is more strongly Lausanne than 
103. 
tests th antisera 
their 
or 
on rabbit ed as of controls.) 
St&.id.. "'t? "~ 
• h.i'-"• 
7 12 1 ~ 7 s ,..., 
~ f"' 19 9 :J 
• az 9 9 12 3 
K ..H. 42 1}9 lit. 
l ~ 23 6 
"'10 
.J...CJ 44 1 
56 1 / 0 1~ 
-J a§ 
by the Laboratory strain. that the 
gens are However, neither differs consistently 
from lL.H .. On epidemiological there is 
probably a strain 
the IC.M. (p. 59) so that a close relation-
could be Lru1sa~e strain differs from 
Standard Laboratory t-Jould be expected VJOUld 
from K.H. 
There -vJas 
only virus, but absorbed 
(Table 26). 
the pro-
' p$ 94) the 
extremely un-
likely that "t>Jould be 
From Table 26 it that K .. H.13 
and Uriarra antibod.ies allnost all the 
more strong1y other virus The 
of the used 
before the procedure; strain was 
standard condi as high 
optimum absorption 
prepared dilute high Hoi:Jeyer, 
the suspensions were titrated at the experiment 
differences concentrations 
than ratio of the 
strains were K.H.l3:Standard:Uriarra:tausanne:Neu.romyxoma = 158: 
32:11:7:1. Apparent absorbing capacities of the suspensions were 
estimated &J finding the percentage increase in pock count of a 
strain after absorption of immune sert~ with homologous virus. 
These estimates placed the absorbing capacities in the sarne se-
qu6nce as suggested by the percentages underlined in Table 26, 
i.e. Uriarra >- K.N.13 >Standard> Lausanne >Neuromyxoma.. Except 
for the displacement of Uriarra strain virus there is correlation 
bet,.n~en the concentrations of the virus suspensions and their ab-
sorbing capacities. 
DISCUSSION 
Some s-'crains of myxoma virtlS are readily distinguislie<l 
~J the differing clinical symptoms a..YJ.d mortality rates they c,ause 
in infected rabbits. Eot-Jever the strains axe so alike in their 
antigenic patterns that inm1unologically they are indistinguishable, 
and this seems to be typical of pox viruses generally (40). 
The experiment reported here indicates that the antigen-
ic relationships of strains of myxoma virus can be elucidated by 
use of the antibody absorption technique. The results of the cross 
absorption tests suggest that there might be differe11ces betv.men 
the antigens of some of the strains, but th~ are inconclusive be-
cause the amount of antibody absorbed by the different strains 
generally varied according to their concentrations, and this tend-
ed to obscure £Ll1Y differences due to a..11tigenio specificities.. It 
should be possible to obtain conclusive res11lts if the concentr-
ations of both the absorbing virus and the antisera are standard-
106. 
before absorption proc is out. 
0 R A P T E R IV 
T h e R a b b i t A n d I t s R e s p o n s 
To Infection With Myxoma Virus 
,...... ' . 1 ( ~ec~:s~on ~ Classific;J_tion. 
(b).. My--;.:cmatosis the Leporidae. 
107. 
( a) • C I.J~S IFICJ~T IOI~ 
Order: 
F.amily: Leporidae 
Subfamily: Leporinae 
Or'Yctolagus 
Sylvilagus 
abbreviat~ed 
irihich are lr..novm 
myxomatosis. 
the 
ctmioulus 
florid anus 
europaeus 
only 
in the 
member 
rabbit indigenous 
genus 
Northern in British 
fur 
Argentine, Zealand. strain.s of dis-
have 
and for meat, been 
use in laboratories, 
co~~on names such as 
vJhite, Hare, li...ngora and Flemish 
ll..m.ericen native 
tmder a bei..Jildering number 
The distinguishing 
on the other 
gettera, genera, 
some of 
are class-
are 
superficial extreme, 
J::.rnericBn 
there a tendency 
tho systematics 
admits 
are 
two 
~ ............................... Hershkovitz (68) 
species indigenous to South 
) , and ~~~~~~~ (cotton-
). occupy ecological in northern 
half South ~~erica, and not overlap areas col-
in the south. 
'1 
"Gne been spread 
ificially in same 'VJa:y the same countries as Orvctolagus, 
It successfully Hith indigenous or 
Hountain the 
' 
at higher 
The native myxoma virus kills over 99% 
of infected It was realised from the out-
that a virus ~;.;i th this killing power 
conditions in a sLigle host species, 
but, first isolation of m~J{oma vi~Js 
\vas found to consistently 
( , in 1936, demonstrated that 
virns in North American 
produced a localized 
after 25 days, leaving the 
ru1d myxoma infection. He infections 
subcutaneous inoculation. At Lichty 
(16) infected 35 cottontails 'vithout by sub-
cutaneous or intravenous routes, virus through 
thirteen passB.ges .. Also in the same Hyde ( carried 
oma virus through seven adult cottontails qy 
massive intradermal He found that the resronse was 
restricted to a observable dermal thicken-
ing. areas was invariably fatal for 
domestic cottontails showed a more 
severe tu.l!lour at the site of inoculation, 
samples taken from the hearts of 
these were infective for domestic 
early appeara...l}ce of the 
resembled although development typical 
myxomatosis,. (131), Shope and Hyde ) this j;i111 e 
that fibroma might transformed 
on passage and 
in the to fibroma., this 
by Hyde the literature to support 
hyp-othesis. also young more suscept-
to than the and one died moderate 
infection (p: de .Aragao. \~"" .. 
communication to F. Fe!'..ner). 
Until recently one successful 
of the (genus Lepus) a ppea.red in literature (110). 
Infectious mr...romatosis epizootic L."l in 1952, and 
since then infections of (LePUS 
reported confirmed as myx-
by tumour material tho domastic 
(96) (126) ( ) • Jacotot, and Virat ( ) were 
produce infection of 
on one observed a lnoculation 
and they also obtained persistence virus in 
of hares r-oute of inocul-
'!,·Jas more by admini-
were produced hares 
even no clinical were although 
of vJere required antibodies were 
Vi!"l..lS recovered the only 
111. 
(J~ Hudson. corrmmnication F. Fenner) in 
nt . , tt -!-. • :'1 ) mou a~n nare \ enus u~m1.o.us , been tested in laboratory 
and found to be the 
85, Evidently myxoma 
iply hare tissue, symptoms are 8.l1d 
infection rare Hyde (86) made uneA."J)ected 
that (Lepys ), re-
fracto:ry to infected by~ 
(188) other than rabbit 
be involved the disease but is no evidence 
whatever to the epidemiology myxomatosis involves 
Within .. fa1niJ.y the 
ease to exclusively rabbit rabbit in-
fection within and Otyctolagus, with occas-
exotic infection of of Lepus Except 
is benign in Sylvilagus, it 
ly in O~ctolagus ~~d in present state these 
ext:.:remes of disease behaviour c e.n only as biological 
myxornatosis only been 
South .America, from North 
as seems unlikely the 
genetic Sylvila£;us is due to 
exposure -to a once 
CHAP1'ER rv 
The Rabbit And Its Response 
To Infection With Myxoma Virus 
Section 2. Pathogenesis Oryctolagus cuniculus. 
The of nwxomatosis in field in Australia 
due to of virus from infected 
rabbits on the of insects, 
(Chapters V & VI). Consistent in the lab-
oratory could be only 'tvhen mosquitoes ;;Jere allo-wed 
~~d feed through areas epidermis high cone-
of Vi!"tlS, or secondacy 
(Chapter V, 1). attenuated strains myxoma 
beca.~e 1~iild (Chapter 
the on body 
was present, they not 
seem readily • To this as-
pect to the pathogenesis myxomatosis that 
of 
' 
Fenner Wood.roore (56) out a 
experiments designed find the of virus 
during course following intra-
inoculations of a ID5o) virus. dose 
and of inoculation were chosen to simulate natural infection 
by mosquito bite. 
is a 
As in 
of 
of m¥ltiplication 
bacterial viral a..I.>::n>?a;:;;t~;::;, 
organs ( 27). 
site inoculation on the 
flank the vi:n1s probably multiplied 
draining lYffiph ~J dey 
tected cells circulating 
and spleen. The lymph node on the side 
amounts could be 
and also in the 
to inoculation 
113. 
The of appearance of myxoma 
virus in sues of 
'I' ~e • aftJi H~~~0n_ .,. • Time tJ..t after 
1 tained in ittoculation 
I 
at l~ast I ~rthen 
• ~ I 
Ttv!O rao- 1 
in two ID~o were 
rabbits 'per fit o~ obtained 
(days) fluid or ! ( deys) J ~-----------~-------~~~~-------~~~=s~s~ue~)~~-----------1 
or tissue 
at inoculation site 1 8-4 I 7, s, 9 
I 
LJ~ph node: inoculated 2 7-8 3 to 10 
·~Thole blood 3 3·9 LH 5, g 
cells 3 J.6 L..., 5, 8 
I 
I 
3 ri .Q 16, .10 
3 t:, 5, / lO ..1 o, 
! 
L.,_ 6 
18: 9, 10 5 7 .. 1 9, 
I 
5 8 17' 9, 
Lung 
L~nnph node: normal side 
Conjunctival wasrungs 5 6 .. 6 7, 9, I 
0 J, 
& 
' AOO, 1953· 
became ir£ected on the fourth day conjun.ctiva on 
the fifth d~. Virus was never the the 
in the whole blood and through-
out. The serum soluble a..rttigt:Jn ·Hhich 1-1as 
8 days after 
a steady in virus titre all tissues axe-
in 
""!. C...LJ..ne the or so 
that virus 
in the blood t·Jas entirely leucocyte 
and rather than 
In there is multiplication , ,. .Ll.V-
er spleen before other parts of the 
strea'Il (45). myxoma 
virus failed to internal o.f multiplication of 
xoma , as there \vas of the 
blood central orga~s. In histological studies myxomatosis 
Hurst reported the small all of the 
(81), and these be 
The on the fifth 
( thickeni..ng the 
on 
constituting a seconda~J 
ex..anthemata.. There Twas also in the the "testis 
on the s day. The all these increased 
the death. 
of these othe:r 
the gross of the , le~1ing finally complete 
closv;re of 1 and the s vte 11 ing of and :part-
icular~ at the bases of the ears. These were demonstrated 
to sources mosquitoes field 
CHAPTER rv 
T h e R a b b i t A n d I t s R e s p o n s e 
To Infection With yxoma \! rus 
Protection On Kittens 
Im..mune 
There are from a severe epi-
zootic of in a v1ild but of 
recovered the disease ru~d are from further 
"" . acv~VB of young 
protected from their 
the 
field .. vir-
ule.nt mousepox case-mortality 
rate to a.t"1 (44) 
( 46). Although of 
to by inoculating 
blood Nartin (1.31) nor Hyde Gar-
dner ( 90) 1-1ere of :from 
une mothers to their might have due 
to inoculations the dosage the 
of 
In the factors influence host-
could not be 
and following 1<1ith 
to pe..rt that mip;ht play in 
conditions., 
amongst a batch of 
to the the Glenfield 
produced they had been used as 
of this out 
on ::tmmunization& 
Y ow1g rabbits 
intraperitoneally with 
4 10 days were 
or pooled a 
seruxn, the volume 
of the ~eight of 
heart puncture a 
day, or at 
es (about 10 
in millilitres 
Blood t..ras 
the young rabbits 
days later, with 
virus , p$ 61), inoculated 
sent 
Station 
1/L,O 
myxoma 
Blood 
dos-
for a~tibody day before the 
and in most one young rabbit vias 
L~tervals for the 
The pooled se~~n 
complement-fixation test 
inoculation had a 
and in the 
it reduced the 
detected in the 
the first 
steady :i.n 
the dqy 
ence was 
Lit·t.le 
titres 
their inocula:t:lon, 
of complement-fixing 
to 1/40 three 
due to the fact 
by 
1/320 
differ-
tests 1t~ere 
T A B L E 28 
The r~ults of challenge ·inoculation of young rabbits with a small dose 
(10 ID50) of ·myxoma virus (sta-ndard laboratory strain) at various intervals after 
the intraperitoneal inoculation of saline or immune serum 
Age of rabbit Interval between 
at time of serum inoculation Result of challenge inoculation 
inoculation of and challenge ,------
senun or saline infection Rabbits inoculated Rabbits inoculated 
(days} (days) with serum with saline 
4 I 11, 13, S* 4, 6 
7 9, 10 5, 6 
21 10 
7-8 1 ll' 20 6 
7 14, ::-; 
21 ::-; 
9-10 1 N.I.t, N.I. 6, 6 
21 15, 15 
7 N.I.; N.I. 6, 6 
21 6 (N.S.)t, 11 
14 11,11 8, 8 
21 6 (N.S.), 10, 14 
* 11, 13, etc.=death from myxomatosis 11, 13, etc. days after inoculation. So:::survivor. 
t X .I.= not infected: these animals were challenged aga.in 21 days aftl"r passive im-
munization. 
t N.S.=non-specific death, not due to myxomatosis. 
ll9o 
out Hith serum 
to the in 1-1hich the 
first weeks$ 
itJhen the 
sidered 
onse of the the control 
In casas the were not 
although 
all control 6 
of the sene Similar cases com-
in rnosquito-i11fection ex-
described four rabbits concerned not sus-
tained a attack of , fo::r. not 
serological before a challenge 
four were and three died of a 
inoculation of 10.3 ID50 of virus 
of immune ser11m. 'I'he fourth a non-
cause 6 inoculation, a 
at of myxoma virus 
The the rabbits 
i:.rere always the in 
cases Ti.-JO of these developed only a 
lesion at the •.t. Sl.ve, the third 
after severe myxomatosis. It 1~Jas to re-
inoculate of these three rabbits. data and 
Srrologkal data and fhP re-..'mlt8 of further clutllenge inoculation.') with 10 /[)50 of the sfi.I/ruiard laboratMy strain of 
tnyxortul virus in tux> rabbits which lJUrvived the initial challenge 
Challenge inoculationfl 
Age of rabbit in weeks Age of Age of 
--·-·--··----"'···-····-·------·-·-----·-----, rabbit rabbit 
Rabbit no. ~t·rologiC'al t<-•st 1* 2* 4 9 16 :n 40 {weekR) Result (w<·Pks) Result 
:!-I:':' A { ·~Hnplt•nwnt ·fixation t - 120 160 :·JH 10 80 2 Large primary lf'~ion 32 A<·eelt>rated primary 
Xt-utralizationt 
--
97 (X:, 
-- 99 (~-6 97% ~H (Jr., -- and scattPrr>rl RN·orui- lesion and many 
ary nodulf'" wit hont SC'attert'd secondary 
RUrt'OUHf}ing O('(}('!lH\ nodules without sur-
body, t~yP lids atlfl. rounding O("flema, on 
body, E>ye4id~ and 
anogPnital region 
248A Complement-fixation 160 40 ao ;) 0 3:.?H I Ln,rgP primary lesion, :.~2 Larg~:' primary lesion 
~ eutralization 95% - 94% N.S.lt. N.S.R. N.S.H. - no t·vidNlC't' of nnct. seve-N> genl':'ralized 
g<'lll'nt.lization myxomatosis with 
en>nt ual recovery 
* Sf:ra frorn siblings of t}w experinwntal rabhitf'l 247 A and 248A. 
+ Ex:pre!\18t~d M the reeip1·m~a! of the serum dilution at which 50 °;~ h!'l-emnlysis n<·currNI. 
! ExprPHli!•d a.s the pereentage reduction in the pock count on tho ehorim~llantoi('. m<'mbram~ of thf' ehiek ('mhryo. !'.s.R. =no ,;ignifica.nt rt>du<"tion. 
121. 
the 
titres 6 the first inoculation. 1-1ere 
negative in '' r..ne in vJhich this h ., , __ an a 
local lesion and low but in the other 11Ihich 
had survived after fairly severe myxomatosis. On re-
inoculation with myxoma vir-u.s 
myxomatosis, tvhich ,,Jas more severe animal v1i th 
at the time of 
The experiments demonstrated u~equivocally 
the existence i~~unity in myxomatosis. 
peritonaal of homologous serum 
invariably prolonged the tirne of young and some 
infection th highly Sta"1dard Labor-
ato!'"'J strain of If!,T.&oma '[he were concerned 
passive i~~lli~ity following does which re-
from either vaccination with 
virus, or infection viJ:IJ.s .. 
vJhich had infected 1.>Jith or neuromyxoma int-
eNals 5 to 11 and does 1-1ere 
addition, one 418) was on the same d:ay that 
it was used for the of Boerlage fibroma virus. Hany 
lesions developed at inoculation used for this 
The i...Jere resistance 
days, 4 7 '~:Jeeks. 
one rabbit Jitter 
and serl1m complement-fixing and 
ing antibodies. 
family \-JaS for antibody dec~y observations, 
and at least were bled eve·r"<J 
week for 7 weeks. rhese results are out Fig. 2. Complement-
virus, to 
are 
with the 
age 
were 
~ould not be 
? weeks, btrt 
after the 6thf> 
ai-'ltibody is 
serum is used. 
Challenge 
The 
had probed 
with the 
kitten, one 
~n Table 
Laboratory 
the a.nirnals .. 
were made 
· adva..r1ced 
on each 
normal rabbits after 
of 
survive 
again 
of a 
results 
with 
intradermal of 10 ID5o virus. in 
very 
30, the survival decreased age, 
kittens die 5-6 d.9lfS with signs of 
beyond some of the 
of time with 
both i:mnnme • 
was only one in recorded 
i:m.t-atme , the survival times of 
I.IJ 
0:: 
':: 
u: 
J 
-' 
<( 
u 
0 
a: 
Q, 
u 
w 
a; 
• 
aox:--------------------------------------------------------------------,100 ~-----+ --i----~, 0 90 
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20 
!0 
0 
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X 
X 
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)( 
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X 
)( 
X 
IN 
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0--- NEUTRALIZATION 
iO 
0 
)( X 
X 
$~ 
30 40 50 
DAYS 
'l'hf re~ttill~ of dwllenge inoculation ·with tlte starula;rd laboratory strain of tn:yxmna virus of the progeny 
immunized and ·nornutl doe.B, by interrupted feeding of Aedes aegypti 
Intt•rqJ.I Antihody titms of does Ago of Antibody titn.1a of kittens Response 
bt•lwl"t'n a.t bi1·th of kittens kitums hofore chn.Ueng6 
in:mmni- ·--- wlwn &actions at 
Rnblnt ll.ltcthod of :r.o~u ion nn( I Cornpl~ex~wnt .. Nuutra.lization ehallengNf Complement- Nfmtra.lization site~:! of Survival time 
no. im.munizat ion eom•eption fixation (%) (days) tlxation (%) mosquito bites (days) 
H·U5 X t•uromyxoma. 5 wook~< ItO*' 99* H 30 ~H 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1 t 8, 8 
l4t 0, 0, i, I 9, 11 
22t 15, 10 97, 92 0,0 
R356 1-'i bra -myxom•a 8 months 160 97 8 "40 96 Inoc. 10 ID60 s, 8, 10 
R426 '!'\t"uromyxomtt. 3 weeks 60 \~2 w 20 90 0, 1 11 
l5t - - I 10 
H353 1-'ibro-m~·xomt'!. J 1 monthA Hi 93 ll 5 01 I, 2, l IS, 8, 12 
H-HIS Fibroma u days 0 !}!} !J 0 7U, 94 0, I, I, l, 2, 2 8, 8, 8, 8, 9 
(myxoma antigen) 
60 14t -- 2 7 
(filwoma u.ntigou) 
R-l:.!S Xonnal 
-
--- ·--· 10 II - - l, 2, 2. 2, 2. 2 5, •1, 5, 5, 5, 6 
R495 Controls 
- - ·-- - ~. 2 6. 6 
R35.:J :F'ibro-myxoma 8 months 80 \H-i) 2) 60, 15 9-', Hi Inoc. lO IDr.e 10, 11, 13, 13 
R35l Fibro-myxoma ll months 15 H2 27 5,0 93, \H l ') 12, s 
R354 .Fibro·myxoma ll mont11s 5 84 2() 0, 0 67, 70 0, o. 0, 0, l, 1 9. 9 
:l2 _,_,_ Ino<'. 10 ID60 10, u. 11, n 
R355 Fibro-myxoma ll monthli 15 !)8·5 27 0,0 91, 87 2. 2, l, 1, l, !, l S, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9. lO 
R49i Normal control --- - - 2.7 - :!, 2, ~' :!, .:!, 2 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7 
H352 .Fibro-myxomtt. I l monthB 160 98·B 47 0 00 I •} ·) ) _,""' 10,11,11 
R41:J6 Xorrnal eontrol - 4-ri - ·- l, I, 1 7, 7, 8 
• Complement-fixing antibody: titro shown a.H t't:\cipl'O()al of st•rum dilution giving ;;o•::, fixation with 3 M.ll.D. eomplt'lllt'nt, using myxoma antigen. :Seutralizing 
antitJ4'Jdy: titN' sho·wn a.q percentage n~duetion in poek eount with myxoma viruB on dwrioall.mt.ois using undilulo•d l'lerum. 
t Eadl kitt<m wa.'4 bitten at two )lites. 0 =no l'flu.r:tion at eit hot' site; l = loc·al 1 f~action aL one l'litt•; :! = lo~:td reaction u.t both ~:~ite'-'1. Those kittens which showed 
tw 1-.;a(:l ion W<~re bitten u.guiu at intervals M Hhown. 
t Red-mlk·nw·,o{, 
were invariably prolonged, tih normal 
the same age (Table of -v.1as ace-
ompanied the of the of advanced 
of the and 
closure the discharge, 
ttens born by immune sur;ived they 
becarne infected, they to contract myxomatosis 
after introduction of doses of 1..1hich were 
dose interrupted a 
mosquito which has through a...11. lesion in 
donor rabbit is 1 100 (Day, Fenner, 
\tl oodroof e In In 32 a 
is of •.J... poS.1.v:LV8 bite inocul-
ation of normal and experiments 
recorded in Table 30. It apparent 
to infection were very rare in kittens (1 of 
) but c ormnon the immune kittens (37 out of 
A similar doses of kno~m to be infective for nor-
:ma1 rabbits infect 
other experiments (58). progeny of R 415 were extraordin-
ari~ resistan~ to only fail 
local by mosquito biting, 
thrrJ to intradermal 
histories are summarized Table R 415C, 
which after eventuallY infected 
ermally, may an inapparent 
126. 
Increase in survival tim.e due to JJa8sive immunity 
after 1nosquito-bite infection ~{'·ith the standard laboratory 
strain of myxonta virus 
~nJTi\·<d t imr' (fiays) ±standard error 
,---------··-······ 
Age at 
infection 
(days) Xorrnal kittPn~ I nunune kittens Increase 
3·4 ± 0·4 
4·1 ± 0·4 
3·4 ± 0·4 
9--ll 
21--27 
47 
5·4± 0·2 
6·0 ± 0<3 
7·:3 ± 0·3 
8·8 ± 0<3 
10·1 ± 0·4 
10·7±0·:3 
The resistance of progeny of immune does to infection with 
the standard laboratory strain of myxoma v·irus by interrupted 
·mosquito biting (excluding repeated attempt8 at infection) 
So. of 9-ll days old progPny of 27 -day-old progeny of 
effective ,----·---_A_····-······ ·-------, "----
mosquito bites Immune does Xonna.I does I rnrnnne does Normal does 
0/2 6 0 4 0 
1/2 9 8 0 
2/2 4 f) 3 6 
Total effective 
bites 17 ;:38 l :3/14- 14/30 12/12 
Total bites 
Dat1· 
:?6. iii. 5:J 
31. iii. ,):l 
~- iv. 53 
14. iv. ;)3 
24. iv. 53 
5. \', 5:i 
24. vi. r.a 
Histories of two young rabbits which repeatedly withstood attempts to infect them with 1nJJXomat08is 
H415C 
Antibody tit.re!'! 
( 'omplt•ment-
)ft<thod of iru,eula.t ion fixntion 
:\ln~qnit o hi to 
::\lo:-~quito hitP 
:\Io~o~quito bite 15 
15 IDr.o Lo.* 
300 ID50 x.n. < 5 
:moo ID50 Ln. 
120 
Neutralization 
('}{>) 
90 
!)7 
89 
H~·Rttlt. of cha.Henge 
:'\Pgative 
:'-:(•gu.tive 
;-;Pgrtt.ive 
X(•gn.tivo 
~egative 
Large primary 
leBion, no g('m'nll· 
ized ~ign~. recovPry 
* J.D. intradermal inoculation-
R415l<"' 
Antibody titres 
C'OIUjllmnent· 
flxation 
IO 
<5 
".S('Ut m.lization 
(~o) 
u:~ 
05 
87 
Ht.>..;;ult of challenge 
Xt•gative 
Xegative 
Xegative 
XE"gative 
Dit>d of generalized 
myxomat()sis on 
ninth day 
infection trials made before 
lesion was produced, steady fall in the 
complement-fixing antibody not be expected l.L.'"lder 
circu~st~~ces. Unless is hard to understand 
production of onlY a ed after the inoculation a 
relative~ large dose virus days after birth,. 
The R which had been inoculated 
Boerlage fibroma on the day of sur-
vi ved almost as of rabbits 
virus {t-::8) 
\ ..1. ··'•' 
surviv~l time was due 
to the a.Yltibodies to 
just described 
body from i1Tilllu.ne mothers to 
the latter t.o challenge high-
ly Laboratory strain 
rate was so low that it a 
l.Jould appreciably clffect in 
of myxomatosis due to a same virulence 
as Laboratory that the sli-
increase in host resistance antibody 
exert a much virus ~tw.s some-
1ess virulent strain, and the 
next experiment i;Jas to test possibi.lity. The virus 
known as 
was one the rabbits in 
-were at the age 
1.<1as chosen t\vo reason.s. 
vJas the age at the max1rnum ·time 
occurred in the previous of the 
and of antibody. 
it at about age the built 
does and at 
in the 
the nests is remoi~e. 
At 4 eleven thirty-
seven of irr~une mothers were inoculated 
of vil"l.lS"' Blood vw.s 
dra'lrm a.nd again 
after symptoms in recovered, and 
tested for and 
are in Table 34. 
of 3 strain is 
when the times of the are 
kittens the same age 
Laboratory strain. of The aver-
figures current 
The res-ults of rlwllenge injection of tlw prQ[feny of immune and nonnal does by the inf.radenrutl inoc'Ulation of 
small dose.s ( 10 I D50) of U riarra Ill strain of myxoma vir·us 
Age of Antibody titres of kittens Antibody titres of kittens Second cha.Uenge infection with 
kittens before challenge Response after recovery 200 ID~11 , 2 months after first 
('hallenged ........... "'------.. r------"----., 
Immune statu.11 when Complement· N eutra.lization Survival time Complement· N eutra.lization Strain of 
ofmotbere (days) fixation (%) Symptoms (days) fixation (%) \'irus Response 
Nor:mal controls 28 0 0 Severo 11, 13. 14-, Hi, 
16, 16, )7, 18, 
20, 21, 25 
Immune 28 0 90 Severo ll 
28 7 99 Severe 12 
28 15 98·8 Severe 12 
28 7 99·3 Severa 13 
28 60 99 Severe 14 
28 5 Severe 14 
28 7 98·6 Severe 14 
28 0 80 Severe !7 ... ~-- -
28 40 97 Severe -"17' -
-
28 0 93 Severo 17 -
28 7 97·5 Accelerated 18 
sovore 
28 15 98·4 Severo 1\J 
29 0 90 :Severe 21 
28 0 93·5 Severe 21 
28 <5 60 Severe 23 
2\:l 0 H5 Seve-re 24 
29 <5 9S Sevet·e 27 
28 () 95 Severe 27 
29 0 85 Severe 31 
29 <5 70 Severe 37 
28 0 B9 Severe 4l 
29 0 U5 Severo .Recovered 060 99 Uria.rra. III None 
28 30 98·5 Severo Recovered 2560 90·5 Standard None 
28 30 9H Aceelertt.ted Reeovet·t.>d 19:W 98·8 Standard Nonfl 
severe 
2S 5 HS Mild Recovered so H7 Uriarra. III Very mild. no 
generalization 
:!~ 7 H!J .Mild Reeovered 4~0 !!7 Standard Very mild, no 
genere.liY.ation 
2M 0 ~H) Mild H.eeov<~rod ;!40 !I\ h) Uriarra III Yery mild. no 
generalization 
:!8 5 70 Very mild Hecovered 160 94 Uriarra Ill Very mild, no 
generalization 
:!8 7 HU·4 Nono 
4t• 0 !l:l Severe H) 
:.!S i) UH·3 Now) 
45 5 !HJ .S£,vero 4;) 
:.!to! 7 !,7 Nmw 
4;1 <5 B6·!'i Sen•ro He(·ov<>red :!560 ~19 Standard ~one 
2~ Hi 91Hi Doubtful 
45 [i \)6·5 i\N:eleratetl f>,ecov~'r~d 41:50 99·4 Standard None 
severo 
28 15 ~HH:i Xono 
45 {) ~If) Aer·eleratNl Ht•(·uvrwed 160 ~8·6 Standard None 
·'*l\'('rt~ 
28 Hi B~Hi Non(~ 
45 5 H8·4 Vt:ry mild Recovered :uo H8·2 Vriarra III None 
28 :w ~IHO:l None 
45 l;} H8·H Aee~leratod 1{('('0Vf'!'Pt I ll)() !l~·5 Priam"- III None 
mild 
:.!X :w n!.l·:.! None 
4;) 7 !)5·5 .:\lil<i Hecovered HO !J6 Criarrtt III Y ery mild, no 
generalization 
:!H u ~0 None 
·Hi ll 80 Accelerah~d Recovered 4SU ~s Standard None 
model'ate 
virus, 17 vJith the Uriarra 3 
lis :tn some passively 
(9/37) fa,iled become inoculation, 
were -v;hen a second of same 
later. 
were the suFvival times fatal cases 
of 
the 
ardJnals 1>Jhich 
with the control 
virus in normal 
its a high recovery rate 'Would be most unexpected, if it Here 
not t,he The other seven recoveries occurred 
twenty-eight inf-ected at age 4 weeks, 
fatal cases in group survived longer 
the skin showing 
they those 
th~f were 4 weeks are . l.S 
the of used challenge inoculation v1as 
passively antibody the 
of with :no norrna1 rabbits the 
same age. Such a result is obviously some 
.nific a.."lc e 9 did seem to be 
the or in tl1e se:rtlJn just 
and outcome. The after 
132. 
by severity infection suffered, titres 
being 
1>1hich had 
The response 
and lo'!i1 
su1~iving rabbits to a 
in 
chall-
enge inoculation 
3 strain 
Standard 
vi~1s demonstrated the 
or the 
bet1rJeen 
and collaborators ) have that 
a pregnant to the via the uterine 
Post-natal tr~~sfer, 
not OCCtl1"' this b'j 
of 
or 
found blood of the ne\lborn 
the san1e as 
C v.<.u;,.;..<.vu.~v.>A 
of the 
maternal 
p1ement-fixation 
it is 4-5 
than the 
half-life 
(63). 
of 7 days. newborn 
is 
a similar 
on 
and our showed a co-
titres 
newborn 
94%). 
antibody in the adult 
com-
present experiments the curves 
vJhich be more 
(36)~ 
young and 
me as-
homologous 
possible 
rabbits. 
~~unization, as in ex-
vi~J.S (58), 
133. 
was an between antibody 
or neutralizing) the response to infect-
progress of the some you...'1g with high 
antibody of challer%e 
little that in control 
Uriarra 3 Other 
1>1ith much same antibody a mild 
infection onl;Y"", of 
1-l.:nd arson to 
infected herpes virtlS when a cont-
envirorl111ent until they vJere 11 months 
) 
tected after the 7th~ month. A 
protection the detectable was 
found in three 47- old of R (Table 30), 
by a prolongation the 
of JeP.ne:r been numerous 
infants whose rodent~ vaccinated 
against were refractory to 
made from absolute 
to 
newborn off-
spring of infection with 
were resistant 
reddening occurred at the site, 
-while the response at 3 was normal. He did 
determine had been actively 
unized by experienced three 
after 
occurred in a amongst 
• both StaDdard Laborato~y 
a.nd after both inocu-
infection. 
epidemiological point of 
significance then :tnfection 
This was rare l1hen the Labor at-
strain r~xoma virus was used (one case amongst 
does, three cases :tn kitt-
ens but it 
immune does challenged a 
virus, \.Jhich nevertheless 
The res~~nse of the 
(Standard Laboratory strain of 
same strain 1,1ere of 
mild generalized inoculation still 
some time of the sec-
ond challenge ? many nodules on 
the eyelids and skin oedema. The animal 
in produced on1y a localized re-
action antibodies 7 months later. 
infection with the 
strain a SE::vere 
eel rabbits been used for 
the strains of ) and a these 
animals gave same of response; preliminary sero-
logical tests they had no w.J.tibody, they 
as uold In ·view the ne:rsistence 
demonstrable recovery from a s~vere attack of 
(55), also :must have a relat-
attack many possibly 
antibody,. 
groups in 
vide some on the symptomology 
Death and the surviivaJ,. 
time is much in adult As the arJ0 of the 
rabbit increases, the time occurrence 
of the typical a~dvanced myxomatosis on the sttrr-
infected a sufficient very 
5th. or infect-
show on1y a of per-
a thickening of of the c:r.relids. 
animals same ?..ge survive periods, 
use virus strain or passive 
the of severe in adult 
develop. 
C H A P T E R IV 
h e R a b b i t A n d I t s R e s p o n s e 
To Infection With Myxoma Virus 
Hyxoma tos is. 
In myxomatosis has a 
and fair 1y continuous the 1J1ild rabbit 
the slightly 
of virus in Australia 
rate of VI, Section 3) ( ), 
infection in particular frequently 
seems likely that strains of 
increasir~ re-
detectable in 
up to three epizootics 
(No. 36, Several s.mpou-
les material were • through-
out tit:ra.ted on the 
batches vJe:r.e challenged. 
The not and 
cap-
in the 
cage space- and 1>1ere prohibitive ; 
wert3 collected. from in areas '<'Jhe:re e per-
population f,Jere I'hese 
VJere :made of the 
of the Common,Jealth Industrial 
137. 
Lands of 
and the difficulty of 
some to collection 
At 1954 while~ 
vehicles this 
be as ran-
1vas a.n of about rear-
of adjust-
ment to i,.Jere or 
fortnight at 
first of blepharo-conjunc 
cases -were and no cases 
as insect 
as 
a. vmek small 
all kittens cap-
The 1954 tvere 
All described here t.Jere conducted 
the smnmer 
' 
&Yid as .no v.Jere 
during this is that l.Je:re in-
( 51). \,Jere fed on a 
diet 
fresh No ~>Jas used in 
it appeared to in first oond.ition, e 
confirmed a.t!d De:rrlch 1 s that thi."1 or 
on fatal cases, if the 
course the autopsy consistent 
for e 
has been 
published observations) as in smallpox ) acute 
:myxomatosi.s is ~Aith a high of soluble 
the ser--u..lll. Deaths -were myxomatosis 
clinical course the findines 
and ltJith this 
The distribution xnyx-
Austra1ie. 
impossible any assurance 
t..Jere not of parents 
ease. rabbits were lh11:Lmal 
!rational from 
a parent Institute 
of Anatomy, rabbits, and as as 
c antecedents, never 
range, 
rabbits 
may the '. gene-r.~c of 
139. 
rabbit to myxomatosis, but no better material was available. 
Yarram, Victoria. 1953-54 collection. 76 coll-
ected from foothill country nee.r the coast southern Victoria Qy 
G. Douglas 
appeared in 
the Victoria.."! Lands Department. lify.Jwmatosis 
area for first time during the SUL~er of 1952-
53 after an inoculation ca.I!lpaign in \.Jhich the Standard Laboratory 
strain virus was used. rabbits remained after the conclus-
io-n of the epizootic, but only about of surviving adult 
situation was population s~~pled in Aug~st was immune. 
unlike that at Lake Tirana after the first epizootic (Chapter VI, 
Section 3) {140). 11any the collected in October 1953 
and February 1954 were thus progeny of normal parents. 
Lake Urana, New South Wales. 1953 collection. 70 kitt-
ens were collected from warrens in sandhills adjacent to the lake. 
The histo~ of rnyY~matosis in the area described in detail else-
~here (Chapter VI, Sections 3 & 4) (140). BrieflY, there were sev-
ere outbreaks in 1951-52, 1952-53 1953-54. Serological surveys 
of' the surviving adult population indicated that 30% the surviv-
ors of the first epizootic was immru1e, ~~d practically surviv-
ors of the second and third epizootics had recovered myxomat-
osis. The kittens collected in 1953 were therefore the progeny of 
immune parents , about a third of their grandparents were immune. 
Virus strains recovered the area during the 1952-53 epizootic 
were slightly attenuated (Nose to Table 15, p. 61). 
1954 collection. Early in September 1954, 350 rabbits 
were collected ~J netting rabbits il:~lmobilized the beam of 
106 these to be t animals 
tvere challenged inoculation of a moderate e of the 
101 p:rovecl to 
confirmed the Lareh 1951;. s 
shot.Yed 100;6 of su:rv:l Yo:rs the 
\dere immune. rabbits \4ere to Canberra 
as 116 for 
recoverecl at 
1953-54 epizootic vJas found 
the 
~I. Poole of the 
Co~~onwealth Scientific Industrial 
in to 
t.l\ p.o i• 
of the on both occasions, ass-
1954 by a team from Australian ty.· 
1953 collection. 67 
Section of 
Commonwealth ient.j_fic :i.n 
foothill count~J close to Nurray about 20 
strea~ from AlburJ. Occasional sick area 
1950-51, and occurred i:n two 
surveys shov1ed the.t of 
the 1951-52 
i:mrnune'" No the area. 
1953 collection. 61 
near 
of o.s.r.R.o. 
had occurred :i.n and obse~rations the last 
outbreak to local obser~ers in the host-
parasite occurred. A S6T'l.Xm 1953 
srn:vivors of the 1>1ere 
1.11ere obtained area. 
75 J-dttens ~:tere 
c 
V. Fennessy 
itJ ildlif e Survey the Gor:nnonHealth Scienti:fic 
ustrial Research As Barren box 
been three the last an ob-
viously despite A 
sernrn vors vJB!'(i irmn-
une. ttrea. 
-were kept w::rre at least .!;>our 
1.2 kg. in challenge. This 
was for s everG.l reasons .. by that 
c rabbits 
in younger snimals ( ( 
Secondly, antibodies 
mothers, 
) ( Thirdly$ for 
accustomed under 
but by or nine -vmeks in 
c 
studies of myxoma 
2)' 'tirnes been by 
the minirrn:un times in 
\>Jas 13 days, so u 0 of 
becomes y ·- (survival 
, their 
of 60 standard errors 
icance are 
groups are P<0 .. 05. 
convenience, means su..r-
in 
On 
ences be 
able if a of vi~~s was used for 
the use of 
vJas borna out 
Has divided 
the other K.1'L,13 vir-us .. 
group 
mean that ll1 norm-
••• C! 
i.l~;. K .. M .. virus a 
; __ 
rate of 74]£ comps..rBd '\><dth SS;s in normal rabbits, aithough the mean 
sw.-viva1 time of 23 days for fata1 cases did not differ signific-
antly from tha.t of normal rabbits (Table 14, p .. 55). 
'itfnen they vJere at lee.st four months old a..~d \.Jere in 
good physical condition the rabbits 111ere challenged by the intra-
dermal inocu1ation of about 10 ID 50 of K.Jt.13 straL'1 my:{oma virus 
in. a shav~x1. area on the right flank. Serological tests indicated 
that all rabbits vJere susceptible to myxomatosis before challenges 
The resu1 ts \;Ji th all available groups of rabbits are sho1>.r'l1 in 
Table 35, and analyses of variBnce of the transformed data in 
Table 36.. The ve..riance duP to the origin of the rabbits is not 
significant either -vJith or vrithout the incluGion of survivors (0~20 
< P). In Table 37 the mean survival times of the normal control 
group and. the Yarram group are compared \vi th the means of all oth-
er groups. As only 25% of the adult rabbit population ~::;ere :L~"llune 
after the first epizootic at Yarram, the rabbits collected from 
there would rarely be the progeny of two recovered parents, and 
the mean sur.riva1 time of this group vJas actually 1ess than that 
o:'"' the norrnal control rabbits. In the cor.o.parisons there is no 
significance in the differences between the means of any of the 
groups when survivors are excluded. Hhen survivors ?-.re included, 
the mean of the Ya.rram group differs signifi.ca.Yltly from the means 
of the Noorong group (P = 0~05) &'1d the Urana (1954) group (0.02< 
P< 0 .. 05). There is also doubtful significance bet1rJeen the normal 
control group &'1.d the Urana 1954 group (0.05< P< 0.10). 
In Table _38 the srune date. are presented but the rabbits 
Locality 
A Normal Controls 
B Yarram 
c Urana 1953 
D Albury 
E Noorong 
F Barrenbo:x: 
G Urana 1954 
T A B 1 E 35 
The results of intradermal inoculation of groups of wild rabbits with 10 ID50 of KM13 
strain of IeyXOllla virus. The percentage mortality and mean survival times anal;rsed 
according to the localities of origin of the groups of rabbits. 
Survival time 
Number Total Per- Excluding survivors Including survivorst 
of number cent age 
epi- of mor-
zootics rabbits tality 
tested 
0 58 ~lo9 
1 43 95·5 
2 41 87.8 
2 19 73·7 
3 37 81.1 
3 38 78.9 
3 116 80.2 
* 
*+ Average and 95'/. Mean - Standard fiducial range 
error (days) 
1.0345 :!: 0 .OL,OS 15.20 ~ 45·31 
1.0561 :!: 0.0397 16.26 ~ 42·41 
+ 1.1030 - 0.0487 16.06 2S;.6S 51·54 
1.0423 ± 0.0514 17.03 2z.oz 36·14 
1.1235 ± 0.0556 16.05 ~ 55·58 
1.0521 ± 0.0508 15.81 ~ 45·35 
1.0900 :!: 0.0274 16.47 ~ 45·88 
expressed as log. (survival time in days - 12) 
survival time evaluated at &J days 
Average and 95'/. Mean*:!: Standard fidu.cial range 
error (days) 
1.1125 :\: 0.0454 15·43 24.96 60.92 
1.0852 :!: 0. 0430 16.08 2l. ·;1,7 48·24 
+ 1.1735 - 0.0520 16.10 26.;21 66.26 
1.2105 ± 0.0762 16.29 2S.Yt 73·45 
1.2290 ± 0.0577 16.32 28.94 78.53 
1.1845 ± 0.0580 15.83 22·.20 73.02 
1.2072 ± 0 ·0312 16.47 ~ 70.11 
. 
Analyses of variance of the data presented in Table 35. 
1.. Exc,!uding Survivors 
Source !!:.! • ~ v F 
-sgua.res 
Localities 6 0-2478 0 .. 0413 0 .. 54 (1 .. 43) 0 .. 20 < p 
Error 288 21 .. 7642 0.0756 
Total 294 22.0120 
~.. Including Survivors 
Source ~· Mean Y.. E. 
sguare~ 
Localities 6 0 .. $276 0 .. 1379 1-23 (1-43) 0 .. 20 < p 
Error 345 38-7651 0 .. 1124 
Total t 351 39·5927 
The probabilities that the mean survival 
which have experienced more 
significant~ from those 
the normal control (A) or of rabbits from 
Yarram (B). (t tests) 
Excluding survivors Including survivors 
d.f. t p d.f t p 
A versus B 91 0 .. 377 0 .. 70< P< O .. So 100 0·439 o.60< P< 0.70 
A u c 86 1·074 0 .. 20< P<O .. JO 98 o.s9o Q .. JO< P< 0.40 
A u D 64 0 .. 001 0 .. 90< p < 1.00 76 1 
1 
o.zo<P< o.Jo 
A u E 80 1 .. 282 0 .. 20< P<0 .. 30 94 1-589 0.10< P< 0 .. 20 
A 11 F 80 0 .. 269 0.70< p < o.so. 95 1 .. 473 0.10< P< 0 .. 20 
A u G 143 1.130 0.20< P<O.JO 173 1·734 0.05 < P< 0.10 
B " c 76 0 .?Jt) 0 .. 40<.P < 0.50 83 1 0 .. 20< P<O.JO 
B Ui D 54 0 .. 213 0.80< p < 0.90 61 1 O .. lO<P<0 .. 20 
B tl E 70 0 .. 981 O.JO< P <0.40 79 1 p = 0-05 
B tt F 70 0.062 0.90< p <1.00 80 1 O .. lO<P<0.20 
B U! G 133 0.703 0-40< p < 0.50 158 2 0 .. 02< p <0.05 I 
have been to nuxnber of 
ed by 
of 
< P< 0,.10). survivors a:re included, the maan 
of have three is 
of the area 
ed (0.01< P< 0.02, Table 40), 
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a about four months 
ol was included with batch. The nuruber of 
source vJhich set out 41, together 
t,]ith the means of the trt;msformed of 
variance were out on of 
in both cases. An 
of in Table 42, and 
can be seen that the of the va:r:tation due to 
becomes on1y su:r"ri vors 
Number oi' 
epizootios 
experienced 
b,r parent 
populations 
0 
1 
2 
3 
:ws. 
TABLE 38 
The results of intradermal inoculation of groups of w.iJ:d rabbits with 10 ID50 of KM13 strain 
of myxoma virus. The percentage mortality and mean survival times ana4rsed according to the 
number of epizootics experienced b.1 the parent populations of the groups of rabbits. 
Survival times 
Total Excluding survivors Including survivorst 
number Percentage 
oi' mortality 
rabbits Mean* ± Standard Average and 95% Mean* ± Standard Average and 95% 
58 &'1·9 
43 95·5 
60 83.3 
191 80.1 
t 
fiducial range 
error (days) error 
1.0345 :!; 0.0408 15.20 22.83 45·31 1.1125 :!; 0.0454 
1.0561 :!; 0.0397 16.26 23.38 42·41 1.0852 :!; 0.0430 
1.0860 ± 0.0379 16.34 24.19 46·20 1.1852 ± 0.0427 
1.0891 ± 0.0221 16·34 2(t.28 46.76 1.2069 ± 0.0248 
expressed as log. (survival time in days - 12). 
survival time evaluated at 60 days. 
fiducial range 
(days) 
15·43 24·96 60.92 
16.08 24.17 48·24 
16.29 31.:..E 66.73 
16.41 28.10 70·73 
.Analyses variance of the presented in Table JS. 
1. Excludins Su,rvivor~ 
1-.fean 
Source £.:.!· sguares v F 
-
.... 
Epizootic 3 0.13.42 0.0447 0.59 (1 .. 55) 0.20< p 
history 
Error 291 21-~78 0.0752 
Total 294 22.0120 
2.. Including Survivors 
Source ~ ~· sguares v ! 
-
Epizootic 3 0-7728 0 2.31 (2.60) 0 <F< 0 .. 10 (2.08) 
history 
Error 348 38.8199 0.1116 
Total 351 39·5927 
The probabilities (P) differences betveen in-
dividual means in Table are significant .. 
( t tesil:t) 
Excluding survivors Including survivors 
d.f. t p d.:f. t p 
0 1 91 O.J80 0.70<P<O.SO 100 0-431 0.60< P< 0.70 
0 u 2 100 0.925 Q.JO< P< 0.40 117 1-167 0.20<P< 0·3~ 
0 u 3 203 1.177 0 .. 20< P< 0.30 248 1.826 Q.05<P<O.l 
I 1 u 2 90 0.545 o .. 50< P< o .. 6o 102 1.653 0.10< P< 0.2~ 
~ 
1 it 3 193 0.727 0.40< P< 0.50 233 2·454 O .. Ol<P< 0.021 
2 n 3 202 0.071 0.90< P< 1.00 250 0·439 '0 <P< 0.70 
Batch 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
151. 
TABLE 41 
The survival times of batches of rabbits from two different sources challenged at the same 
times with 10 ID50 of KMl3 strain myxoma. Survival time expressed as log. (survival time 
in days - 12). 
Normal Controls Lake Urana 1 9 54 
,' 
Survival time Survival time 
No. of Survivors Excluding Including No. of Survivors Excluding Including rabbits 
survivors survivors rabbits survivors survivors 
Mean ± Standard Mean ± Standard Mean :!: Standard Mean :!: Standard 
error error error error 
' 
' 
3 0 1.03 ± o.os 1.03 ± 0.08 21 9 1·12 ± 0.07 1.36 ± 0.07 
11 1 0.80 ± 0.07 0.88 ± 0.10 23 1 1·04 ± o.o6 1.06 ± o.o6 
9 0 0·99 ± 0.14 0.99 ± 0.14 18 2 1.03 ± 0.09 1.10 ± 0.09 
2 2 o.oo ± o.oo 1.68 ± o.oo 34 8 1·13 ± 0.04 1.26 ± 0.05 
14 3 1.12 ± 0.05 1.24 ± 0.07 20 3 1.12 ± o.o8 1.21 ± o.o8 
~ 
d .. f .. 
. . sguarep y F ,_ 
..... 
4 0 .. 59$1 0-1495 2.06 (2 ·45)0.05< P< 0 .. 10(1.99) 
l 0.2960 0 .. 2960 4·08 (6 .85)0 .01< P< 0.05 (3 ·92) I 
4 0 .. 1341 0.0335 0.46 (1-52)0 .. 20< p 
116 8.4180 0 .. 0726 
Total 9·4562 
2. Including ~urvivor~ 
II • 
Source y E 
Batches 4 2.2702 0 .. 5675 5·39 P< 0.001(4·62) 
Origin of 1 0-4171 0·4171 3-96 (6 .. 64)0.01< P< -84) 
rabbits 
Interaction 4 0 .. 5632 0.1408 1·34 (1 .. 64)0 .. 20< p 
Error 11:.5 15.2703 0.1053 
Total 154 1S .. 520S 
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CHAPTER IV 
T h e R a b b i t A n d I t s R e s p o n s e 
To Infection With Myxoma Virus 
157. 
l'Iy:::omatosis \JaS first encountered as a. devastD.ting 
disease of laboratory· a.n,d cor:rrnercial rabbits, so it i:3 not 
surp:rJ.Sln£ tht.lt cons:lc1erab1e effort has been directed -to"Wards 
methods of preYention and cure(j ii.s this is the traditional role 
of medic2~1 science it lS of interest to detail the attempts to 
control ·this most lethal of a11 anina1 virus diseases. 
(a e LIVII:lG FIBROHA VIRUS 
Fibroma virus \•J0,S iso1atod l:rg Shope in 1931 from sub-
cutaneous tumours found on the feet and legs of a cottontail rabt1--
it (probably Svlvilegus floridan~~), shot in tho field (182). It 
vJas .readily transmitted to donestic rabbits ( O:rv·ctolar!"'us cuniculus) 
by cutaneous or testicu.la.r inoculation, but not "to other laborat-
ory w'1irnals. He established that the l)athogen is a virus, &'1d 
demonstrated that rabbits in vJhich fibroma-induced t1Ji'11ou:rs had 
been allo·,,;ed to partially or completely ret;ress 1vere resistant to 
infection 1,J:j_ th my:xoma virus,. The degree of acquired immunity T·Jas 
some rabbits uero completely resistant to infection, 
other~3 eYJ1ibi ted modified symptoms of myxorr1r.:ttosis, '>Jhi1st one otJ.t 
In the mn.:rr·>,,;h<a1m.i.ng wejority of :reported cases fibroma 
virus has not produced an overtly generalised disease in the adult 
rabbit., There is t:ransiont vir-us is someti1·nes 
detectable in the viscera up to ·g days after inocr.t1ation (42) ~ 
Althou£5h tens of thottBands of adult rabbits have been inoculated 
Hith fibroma virus in France a:t1d England during the l.ast three 
years, 
produce ~~y further cases 
a serie.s 
' 
not been in 
sa:me strains. 
a 
in 
virus is in the blood 
of 
th.e 
was 
ed an acute 
and 
S8l!le 
appeared be a 
c passages. 
t 
\ 
cases 
cases 
). 
but 
, even 
in 
the the ties, 
B-tld conim.on (42). 
o"""" Jj. virus 
case myxoma 's 
than a 
(4). 
a 
' 
vJas ad ana. t.Jas 
a a 
on 
reverted to OA 
and to 
stra:Lh •,.;as a 
cottontail J. E. Shope. 
to The 
159. 
produced by this strain is much larger th&"'1 with a similar dose 
of OA, and this is: reflected in the antibody production, 11hich 
reaches a higher titre end is more persistent than with the OA 
8 .;..'1""4?"1 lt:6) v-1.c.L~.t \)0 • There have been several other strains of fibroma 
virus isolated from field cases but differences in symptomology 
have not been_ reported. 
The different capacities of the various strains to pro-
duce serviceable irrm:n.:mity to myxomatosis., and the difficulty 
sometixnes encountered in maintaining the Yirulence of a strain 
has led to some scepticism of the efficacy of fibroma vaccination 
(133) (1314-) (138). However, there is a..'nple evidence in the lit-
erature supporting the effectiveness of potent fibroma strains as 
in:ununizing agents and suggesting that resistarwe to myxomatosis 
develops very rapidly (16) (33) (f54) (86) (88) (187) (189). Dur-
ing e:I.."}Jeriments in Hyde's laboratory ( 89) all of 2, 000 myxoma-
infected rabbit8 died. vJhen fibroma virus \Jas inoculated simult-
aneouszy \>lith myxoma virlxs there ~,;~ere rare S1.L.ryivors, and if 72 
hours \•Jere allo\.;ed to elapse before challenge 1.vi th myxoma, a solid 
immUl1ity was exhibited b; all rabbits. It seems that the ear1y 
development of resistance must be irnrtltL'Ylological rather tha_n Et...l'l 
interference effect because fibroma virus is not usually found in 
the 11 normalll skin EH.Jay from the inoculation site. F·u.rtherm_ore, 
-v1hen Dura.~."l-Reynals (42) inoculated ee.ch of four rabbits vJith six 
equal doses of fibroma virus at separ·e.te sites a.nd at intervals 
of 2/., hours he obtained successively SJnal1er tumours at each s:l.te 
until there \.Jaf3 complete inhibition of local reaction at the fifth 
160. 
inoculation siteD rnere is a suggestion that this il"llibition vJas 
far less marked in a modified experiment in new-born rabbits 1:Jhere, 
because of the generalization usual}y observed in this host, con-
ditions ~,;ould be expected to favour interference. 
Despite the nmnber of reports on the regctions of fibroma-
vaccinated rabbits to cha11enge vJith myxoma virus, 'there were no 
satisfactory studies of the dura-bion of the acquired inmmnity un-
til 1954, v.Jhen Fen.Yler Etnd ~~oodroofe ( 5:'5') compar\:Jd the persistence 
of serviceable irrnnunity in rabbits j_nocu.J.ated intrc:tderrnally Hith 
1,000 ID50 of either OA or Boerlage strains of fibroma. irJ:r:ten 
rabbits vaccinated t>Jith the OA strain were challenged 1-~ith myxoma 
virus one month J.ater, a large lesion \.leveloped. at the inoculation 
site and often a fe1-J nodules appea:red else\,Jhere. At longer inter-
vals after vaccination genera1ization \.Jas invariable, and tvJO of 
the fiV<7J rabbits challenged after a :tnter.ral of five months died 
1c1ith modified symptoms of generalised :myxomatosis.. Although obv-
iously unsatisfactory as a routine prophylactic tecb.nique, the OA 
strain vJas used successfully to check an already established epi-
zootic of myxomatosis in the laboratory rabbits at the Alfred 
Hospital, Eelbourne. I·Jo fl:trther cases occurred i.n vaccinated ad-
ult rabbits after tlll thoso already infected had been slaughtered, 
although the disease persisted in rabbits too young to vaccinatea 
The Boerl.~:v.;e strain, en the other h&'1d, induced a serv-
iceable immunity 1vhich persisted for the 12 nwnths of the experi-
rnent, ~lJ.d two of the three rabbits challenged 1.vi.th 10 ID50 of 
myxoma virus at the end of period failed to produce even a 
of 19 rabbits 
enged three generalization. 
over 14 da~rs be vaccinated 
about 1,000 Yirus vJi thout. 
and this be a practical 
Ho-vJever, of protection 
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agglut:i.nillH ( 114) for virus found fibroma-
immune s e:r'tUTl. 
Probably most 
two viruses the 
demonstrated Berr-.r and (15) 
that if 
and into 
virus could recovered 
tumouts., obse:r"Vat:i.on has been by (83) 
(192), but 
the 
(b), nn~TUNIZAJ.'ION J1IJ1l. INi~CTIVATillD MYX:OHJl.. VIRUS 
Although it is possible to provoke an immunological 
response by the inoculation of inactivated myxoma virus, the prac-
tical application of the technique is l:L'llited to special 1aborat-
ory procedures. A course of large dises is required to obtain 
significaJ1t protection, and even then the :recovery rate of 305'& 
obtained by Hyde is the highest reported in the literature (38). 
Both Hyde (68) and NcKee (132) .found that the addition of adjuv-
ants, particularly pneumococcus type III, produced &~ enhancement 
of protection against small doses of myxoma virus. During HcKee's 
experiments 18 out of 20 :rabbits that VJere given a series of' 7 
large doses of mixed pneu.rnococcus &'!.d heated myxoma virus survived 
subsoo.uuent infection "Ylith myxomatosis. 
The reported attempts of this type of immunization are 
presented in Table 43. 
Rivers, \·lard a."ld Smadel (171) fou!'l . .d that if rabbits vJere 
injected with the heat labile soluble antigens of 1nyxoma virus, 
homologous preci~oit.ins capahle of agglutinating elementa.:F'J bodies 
of myxoma virus appeared in the sertui1e However, neutralizing 
antibodies did not. appear &'1d t.he rabbits were completely suscept-
ibl.e -when chall.enged •v.Jith myxoma virus. 
i.e ) , HEAT . THERAFl 
A heat theraw apparatus was used by 1v1cKinley a..1J.d itcree 
(135) to raise t.t'e tenrperaturH of myxoma t.{..11.d fibroma infected 
rabbits to 107°F. for repeatwl periods of 5-10 minutes. This 
to immunize rabbits b'tJ inoculation of 
----"~----------·--·-··--····-~-···------------------------------...... ----------------------
inocultll'!l 
dessicated over 
at 
at 
Hyxorna viru.s, heat 
iJYxoma vil"1J.~~ , 
Myxoma virns, 
1·1yxoma virus, 
spleen. 
0 
0 
0 
4 
virus 
protect. ion ( 
No protection { 
of my:x- 9/29 rt:-:coverE1d (S8) 
1/22 rabbi (132) 
0/10 recovered ( 131+) 
recovered (134) 
(17S) 
R.esult of challenge 
Immunizing inoculu.'TI Dose Reference 
vJith myxoma virus 
Myxoma virus, formalised rlUlpod 7 ml. lO;~r. suspenslon Hith alu- 0/2 rabbits !'(~covered (93) 
testisa mina gel. 
Hyxoma virus, formalised ground l.. m1. 10~£ suspension \Jith alu- 0/3 rabbits recovereel (93) 
infected C.A. membranes of mina gel. 
chick embryos. 
Hyxoma viru_s, formalised prod- 5-10 ml. 33;~ suspension i-J:l.th 0/8 rabbits recovered (93) 
uct of tissue digested 1,.Ji th alumina ge1!' 
hyaluronidaseo 
Hyxoma -virus, treated t.Jith n:i.- 0.5-5.0 Ell. 0/10 rabbits recoverecl (134) 
trogen mustard. 
Hyxoma virus, treated Hith cry- 0.5-5.0 ml. 0/10 rabbits recoverod (134) 
stal violet. 
Hyxoma virus, heat inactivated, 1-2 ml. mixture of equal parts .. 3/17 rabbits recovered (88) 
+ vacc i:nia. 
Hy:xoma virus, heat inactivated, 
+ NP.Ct, le:Risepticum. 
Hyxoma virtlS, heat. inac t.i va ted, 
+ pneumococcus type IIIc 
1-2 ml. myxoma + 4 drops bact- 2/10 rabbits recovered 
erial suspension. 
1-2 ml .. myxoma + Lr drops b6~ct- 5/10 rabbits recovered 
erial suspension~ 
(33) 
(88) 
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Hyxoma inactivated, 
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(S?) 
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CHAPTEH V 
The Transmission Of Myxoma Virus 
Vectors. 
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Section 1~ Review Of The First Five Years Of lllyxoma:tosis In Australia. 
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TiH~ pe~istenee of complement-fixing (C.-F.) and neutralizing (N) antibodies to 
myxoma vinlii in wild rabbits which had recoven!d from natura.! infect.ion eontract~d about 
one month oofore the first titrations. 19 mouth,; after infection two 8Ut'Yivnrs (H 555 and 
R556) were challenged with 10 ID~0 of myxoma virm;;, 11nd 10 days ln.H'l' R556 with 106 ID50 
The FH?'rol()gicul reAponse is shown. 
-, +, + + indicate local reactions to challcng<• inoculntionl'l. 
190. 
" \ aay) inoculation 
reaction in the 
in t11e t.i 
er inoculation 1·1as 
25 mm. at the sito 
a:nd the titre rose 
l-Jere a1:i the inoculation 
The change 
the perioc1 the 
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undilt1ted sert1m vrlth serum 1/10, 
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the serum (over in 
cou.n:t, so 
in at tenfo1rl 
1/1000 reduced 
t.he no difference ted 
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normal serum .. the Ja:wetz 
{ E"JS itt ~potency 
Result& of egg~ralizativn te!Jta with sera taken l mul 15 m(mtM after ter:oVt~r!J j1"0m my.ro11mlo.si.s, 
in the al>8ence of reinjedion 
BJOO March 1951 Hlt'ld Pre- ,-- -------·~····'\ ("'" ~-~~-•.,_..~-'--"'-'"-••-•-----.--_..-..,,~nM _ _.,_, ,,_.~., ~,_._, > " -----~~ R-.bbit Nt>rum VirWJ inocuia.tion Percent~ I "en~~ no. dilution dilution treatment ·Pock counts Mean reduction l"ook (~<.mnts Mtlll>ll 1'0duot1oo RMtJ I /1 lo-s 30min. room 7, ~. 12, 10, 5 9·0 !)7 6, 6, 8 7·0 98 w·-• temperature 60, 58, 48, 30, 25 43 83 18, 37, !4, 52, 3~ 3j as lo-·s 88, 40, 52, 5~ 58 78 73, 47, 48 
.li6 78 JO-! 75, 74, 46, 104, 5:2 70 73 J au, 6S, 56, oo, 63 g" 68 R356 1!1 IO-t Do, 4, 3, 4, 4, 8, f. 4·5 ns 7, HI, ~o. li, w 1:! !~li w-·t 27, 42, 31, 15, il 27 !)0 61!, 60, 38, 56, 39, 10,0 rm i'7 I0-11 I 00, 64, 20, 65, 3!. 57 78 6~. 66, 17, 37, 64, 6U i'i3 71J Io-= 80, 4:6, 58, 33, 53, 53 54 711 78, lOt, 59, 83, 85, 73 tiO 69 Rl\57 ill 10"1 Do. t, u, 7, 10, 10 8·2 \17 2, 4, 2, 6, 14, Hi 'H lfl' H)-ll HJ, 38, Hi, 67, 18 31 8B 32, 11' 24, 38, 38, 43 :n 88 w-a 3J, 33, 60, 41. 3!-!, 41 4-I S4 3ii, 103, I07, 84, ~s 71 73 I0-11 88,6~ 8~ 1~4~ 73 thl 7~ 116, 53, 63, 105, 101-:1 87 fl7 Control J /1 JO-ll-1 Do. 3, 0, 4, 7, 3, 14 5·~ 10-a hundreds, uneount~bleJ 
.R556 1/l w··,. Do. 17, 25, 29, 5, ll, 19 1N~ !}6 (mt.oet} l/10 lO·"I ~""" 49, 21, 25, 38, 41, 68 :ut 00 l/100 l()-i 
-·- 24, 75, 67. 49, 78, 00 M~ M l/1000 w-• 
--" HI, 107, 109, 142+, 164+ >127 <61 1/10,000 w-·• 
-- hundreds, unoountabl~ 
--
0 Control J/l lQ-H Do. 5, 4, 10, 6, 16 7·6 
w··3 24, W, 65, 32, 24 :n 
IO-·t hundreds, uncountable 
R3~ I /l .1()-lll D<,. 33 !17 34, 33, 36 31 D7 1/100 Io-• 63 83 34, 81, 67 68 84 Control 1/l (0-11•1 Do. 9·2 
1/100 Io-•·' 7·5 RMG !/1 I{)- I 60min. 24 92 20, 13, .w. 22 :zo U3 1/100 U)-• 37"C. 47 89 92, 38, 42 6:11 8{1 Control ill H)-il-l Do. 6·2 )()-8•t 14 ~H 
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In res ., e t~ne tre 
Tlfe response of mbbita previmtaly infected uitk myxmna cw fibroma vinu to ffltbstqund i1UIC'Uiations of m.yxa~M WMUI 
Reflponilf) to test inooulatioos CompJement.ftx-.tion 
Ellitimared teat 
interval r--__..,_________ 
&bbic. Infection to ReciprocAl 
no. Hi•tory ehalleogo Oa~ I ()I l()i Date of titre 
600 &abe on back when caught 3 months - 23.ii.52 80 
- - -
l. v. 52 80 
12.v.52 
- 7"' -- 5 0 26.v.l£2 80 
27.v.52 7 - - - 7. vi. 52 go 
71:! Sl•abs anll lOti Qf hair round 3 months 
- -
l. iv. 52 10,240 
~YI'II wht111 tli'!.Ught. 
- -
l. v. 52 160 
12. v. 52 0 0 0 26.v.52 160 
27.v.5:! 5 
-- -- -· 
7. vi. 52 160 
IJ.tfl l'apt.ur..-.d Nept.ember 1951. 6 months 
-·-
- -
7. L 52 00 
Failed to be'~ome infoot.e:d {lru;t 
-· - -- -
l. v. 52 40 
on inoculation then rulll inOPidation) 12t V~ 5:! 0 0 2{1. v. 62 40 
on five subsequent 
inoculatiofU! 
l)j~ Aetive diBea.BtJ when caught. 7 mont,hs 
--
_,,., .. , 
- -
7. i. 52 640 
- -· -
L v.li2 160 
It. v. 52 ~·--- - 21, 20, 14"' 12, 10, 7 26. v. 52 480 
t\O;i Sc1m·ing round tho oyo11 7 month~:~ 
- - -· 
7 days: necrotic oontrea - HI. x. 51 160 
21 days: healed 
J6.:x:i. 51 2,560 19. x. 5l ---~ + + +t ++ ++ + 
';'I:~ Scarring and 1088 or hair· 14 months 
-
---- 5. xi. 51 160 
round eyes when caught 
-· - --
7. i. 52 80 
- -
I. v. 52 80 
12. v. 52 
-
20, II, 6 19, 5, 2 14. 5, 2 26. v. 5:2 320 
55ti f~xtafU!ive ttearring. a:nd 19 months 
-- -·- -
30. iii. 51 5,12'0 
lol!lll of hair a.round f'Ye" 
-
- --
12. he. 52 100 
whf'n caught. 23. ix. 62 -· - -· 7 3.x. 52 160 
MO Do, 19 months 
-
·----
-
30. iii. 6l 640 
-
_ .. 
-· 
12. ix. 62 80 
23. ix. 52 
- - -·- 0 3.x..52 80 
3. x. 52 25 -••n __ , 14.:~:,52 640 
752 lAboratory rabbit fibroma 2 weeks 
- -·· -
9. hr. 62 <2 
vii'WI 9. iv. ll2 -.... 
-
- 23. iv. 52 <2 
23. iv. 52 
-- ·- 20, 18, lO 7.v.52 256 
7Mt Laboratory rabbit fibroma 3 months 
-· -··· generalization 16. iv. 52 <2 
virllll 14. i, 52 and many 
secondary 
tumoul'l!l 
30, 22, 18 7.v.52 2,04-8 
• Fi~un'~< n•pl't'llent diamotN• in millimt:"tros, when lesion wa.'! at maximum FliZI'". 7 f'h'.=Rmll-11 nodult•s: 21, 20, H t>lr'.=c•ot•ardt• with £>ry1-hema. 21 mm., pallor 
:!H mm .• tu-f·n•tk (•••ntro 1.- mm. 0::-no rt.'SJIOnBe detected. 
t .. 1- In + + + ""n~a~·tion!! of V8.ryinji' '*'vority. gmded arhitrt>rily. 
2S60,... • 
1280- ) 640- • 320~ 
. / • .. 
.J ·::; 1601- ·-·-· • u: sore-•-• u 
-tO!-
·-· 
• 
r 
201-
101-
Rabbit 0 696 I 712 I 6i9 I 672 I 605 I 713 I 
) j 
751 l 758 
lnterv~l 3 3 7 14 ,F. <IF. 
Response tr. tr. - tr. ++ +++ ++ ++ ++++g 
The response of wild rabbits which had recovered from myxomatosis acquirt:'d 
naturnHy or from fibroma infection (752 and 758), at tlw indiC'ated periods (inten·~·d in 
months) before challenge inoculation with myxoma virus. 
- to + + + + are arbitrary measures of the extent of the local reaction at the sitE> of intm-
dermal inoculation of the virus. tr.-= trace, g =generalized. 
developed, there '{_,Ja.s an tncrease in titre .. The response of ind-
ividua.l rabbi t,s cou.ld not froB the s.ntibody level 
of a .., ... ..Loc -ELl. res po:n.s e . -lX1c: r (~as eu '~,Ji th thG du.ration of the interv-al 
bet-\:Jeen the attack of myxomatosis and the ::rubsequent cha1le:nge 
inoculation. The height of subsequen-t incrGase in the antibody 
titre appeared to be proportional to ; ' L.rDG severity of the lesions 
·oroduc ad by the myxoma v1.rus. This v;as most evid.ent in rabbits 
p:rHviously vaccinated t-Jith fibroma virtts .. 
Neut:ra1izat:ion tests on the chorioall.N;"toic mem.br8.J.J.e, 
Uf:Jing undiJ..uted se:r-tL!J from rabbits -svhich had recovered from myx-
omatos:ts, shoHed. no change even in E 605 in which there vJaS an 
a.pp:rec:l.able rise in tho titre of complement-fixing ant/!., body,. Sera 
from thc-=l rabbits vacc:i.nated v:ith fibroma v;irus failed to neutral-
ise rnyxoma virus before the chaJ.lengo inoculation, but produced. 
a redrtction of 98-99~b in ·enG ;:)ock count after challenge. 
Frorn the point of vieH of the imPort-
covered from myxomatosis demonstrate a n1.gn degree o.f resistF.L.YJ.ce 
to further gener:a1ised infsction, but doses comparable to those 
Hhich a mosquito might introduce could produce a locar:tzed lesion 
and a :rise the titre of 0 om.plement-fixing antibody-e 
1ihood of such a responfJe appears to increase 111i th the inter-val 
bet1:-,;een thG first infection and subseq1.1.ent exposu:rea This fact 
complicates some extent deductions of the time of :infection of 
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du\mwt hnn k 
~ ehain~ of >~mt\11 
ehannt.'l lm.nk 
Incidence of myxomatosis 
in 19.'51-2 ooa.wn 
l!:xplosivo outbreak a.l the end 
of Dec. 1951 which continued 
through Jan. 1 H52. 
Smouldering since then 
Do. 
Dir;oasc 1·eported to be a<'tivo 
over a part of the m·oa during 
'F'eb. 1952 
Disease aet.in' in medium->'lized 
populat.ion during summer of 
1B51"2 
Explosive outbrcttk in D{•<'. HJ;H 
DiRease v<'ry active when firt<t 
ohf-lcrvt>d in Nov. l!)iiL Ono 
discaRcd rabbit seen in small 
sm·vn·mg populat,ion whil!'lt 
eoHeNin@; sm·um samples 
DisN~Ac overwintt,red at. low le...-f'l, 
n.nd flared in ~ov. l9f>L .Ko 
di,.;ea,scd mhbit:s se(ln in small 
>mrviving population 
Di8l't\St:l \'PI"V f~Cti\'f\ 
and D~<· .. lH5L No 
mhbitl'l Si'f>n in fairly small 
><urviving: popniH.t.ion w·hil(:l 
(•olll'ding l'tt'rum samplP!I 
Di;.~('fl.'if' fH'tin• f!'Om Dt'P. J!l;fl io 
:\{Hr. l !};');!, but no rn1:ukt>d effect 
on populttt ion 
Di&•Hsl' O\'t'rwinterNI and l>e<'fl.me 
in<'f'('ll<:~imdy 1wt ivt' during 
Smoulrtt'ring- in )lar·. 
Date of serum 
{•oHeetion 
1\1-·:.! l. iii. 52 
18-·2::!. Hi. 52 
:!!. iii. 5.2 
H-10. Iii. 62 
,J,me .. -,July IH:>2 
tn-:!o. ii. ;;:2 
}8-.. i:?. ii. td 
::!:.l. li. ;"j;! 
:L t\· .. -;;! 
:t8. iii.;)~ 
Eff~>rtiven~AA of In,\'Xnma.to~i>~ 
l950-l 
Ahf>t'nt 
,\ l>Ht•nf, 
Abs<•nt 
Gr·a.de III 
Ahi-l~nt 
No nword 
Disea»o [H'f\'l(•nt. 
Xot dm;sifif•d 
DisPHfie pr(•fl<'nl 
Xot c·!n.KsifiPd 
(: rn( I<' l in \'(' 1'\' lar)!;<' 
popnlnt ion ' 
( :m<h• II iu ltu·g•• 
population 
Will ~ 
Gradt• L in largo 
popultttion 
Urndo I in htr~n 
popul£\tion 
Omdo Ill with small 
area of grarh' li in 
medium.sized 
populat.ion 
Grado U 
Ot'IH.lf' I in lat!l~" 
population 
<.:md(• l in mcc!ium-
!>iled popu!ntion 
0 ntde t in hug•' 
popula.tion · 
(:ntdt> I i11 lan.:t• 
popuhtiioll . 
t:mile lfl in laq.!~> 
popul~t!ion 
f:mdto ll in nwdinm-
sit.NI populntion 
Xo. of 
Hoi'' rum 
~0. 
llltHO[llf'fi to In,\ XOPHI 
42 40 
l.i ll 
.w ~~ 
tii 31 
lOtJ :W 
:!II 17 
lS l:l 
:Jo :!:J 
4:.! lfi 
ria ;!.') 
• 
11 
1:! 
13 
14 
15 
lt1 
1';' 
Tut&l:~ 
HOOO a.cr(•s Nlrlosed 
by thn"! pmson 
tl'!liiJ> 
1 milt• of 
tn1il i11ld 
W!l.rrt·n" in dmnnd 
Lank 
:!00\J IWI't'::S 
l'iOO ilt'l'C<>! 
a mile~ of C'!'{'('k 
fruut1tg<.' 
lUO ttt'I'E'fl 
GOO fH'Tl'li 
Disease overwilltered and wti,; 
prN!€HlL at a low level through-
out the ~>tunmer. No diseased 
rabbits o<ean whilst collecting 
oorum sample<! 
DisetlW: overwintered and became 
inet·e~i.ngly !~ctlve duriug tht> 
st.mmer. No diseased rabbits 
seun in the small sun"iving 
population whilst, r·ollecting 
serum samples 
Disea.'le overwintered ut low level 
and tltu·ed sp<.;<:taeularly in Dec. 
1V5L No diseased rabbits seen 
in the very small survidng 
i;opulation whilst collt~cting 
serum samples 
Dise1:1.'lt.1 fh-at observed in mid 
.Jtw. HJ5:.!, and hu:; bt'('n 
1wtive fllrwe then. l::lix t 
ra.hhits ~e€'n whilBt cot!edillg' 
S(•rurn Hmnple:! 
Disea:o;e hns hc•on >Juwwuerml{ 
the t>ma.ll populo.tion sun;i\'ill~ 
f1·om flare-up in J<'eb.-··3Iar. 
l!l;'iL Xo disea:>ed rabbits a•:(m 
whil~:~l collecting tienun SH.mplot-~ 
Di&>a•:H.l fir'l'lt repor·ted in Aug. 
I lj;) 1. ::ilo\.\' pl-o!{rcsf!ion re:;ultir 
ln effectivo kill b\· Do<·. l ~);},. 
;\ o diB('aHed rabbits S~:en whibt 
collt~d ing »!:'rum St~mples 
for tt milJ f!aro-up in 
the di,;cture lw ... ~ onh-
in the vl':ry !Rrgl• 
popult\tion thnt lmi:! 
since tm effeetivt> kill 
:-~nmmer of l ~;)() ... ). 
di8t'~*"d mbbit;; seen whil.~t 
<·ollect ing sermn >Jamplt~," 
1-3. iv, 5~ 
2i. iii. 52 
:.W-3L iii. 5:! 
I-:!. Y. 52 
:~ .t, v. D:! 
fi. v. f)~ 
&--8. v. ;It 
Grads I in large 
population 
Di!Oea!cie J:H'43Sent. 
Xot dassilied 
Orado .I II in \'et'Y 
ltu·ge populut iu1; 
DisNt.S<' ahHi'nt 
Umde I in hu·w· 
populntiou 
DisNl~ not 
!'l\(IO!'tl;d 
Umdo II in \'t>rv 
lm-gt' popubtluri 
(;irade HI in medium-
sized popul~tion 
Unule I in ltug~< 
pop11lation 
Oru.dP I in \'Pr\' 
lnrge popultttiml 
Gn1de II in l<ll'!-!:t.' 
popultuion 
Gmd<~ III in >:~mnll 
populutitm 
Orrtdt• If in ltu')!l' 
r•opulntitllt 
r:mde HI in Vt'l'\' 
ltu·¥•' j!Opttlut io · 
60 
6H 
Il-l 
4K 
;)ti 
:!-t 
HI"' 
8:!4. 
31 
tiU 
H 
lU 
H 
!I 
:!7 
:m, 
203. 
Relations between signs of past infection with myxomatosis and the 
results of serological tests 
Results of 
complement fixation 
or neutralization 
Positive 
Negative 
Nil 
251 
330 
Kigns of presumed pa..;;t infections 
with myxmna virus 
Hecent infection 
21 
1 
Old infection 
42 
fi 
sorne of these ~~ere included in the 
rabbits appeared to 
B(t recently .., . oeJ..ng 
prese11ce o.f end body 
again, there -uere less 
such as 
the 
:Lnfection myxoma viru.s .. In 
signs of sero-
are set. out. 
is that, past infection 
I¥1S usually the rabbits 
DISCUSS~Q!! 
m.1rnbers of sera of 
tl1e are 
relate 
and the 
Regular 
5 , :F'ig. 5 ) lrJ 
Corn.mon-....Jeal 
Research and in 
205. 
were obtained (Chapter VI, Section 3). In t1vo sa.1nples each of 
50-60 sera, from areas ad.jacent 'to 'tho~~e in \<Inlcn the counts Here 
there -vJer-e 20 a.nd 30>'£ containing antibody to myxoma virus$ Using 
an average figu.:re of 25~:{, al1CL I<:;rers data, it :ts po~1.sible to deter-
mine case-mortality rates for these t'tm areas as shown in Table 
50. The !'D_tes agree rem.;:c.rkably '..Jell '1.-Jith the figu.re of about 
99a 7)'6 recorded_ b-.;r JJa.11 and 1>~111es (27) :for naturally transferred 
disease amongst Australian 1cJild rabbits :u1. a large colony e::t"perl~ 
ment. 
T'er1'tative estimates of the peT'contage }:ill dtte to myx-
omatosis in the 1951-52 outbreak ,,;ere made for the other areas 
from vJhich sera ~:Jere collectod, after consultation \vith 1oca1 
rabbit inspectors officers OI tho vJi1d1ife Sui'VO'"J Section of 
the Common~.,Joalth Scientific o.JJ/.1 Industrial ReseEtrcl'.t O:rgnnization 
who 1Ul0\·J the localities under cor;sideration .. From these, a .figure 
for the ;rc.::3-apizoot-ic population per 100 8\.U'Viv·ors \~as determined, 
and from t.his estimate and t.he experimentally determined imrt1u.ne 
rate, tihe case-:mortalit3r re:Le \Jt1S calculated(< 
presented_ in Table 51. 
,L.lthough the estimates are crude, it is ap:xJ,.rent that 
in SE::r~r~:tral localities the caso-rnorto.1ity rate v.iaS much 1ow'J:r tb.an 
expected, the fiBld a.ssoss.tnr:mt of the percentage kill \Jas mueh 
or representative of porulat ions 
under study. 
A -\rea 
I 
II 
Looality 
1 and 2 
5 
6 
7 
H 
12 
13 
14 
16 
3 
4 
lO 
9 
l1 
15 
17 
'l'he percentage kill and the case-mortality rate. in tu)o areas at 
Lake Urana (locality :'5) 
Rabbit population 
,..--------------A-·--·-------·-, 
Before epizootic After epizootic: 
5000 50 
500 12 
Percentage 
kill 
m) 
97·6 
Case-mortality rat-e 
(assume 2.5% of 
survivors immune) 
(%) 
99·8 
99·4 
Calculated 
Recoveries Percentage Calculated case-
Epizoott(' history amongst kill pre-epizootic mortality 
,.--~--"---, survivors (field population per rate* 
1950-- l 1951-2 (%) nbservation) lOO survivors (%) 
() l 88 99 10,000 99·1 
0 I 24 99 10,000 99·8 
I 85 > 9~) >2,000 >96 
+? I 72 >95 >2,000 >96 
+? I 77 > 9:) >2,000 >96 
+? I ~~ >95 > 2,000 >96 
III I il-l HO 10,000 99·2 
0 If 21 1;;) 666 96 
0 II :57 70 333 87 
0 II-III 7 20 125 92 
III 11 46 75 400 86 
H II 47 80 500 90 
I III as 20 125 40 
r III 52 30 143 43 
I HI 25 20 125 50 
I-II IU 26 30 14:3 62 
• Case.mortality rate= 100-
total number of survivors x percentage of immune survivors 
~;;~~b~~-~lTe~r~>s~{~--
in Table 51 are to 
explained by errors or inaccurate 
in. 
less , ' "Gna.n 
1 in ~·Jhich there 
been very 
d 
:not caused more II kill in 
thre.::1 of sera collec 
obse:rved 
ln cuJ(l:l. 
errors rtssume more 
is area during 
the a:r:~a closely 
in loceJ.ity 
.3' it s 
In in 
on. the in 
tr1e 1951-52 
that t.11Brt; in 
( 1950-51). It lS possible that rabbits t·Jb.ich bad recovered from 
rnyxomatosir.·~ during one su;nner epizootic ~,6.11 :Live:: through the 
There lS ve:ry l::Ltt1e information on th>2 life spa..Yl of the 
tho conditions 1·jhich might exist after ctn epizootic has rGduced 
lit least one you:.ng rabbit 
c omrnunic Ect :Lon) Yarrarn 
survival h :r:rom If the ln1rrrune rates 
after the g:cade I kil1J5 J_n 1950=51 1vere of the same order (70-90~·;.) 
as found tn l.ocalities ? 
....... ' 8 
' 
13, th.e :majority of 
left after 1' ~ne first outbreak ., "' \:JOlL .. G j_rraYltul e. It is 
apparent that a fe1-J imrnune sul..,.vi \tors of the first o~utbreak Hould 
greatly affect the proportion of irra11U.11es left after the second 
outbreak:, and thus make c,s"lcn.lation of the case-m.o:rt.a1i·ty rats 
Acti\HJ :'Lm.mun.ization of suck1ing rabbits due -Lo infHct:Lon 
vhi1e they a.ro partially protected by ;:;ntibody received f:rom their 
present (Chapter I7:; and even then the 11ruu.ber of sur-
vi vors 1>1ould be sma11il In rnost of the areas froni 1,1hich sera -v1ere 
collected tho b:rHeding soa.son does not coincide vJi th the period 
E:~pizootics, so that it is doubtful vJhethe:r this 1 • mecnanJ.sm 
could play a pct.rt in the observed disc:rep&'1.cies. 
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New South Wales 
X X 
.:\laps showing the area. ovcr which the obsr·n:a.tions Wt're 1na.dt>. Tht' places 
indicated by a croHH in the cletail rmtp am those regular\~· visited NWh n:wnth daring the 
regional survey. Localties at which more dotailed obsern\.tions wNe nu~dP ttrt~ indicated by 
name. 
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about fifty :rabbits 
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cover of 
of 
f:reez-t~ dried 
The natural casGs of 
220 .. 
rose to a peak 
so there 
,ooo 
d:rop from 
diseas 
seen 
l.fl 
r-abbits to 
their 
~tl'tis time 
could 
level. .for the 
ll'J. 
5000 
..... , 
\ 
\ 
i 
i 
i 
i ; 
l 
i 
! 1/2 
~ i 
i 
_..,. Healthy rabbits 
~ Sick rabbits 
--- Anopheles annulipes 
---- .. Aedln~ mosquitoes 
Population counts of rabbits ;tnd a.clult mnsquit<w" t\t ><o,mpk ~~l'l'!\ I. Lrt.kt< r~a.rm. 
Ttlf" a.rrows indicMo the oceaHions on which virtlf' Wf~>l i.~,>l!1t.('<l from bu,t.dH~>' Pf mnS<qmtoP,. 
(A. annulipl!~ in upper line, lwdirHI rnosquitoeH in lower) n.nd tln' proportion nf i~<<•lt\tions to 
bil.1 chef'! ti·Htl•d. 
Total numbers of adult mosquitoes of different species caught each month at 
Lake Urana, and the total numbers of sick rabbit.<; counted each month 
Tnte.l 
Cule:e Aedes ~ick 
annuli- C. p"i:piens Anophele8 alboannu- A. rabbits 
:\lonth rostris auslralicus annuli pes latus theobalrli A. sawu NHmted 
1951 
Aug. 0 0 0 l :n 179 204 0 
Sf'pt. 0 0 6 51 191 83 I) 
Oct. 0 2 9 l :3 64 11 1-! 
Xov. 8 28 2:30 l 10 3 421 
Dec. 12 32 Hl7 2 
-*34 
1952 
Jan. 8 5 21 0 0 0 7 
Feb. 3 3 32 0 {) 0 :~ )far. 4 7 ll 0 0 0 ~~ 
Apr. 0 7 10 2 1 0 
1!ay 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
.Tune 0 0 0 :~5 7 5 I) 
.July () 0 0 120 8;~ 140 :j 
Aug. 0 0 0 3'"' 41 76 n 
Sept. 0 0 12 i) :! 12 n 
Oct. 0 ll 47 0 lS 68 .., I 
.:\ ov. 45 :35 270 0 :w .25 :!20 
Dee. 100 2H :i25 0 ·) 7 :~2 
the 
G 
a.nd 
a in tl1EJ 70 for as 
from If 
t~s 
) 
sorne 
011 
these areas ed 
ctnd sert:tln ~tc1ken 
co·· into 
"' g 
-3 200 
a. 
0 
a. 
J. J. A S. 
1952 
0. N. 
_.,.. Geometric mean 
C.·f. titre 
~Total population 
o·····-·.., Old susceptible 
o----o Old •mmune 
-··-· 
O·~·O Young susceptible 
..-·-•- Young immune 
D. F. 
1953 
The a.ge structure and immune status of rabbits in the population a.t sa.mpl{' 
area I, Lake Urana, between .June 1952 and March 1953. The geometric mean antibody titre 
for complement-fixing antibody is also shown. 
groups: (e.) rabbiijs which through the 19:51-52 
zoetic, been ); (b) recov-
eries ) ; (c) 
(d) born since the 
from 
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to 
r:J,.reas 
:.ted 
due Tro 
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in se.mo 
as tb.o 
J .. n Dccembo:c 
J."'oso cue -c-tens 
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group to zero 
a.nd its smaller 
of SttSC 
immune 
S11SC 
a 
Hare h. 
J..s 
en at 
in 
one 1nfee 
\ ) 
immune 
In 
52 must 
of 
e 
the 
tens 
Section .3) 
e . .nima1 
~L.tl 
as four 
the ) 
at 
CftSe-
e 
accountwi 
the rabbits 
lt)r 
Xo,·.--Dec. 
1951 
Xo1.·.-Dec. 
HI 52 
The case·mortality rates due to myxomatosis at sample area I 
at Lake U rana, in two succeeding epizoatics 
Rabbit population 
------·---·------..A--·-------·---------~~ 
Before epizootic After epizootic 
r- -"---------·----, 
Sus- Su;;;- Old Recent 
Total ceptible Immune Tntal ceptihle Imrnune recoveries 
5000 5000 0 50 3S 0 12 
550 500 i30 84 0 :l4 50 
Case-mortality 
rate(%) 
,--·-~-....,._-__A___,_----.. 
Overa.U 
99·8 
85 
Excluding 
old 
immune 
rabbit,; 
99·~ 
90 
"' Old immune= rabbits immune before the commencement of the 1952-3 epizootic. 
Recovery of ·myxoma virus fmm bat-eheB of rnosqnitoe8 colhcted at 
La.ke U rana ( abont fifty rnosquitoe8 per batch) 
Date of collection 
Dec. 1951 
20 :Nov. 1952 
27 ~ov. 1952 
25 D('C. 1952 
Totals 
:-:-:pecies of mosquito 
A nophe.lea annuli pes 
A. annulipes 
Aedes sagax 
A. theobrcldi 
ArH>phdes onrwliprw 
Aerh·s sagru 
A. theoll(Jl'l i 
r'ulex arm uliro8tr/,s 
Anopheles cmnultipP8 
Culex annuNro8tr1:,'? 
(J. pipiens australicus 
Anophelee annulipe8 
Aedes sagax 
A . theobaldi 
Culex annut-irostris 
(}, plpiens auatralicus 
Result 
1/2* 
l ·:2, 
O;l r 
0/2' 
a,../4} 0/1 
l 1 
1/l 
:3.'12) 
016 -
0/l J 
8/20} 0,'2 
1,.:3 
1/7 
0/1 
Totals 
1 ·z 
1 5 
10 :J;j 
• Xumerator =number of mosquito pools from which vil'us was r('covered: denomina-tor= 
number of mosquito pools tested. 
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Date 
25 Hov. 
25 Nov. 
25 Nov. 
2t::: 
.,/ Nov. 
?t:=. 
""""" 
25 
Dec. 
16 Dac. 
16 Dec. 
22 
230. 
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of r.!'_yxoma virus from 
at Lake Tirana November-December a.:nd at in 
1952. (Extracted from 
strain 
Pool 
LAKE URJJJA 
Anopheles K.N.l 
A. K.,H.2 
A. 
a.nnulirostris 5 
theoba1di K .. N.7 
&'mulipes K.He 10 
a.rrr.mli pes K.H.36 
1:,.. w.nuli pes K.H.37 
CORO~~A 
A. K.i-1. 
A. 
an...""lulipes 
a.nnulipes 
p. 61). 
S1.u-vival timtl (days) of 
rabbits iJJit.h 
about 10 
Average & fiducial 
12.0 18,2 1 
17.1 20.0 
11.7 JJ..s..2 
11.7 6~' A. uo 4111 .<: 
, 39.2 \) 
6 59.2 
14.1 ~ 32.7 
1it.lt 23.3 
13.1 17 • .2 1 
13.6 22,4 45eL( 
9.0 28.5 
11.1 89.9 
sArwn 
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at ti111e of 
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of 
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l the rnectn 
Sample 
_-\ugu::>t 1952 
"'-eptember 1952 
October 1952 
J a.n uary 1953 
)[arch 1953 
Age structure and immune status of rabbits at Albury site~ 
Aug1tat 1952 to J.llarch 1953 
(Figures indicate total numbers of rabbits.) 
Old rabbits* Young mbbit.s* 
Immune i":lu<'5ceptible Immune 1-\uscqnible Totals 
9 :n 0 6 52 
4 25 0 :Hi 65 
2 10 :! 62 76 
5t 4Ht i);~ 
13 0 :31 a 47 
Geometric 
mean titre of 
CJ?. antibody 
of immlme 
rabbits 
l .'1~0 
1 :?40 
* Old rabbits=survi-nm:; of l!HH--2 epizootie. Young rabbitR I'abbits born ;:;ince the 
19.51-·2 epizootic. 
+ Sera not tested. 
Age 8h"uclute and immune status of rabbits at Rutherglen site 
A·ugust 1952 to March 1953 
(Figtn·es indicate total numbers of rabbits.) 
Old rabbits* Young rabbits* 
,----"········-··-
.......... ______ , 
Sample Inunune Susceptible Immune Susceptible Totals 
August 1952 :3 l:i 0 7 23 
1952 (a)t u ;3 3 2 ::!0 
September 1952 (b) 2 9 0 20 31 
October I 952 l :l 22 27 
:\larch 1953 25 1 :2~3 6 5i 
Old n1bbits=survivors of 1951-·2 epizootic. Young rabbits=rabbit.s born since the 
19;) L -2 epizootic. 
t (a) From a paddock where the disease had been active during the winter. (b) From a 
population in which no winter outbreak had occurred. 
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even 1.1ndc:r condit . .ions J.n vJhicJ:1 mosquito vectors .r::i.:::ht be thoncht 
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by rabbit inoc·uJ.ation o1:!B:.::rvat~ions co.mmenced_ 
h-ere ( 139) Gh.e first great e;-::Ji.ZOOti.C (1950-51) w-o,,:, ~oJI3Inng. 
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Three epizootics 
100 
A annulipes 
o~--~~J-.~F~.~M~. ~A-.~M~.-J~.~J.~A-.~S~.~0~.-N~.~D-.~J~.~F~.-M~.~A-.~ML-~J.~J-. ~A~.-S~.-0~.~~~~ 
<t---------1951 1952------l' 
Population counts of rabbits at Corow~t. Tho ruTOW indicatf's the oceasions on 
which viruB was isolated fror.n batches of Anopheles annulipt'S and Oult\t' annulirostris, and tht> 
proportion of isolations to batches tested. 
Recovery of myx01na vintB from batches of mosquitoes collected 
at Oorowa (about fifty nwsquitoes per batch) 
Date of collection of' mosquito .Result Totals 
6 Dec. 1952 Anopltt'lcs rmnulipes 2/4 2/4 
16 Dec. 1952 A. annulipes 3/6 3/6 
22 Dec. 1952 A. annulipe .. ~ 2f7t 2/9 Culex annulirostris 0/2] 
2 .fan. I95a Anopheles annulipes 0'6} 0/9 Cule:c annulirost·ris 0/3 
on 
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cnrer the 
which are 
the region 
' 
\ 
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of 
Th£' monthly incidence of adult mosquitoes of different Bpecies and of major 
cpizootics of myxomatosis in the reg'ional survey 
No. of 
major 
Cule.r C. pipien.<i A1wphele.9 Aede.~ A. A. outbreaks 
:\Ionth muwlh·ostris <tustralious annulipes alboannulatus theobalili sag ax recorded 
1951 
Apr. :J 178 86 3 ;) 
)Jay 0 57 2:l 0 3 
.June 0 0 0 29 10 0 3 
.July 0 0 0 4f) 31 ll 0 
Aug. 0 0 () :350 272 3:34 1 
Sept .. 0 0 7 62 282 131 l 
Oct. 0 2 12 7 135 10 8 
XoY. 0 57 :~83 0 25 1 34 
Dee. ;)7 83 276 0 0 37 
1952 
.Jan. li4 78 87 0 0 0 21 
Fe h. 192 62 100 0 0 0 18 
:\Iar. 120 74 63 0 0 0 5 
Apr. 4 32 142 0 0 0 10 
:\lay 0 :l 20 9 0 0 4 
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vJere continued at The field 
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Plate 12. The screening test for distll1guishing French myx-
oma from Australian attenuated strains. 11he appearance 
of local lesions six d~rs after duplicate inoculations 
t.Jith French I, K.H. , Lausanne and Laboratory 
of my"'AOma virus. The K .. H. strain produc as 
the same type tumour as the Urana strain used L"l the 
tests reported. in text. 
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five ra.biY:L out of fifty-eicht shot 
ITi~Y'JCOma ~G08 is~ 
of s rrriJ {:;s ·.Lr()JJ. 
error 
Strains 
of 
strain 
10.11.54 
28ollo 
9. • 51+ 
.. 54 
12-.54 
30.J2. 
30. 54 
1.55 
11. 1.55 
12. l. 
12. 
1441 55 
20. 1~55 
20~ 1.55 
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myxoma virus from Urana, times 
of strains diagnosis 
test and virulence 
Locality Survival times 
) 
site 16 1·3 ?Q ?7 , _.__, ,~ ,.-
H 12,12, 
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15, '17 ,27 
n ?8 s2 ·~ ,. 
tf 17, 
n 11,20, 
n 15,15, 27 
n 10, '12,13 
24,29,41 
u 11,11,13, 
u 10, J2 
site 17,.32,S 
u 18,21,28 
1 Calculated from 
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calculating average 
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J2.1 
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Sex ratioa, age structure, and ·immune to~tatUB of the rabbit population 
at Texas, southern QueertSland, from May 1952 to April 1953 
Per· Antibody to myxoma virus 
centage r--
Adult.s of sub- Adults Subadulta 
~---.. Sub- adults in ~ ,----"-~ 
:Month Bucks Does Total adults sample + -%immune + %immune 
1952 
:\Ia.y 46 57 103 4 4 27 76 26 0 4 0 
August 190 248 438 64 13 277 161 63 13 51 20 
October 29 48 77 26 25 47 30 61 2 24 8 
November 12 26 38 16 30 18 20 47 0 16 0 
December 21 25 46 26 36 32 14 70 9 17 35 
1953 
January 23 21 44 14 24 33 ll 75 9 5 64 
April 96 91 187 0 0 130 57 70 0 0 
Total 417 516 933 150 564 369 33 117 
Data on reproduction, at Texas 
Recovered does Susceptible does 
~ 
Per- Per-
cents.ge Mean oontage Overall 
Mean pregnant no. of pregnant % 
no. of + em- + preg-
Month Lactating Pregnant embryos lactating Lactating Pregnant bryoa lactating nant 
1952 
May 8 2 4·0 67 20 7 3·6 64 16 
August 46 70 5·8 81 36 43 1)-5 76 46 
October 4 14 6·6 69 5 10 5·6 75 50 
November 4 1 5·0 62 2 9 6·6 61 38 
December 6 2 6·5 50 4 1 4·0 50 12 
1953 
January l l 5·0 12 l 0 16 5 
April 14 lO 5·3 36 3 5 4·8 31 16 
Totals 83 100 5·8 71 75 5·4 
8 
+ 
the 
+ C} 8(Jl]l8 
eurve 
11~ 
Sur-vival times of rabbits challenged with myxoma virus strains isolated 
at Texas, southern Queensland, and at Dunroy, northern New South Wales 
Survival times (days) Mean± Average survival 
standard time and 95% 
Date isolated Strain Laboratory rabbits Wild rabbits error* fiducial range 
~Iay 1952 TX51 12, 13, 16, 17, 21 12, 13, 14, 16 0·80 ± 0·06 10·9~ 14·4. 22·1 
}fay 1952 TX77 ll, 12, 13, 1:3, l:l, 17 10, 10~ ll, 1:3 0·59 ± 0·06 9·6, 11·9, 17·2 
August 1952 TX32l 12, 18, 25, 31, Ht ll, 13, 1:3, 16 0·97 ± 0·14 9·7, 17·3, 61·2 
November 1952 TX745 16, 17, 19, l H ll, 19, 20, 25 0·97 ± 0·08 11·6, 17·3, 32·4 
April 195:3 T:-;189 19, 2;3, 28, 54 1 15, 25, ~J5 1·18±0·10 12·2, 23·1, 62·8 
April 1953 TS190 15, 16, 17' 24, 27 2a, 26, ~34 1·13 ± 0·07 13·5, 21·5, 40·8 
~lay 1952 DYlO 13, 15, 18, lH~ lH, lH, 20, 21' :31 1·12 ± 0·09 11·8, 21·3, 54·5 
41, ~t 
December 1952 DYa29 12, 12, 1a, 14, 14, 18, 23 0·93 ± 0·07 11·0, 16·6, 32·4 
20, 21~ 22, 28 
Standard 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 11, 12, 12, 12, 12 0<47 ± 0·04 9·6, 11·0, 13·7 
11, 12, 13 
* Expressed as log (survival tirne in days - 8). 
t S = rftbbit reeovered frorn infection. Survival tinw evah.u:tted at GO thl:y~. 
• 
J 1951 1 1952 I 1953 
lj:m.' 'Mar~ 'May' 'july 'Sept. 'Nov. l)an.' 'Mar. May july '~ept 'No/ !jan.' 'Mar~ 1May' 
320 ,,./11,_ 
•.. ....... I 
Serological data ~ ---•, / ... '~ 100 · 
-~ 160 -- ---·- -.... i ~ I Reciprocal mean C.-f. titre •---·- ... • '·, •.,. >-' 
u..: ' I '~I 
Percentage immunity adults o-- 0 an ', / 0 SO 5: 
Percentage immunity sub-adults+---- "'§ ovt-/~~----.e/--;-- 0 60 ~' e " / -~ -~ -401- '\0 I i:!oO ~ / 40~ ~ + u 
I V 
20 .+ i 20 ~ 
,..,.. ""',..,.,....., I Q... 
_,,. ....... I 
0 ,. .. ~ '•+, I 
- .. f 0 
Observed r:tbbit Very Small Medium Large Medium Small Very small 
_ _e:c:pulat1on IJ'1_e 
Observed dise3!.e Major M ep•zooc1c L M L 
incidence epizootic Absent ( 3 weeks) ow increJse ow 
TS189A 
30 
!TS190 fiefd myxoma strains .,. TX321 I 
Mean survival times of groups I £ i TX74S 
of rabbits :tV< standard error I u 20 I · 
_§ TX51 
"" T ~ tTX77 
E O :_ ± __ ~t!n.9a!d_la_bQ_r'!_tt?.fy_ S!_r~i'l _______ % 
:::11 
Vl 
0~~--~~--~--~~--~----~--~~ L jJan. _1Mar. MelY. ..t.Jul~ }ept. Nov. 1Jan. 1Hari May, july, Sept. Nov. 1Jan. Mar-. Ma~ 
l 1951 1 1952 1 1953 
The relationship between the incidence myxomatosis, tho size and irntntule status 
of the ntbbit population, and virulence of field strains of 1nyxonli.:t. virus at Texas. 
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Sex ratio8, age structure, and immune statWJ of the rabbit population 
at Dunroy, northe-rn New South Wales, from May 1952 to April 1953 
Per- Antibody to myxoma virus 
cent.a.ge ,----------A-------------
Adults of sub- Adults ~uba.duJts 
r-----~-, Hub- adults in ~ r------A...-------,. 
~Ionth Ducks Does Total adults sample + %immune + - %immune 
1952 
May 17 27 44 4 s 10 34 23 0 4 0 
August 42 96 138 16 lU 39 99 28 4 12 25 
October 14 23 37 8 lH 14 23 38 0 8 0 
November 8 11 19 17 47 a 16 16 0 17 0 
Dooember 7 7 14 19 58 7 7 50 3 16 16 
1953 
January ll 8 19 18 49 8 11 42 8. 10 44 
April 28 21 49 3 6 35 14 71 3 0 100 
Total 127 193 320 85 116 204 18 67 
Data on reprodwtion at Dunroy 
Recovered does Susceptible does 
Per-
centage Mean centa.ge Overall 
Mean pregnant no. of pregnant % 
no. of + em- + preg-
Month Lactating Pregnant embryos lactating Lactating Pregnant bryos lactating nant 
1952 
August 4 15 5·9 79 11 56 5·4 94 74 
October 3 5 6·8 100 2 13 5·2 100 78 
November 7·0 66 1 5 5·4 75 55 
December 0 8·0 17 0 0 0 14 
1953 
January 1 0 25 0 0 0 0 
April 2 5 5·6 50· 1 2 4·5 43 38 
Total ll 27 6·2 15 76 5·3 
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T f, 1 DY329 Field myxoma strains I Mean ~urv•val tomes of I~ groups of rabbits t 2x Standard laboratory strain 
standard error 'E 10 %----------------------- ----------;f. 
a 
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l 1951 l 1952 i 1953 
The relationship between the incidence of myxomatosis. the size and immune status 
of the rabbit population, ~.nd the virulence of field strains of myxoma virus at Dunroy. 
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adult rabbits contained antibody to myxoma virus, and this con-
firms that myxomatosis pl~ed some part in the dramatic decline 
in the rabbit populat:ton during the winter of 1953. 
One sample of serum out of thirty tested on lOth. Feb-
ruary 1955 contained antibody, so that the population was highly 
susceptible at the onset of the second epizootic. Rabbits have 
been so scarce since the second epizootic that no further blood 
sampling has been attempted. 
Virus strains. 
Standard Laboratory strain virus was introduced in Oct-
ober and December 1952, and there have been no further intro-
ductions since then. The possibility that virus has been intro-
duced by ~inged vectors from other centres of myxomatosis cannot 
be excluded, but the isolation of the study area makes this un-
likelY. It seams that the virus persisted in the area despite 
a long period var.y low rabbit numbers. 
Three of the strains of virus recovered from diseased 
rabbits at Colo Vale were subsequentlY tested for virulence 01 
inoculation of 10 rn50 of each strain into five laborator,r rabb-
its (Nos. 41 to 43, Table 15, p. 61). The mean survival times of 
these rabbits and the dates of collection of the virus strains were 
as follows: 19.2 days. (12.3.53), 17.0 days (9.2.55), 28.8 days 
{2~4-55). 
Insect vectors. 
A total of 22 species of mosquitoes and 27 species of 
other biting flies were identified during this period of observ-
ation. Their ecology proved to be so absorbing that this aspect 
of the investigations became the principal preoccupation of the 
field workers (D. I,ea & A. L. Dye e. In preparation). 
Precipitin tests indicated that six species of mosquito 
fed on rabbits and these included the two species that were dom-
inant in the area at all times - Aedes alboannulatus and Aedes 
gueenslandis, (these two species were formerlY grouped together 
as Aedes occidentalus). Aedes notoscrintus and Culex annulirostris 
were both shown to feed on rabbits and v.Jere present in sufficient-
lY high numbers during times of disease prevalence to contribute 
to its transmission. 
Large numbers of mosquitoes, Tabanidae (March flies) 
and Cu1icoides (sandflies) ~ere tested for infectivity (Fenner. 
Unpublished observations) at the Australian National University 
during February, 11arch and Apri1 1953, after they had been sorted 
into species. ~t;xoma virus was found in two out of three groups 
of mixed Aedes alboannulatus and Aedes aueenslandis caught in 
March 1953. There -were 100 mosquitoes in each of these groups. 
Virus 'Was not found in any of the other groups ~hich included 
Aedes notoscrintus, Culex annulirostris, AnoPheles annulines, the 
Tabanidae and the Culicoides. 
CONHENT 
One of the most interesting features of the epidemiology 
of myxomatosis at Colo Vale is that the virus apparent~ persisted 
for over a year in a very small and isolated rabbit population. 
The isolation of the area does not preclude the chance re-introduct-
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ion of virus by 'Winged vectors and it will be sho\m in the next 
Section of this Chapter that there is reasonable evidence that 
this sometimes occurs, but the fact that diseased rabbits were 
very occasional~ seen during the period of quieaence suggests 
that virus actual~ persisted in the area. Although rabbit breed-
ing at Colo Vale is predominantlY in the spring and autumn, some 
breeding continues throughout the year. The fact that the rabbit 
population recovered very slo'lltly after the first epizootic could 
indicate that the disease ~as killing and persisting in young 
rabbits, as was found at Texas ( p. 279). When there are few rabb-
its in the area, their observation is difficult because of the 
rough terrain and vegetative cover. 
Although there is considerable doubt as to the effect-
iveness of the first epizootic due to the use of other control 
factors, there is no such doubt about the epizootic in the autumn 
of 1955. No other control methods were used at this time and the 
explosive outbreak reduced rabbit' -numbers to an extraordinarily 
low level. 
It is not clear why the two epizootics differed so re-
markably in pattern. Aedes alboa.nnulatus and Aedes gueenslandis 
appeared to be the principal vectors during both outbreaks because 
of their abundance, the fact that they feed freelY on rabbits, and 
their incrimination by infectivity tests. These species occup,y 
different ecological niches particularlY with regard to breeding 
sites, and, as adults, either one or both could be found at all 
of the diverse environmental situations in the area. A striking 
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feature of the epizootics, and particularly of the explosive epi-
zootic, was that diseased rabbits were found simultaneouslY over 
the whole area from mountain ridge to deep valley, so that the 
principal vector must have been widelY distributed. This provides 
additional circumstantial evidence incriminating Aedes albo-
annulatus and Aedes gueenslandis as the main vectors. However, 
it seems like~ that other species in the area that have been shoun 
to feed on rabbits could have contributed to the transmission of 
the disease during the of subdued activity between December 
1952 and September 1953. 
DISCUSSION 
The studies of myxomatosis on the coastal belt of south-
eastern Australia have revealed that the disease is able to become 
epizootic under a wide range of environmental conditions. Major 
epizootics occurred at four study areas during the periods of 
observation, and, although their seasonal occurrence has been 
irregular, autumn seems to be the most likely time for increased 
disease activity. In at least t-wo of the areas (Yarram and Herri-
cumbena' coincides with maximum abundance of vectors. 
Compared with the short periods of plague densities of mosquitoes 
on the inland plains, mosquitoes on the coastal belt are usual~ 
in relatively low numbers. However, high humidity and mild temp-
eratures allow insect activity throughout year and presumably 
a slight change in local vector prevalence or behaviour can init-
iate an epizootic at ~ season, provided there are sufficient sus-
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ceptible rabbits to support it. 
Blood sucking insects on the inland Riverine Plain us-
ually have a very narrow range of alternative hosts, but the 
higher rainfall of the coastal belt leads to heavier stocking ~ith 
domestic animals, particularlY cattle, and frequent~ an abundance 
of native animals, birds and reptiles. Under these conditions the 
correlation between mosquito abundance and disease activity not 
clear cut as on the inland plains and this further complicates any 
attempt to define conditions which will to an epizootic. De-
spite the erratic performance of the disease since its first app-
earance on the coastal belt in 1951-52, rabbit populations are now 
at an extremely low level due to the highly successful epizootics 
during the summer and autumn of 1955, and the frequent heavy rains 
which have hampered breeding since then. 
CHAPTER VI 
Field Experiments And Observations 
7. Observations Of The Initial Spread Of Hyxomatosis 
In Australia. 
Within three months of its recognition near Balldale, 
Ne~ South Wales, myxomatosis had spread so ~ide~ that cases had 
been reported in south-eastern Australia over an area or at least 
600,000 square miles (52) ( 130) • The processes by which this in-
itial spread was achieved will.never be known; the spread was too 
rapid and over too wide an area for adequate studies to be made. 
Two theories have been advanced to account for the know.n 
facts. Ratcliffe, Myers, Ii'ermessy and C"alaby (151) attribute the· 
spread to long distance n jumps11 by vectors flying or being pass-
ivelY carried b.1 high level winds from the focus of infection on 
the Murray River. On the other hand, Brereton (24) suggests that 
an invisible creep of three miles a d~ along the inland river sys-
tems from the earliest sites of inoculation at Echuca, Victoria, 
in May 1950 'Would mean that the virus could have reached most of 
the areas of subsequent earlY outbreaks by January 1951. The 
surge of summer mosquitoes then caused almost simultaneous epi-
zootics over a wide area and the disease became visible for the 
first time. 
There are assumptions in both theories; little is known· 
of voluntary long distance movement of blood sucking diptera, and 
still less of wind borne movements, whilst the 11 creep!' theory ass-
umes the continuity and intermingling of rabbit colonies along 
many hundreds of miles of river frontage, and a steady dai~ ad-
vance 
months. 
the disease regardless of season over a period of nina 
Since the publication these theories, B. v. Fennessy 
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(unpublished) has collated evidence of isolated outbreaks 
of myxomatosis, indicating that disease is capable of long 
distance single movement. In some of these instances, the 
infected rabbits ~ere in complete~ isolated communities. 
During the year of myxomatosis, the clearest ev-
idenc a of long distance "jumps" came from districts around the 
western of generalised disease incidence. Each of 
outbreaks on the South Australian coast were one hundred miles or 
more from the nearest neighbouring areas of ............... ...., ........ activit.y, 
as far as could be ascertained were not caused by artificial in-
troductions. No m~matosis was seen dense rabbit po~~lations 
between the frontage count!"'tJ of the Hurray and the northern 
end of Flinders Range inoculations were carried out the 
end of 1951. Yet from January 1951 onwards the disease -was active 
on several stations between Flinders a~d the boundar,y of the 
Northern Territor.1~ The Simpson Desert separated an outbreak near 
Alice Springs from eastern areas of disease and no 
omatosis had been seen nearer than 250 miles to south. 
In New South Hales, myxomatosis was co-
extensive with the inland river systems during the smruner of 1950-
51, but surveys ~J Be V. Fennessy and Frith (unpublished) at 
that time recorded that disease had missed much of country 
near the junction of the Lachlan and Nurru.mbidgee Rivers. 
v~\i~u·~~ near Balranald was typical of this area; the station 
of frontage to the Hurrumbidgee River, 
was seen during the 1950-51 outbreaks. The first 
no myxomatosis 
of 
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d rabbits on the Murrumbidgee ~as at Darlington 
the first sighting on the Lachlan River ~as at 
these t'Wo areas are on a direct line N.N. vl. from 
As 
Balldale 
disease focus on the Murray, the first phase of disease 
spread could have consisted of jumps from river to river. 
Despite the careful investigations b".Y the field workers, 
possibility of artificial introduction diseased rabbits 
cannot be excluded completely from eY..amples of isolated outbreaks 
on the mainland. Hotvever, the most striking example of a long 
distance single step movement of mv~omatosis occurred at Woody 
Island, and in this case it is extremelY unlikelY that the dis-
ease was introduced artificiallY. 
Woody Island is situated in Strait bet·~.;een Great 
Sandy Island and the Queensland coast in latitude 25°10' south. 
The is six miles long and one mile wide, is inhabited 
~ a lightkeaper his fa~i~. It is onlY two miles from 
Queensland coast1 but there are no :rabbits on the mainland in 
area. The only com~unication to the island is by launch from 
the mainland in the ~~ediate vicinity. 
Rabbits are believed to have been onto the 
island 
ous in the summer 
after grazing 
quarantined there. They were ver,y numer-
1951-52, and had begun to ring-bark 
almost of the available grass. The light-
keeper reported that many rabbits 1..,rere sick and dying on 23rd,. 
Feb~l~J 1952. Unfortunate~, news this disease did not reach 
anyone interested in myxomatosis ~~til the following year. 
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Dr. E. J. Reye visited the island in September 1953 on 
behalf of the 1\Tildlife Survey Section of' the CommonVJealth Scient-
ific and Industrial Research Organization. The rabbits had shown 
few signs of re-populating, and only eight rabbits were sean dur-
ing four days walking. The lightkeeper had thought that the 
rabbits ~ere completely exterminated by April 1952, and it VJas 
some months before he again sighted one. J!e had seen one disyased 
rabbit earlier in 1953, so the disease was persisting and probabl1 
keeping the population down. Two blood s~uples were collected 
during this visit and five more vJera sent to the laboratory by 
the lightkeeper during October. At least one of these samples was 
from a kitten, and five of the six sera from adults contained 
antibody to myxoma virus. The disease was undoubtedlY myxomatosis. 
The nearest neighbouring rabbits to those on Woody Island 
are at Chinchilla about 200 miles to the south-west, and there can 
be no reasonable doubt that the virus reached the island b.y natur-
al means from at least this distance. ~Urthar speculation on the 
way \>linds at sui table times could have ca!Tied mosquitoes across 
to \-loody Island iiiould be unprofitable; the evidence clearly sho\.TS 
that long distance tra.nsport of myxomatosis can occur, but ho'W 
this is done is not known. 
Lockl~ (124) recent~ suggested that carrion-eating 
gulls probably introduced myxomatosis to Skomar Island by trans-
porting fleas across from recentlY dead rabbits on the nearby 
English mainland. Nothing is known of bird movements to Woody 
Island, so this could have been the mechanism there. During the 
initial spread of myxomatosis on the mainland in December 1950, 
water birds ~auld be the most likelY potential carriers of infect-
ive insects because the disease remained close to the rivers. 
However, at the critical time when myxomatosis ~as moving north, 
it has been postulated b.y others that there was a mass movement 
of water birds south, incidentally carr,ying with them the virus 
of Hurray Valley Encephalitis (136). 
Present 
G H A P T E R VII 
Relation 
Of 
Control. 
There is abw1d~it evidence indicating that the trans-
mission of myxomatosis in the Australian ~ild rabbit is primari~ 
qy insect vectors, and this mechanical phase of the disease cycle 
is apparently only stable one. Providing both virus and sus-
ceptible rabbits are available, the incidence of myxomatosis in 
the field "Will be determined by the prevalence of insect vectors, 
but the vectors play a passive role the changing relationship 
between host a11d parasite. The virulence ~oma virus appears 
to be unaltered on the proboscis of the vector, it is probable 
that the innate genetic resistance of a rabbit community ~ill re-
main substantial~ the same if myxomatosis fails to spread for 
several seasons because a lack of vectors. Although some asp-
ects of transmission have yet be elucidated, it is the direct 
interaction of host and parasite that is of more immediate 
interest. 
During the first epizootics when fully virulent virus 
yas circulating in a complete~ susceptible population the effect 
was clear aut; ir~ection of a rabbit was followed almost invar-
iab~ b,r death due to uncomplicated myxomatosis. With the re-
placemen-t, of the original vir'J.S by slightly attenuated strains 
the associated development of a detectable increase in the i~~te 
genetic resistance of the rabbit, the lethality of field epizoot-
ics has become partly dependent upon secondary factors. Concurr-
ent infections, passive~ acquired maternal antibodies, the en-
viron~ental temperature, availabirity of food, activity of predat-
ors and the age of infected rabbits all influence the case-mortality 
rate. The of 
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myxomatosis was made by Reid (155) in 1953. This placed the year-
ly increase in returns for primarf products at £50 million, made 
up of million from sheep L~dustry and million from 
other sources. Although carefullY compiled, such a figure can 
only be a useful approximation. N'tunerous inter-related factors 
influence primary production ~~d is impossible to assess the 
effects of one of these factors in what is the equivalent of a 
short term, uncontrolled experiment. However, it would be 
icult to over-estimate the beneficial of reduced rabbit 
numbers to the agriculture of Australia if such an estimate is 
based on~ on material increases in production. M2~ the ben-
efits cannot be assessed monet~ terms. Amongst these are 
the quality of pastures, the alleviation of soil erosion and the 
diversion of labour 
pursuits. 
rabbit destruction to more productive 
future place of myxomatosis 
obviously dependent upon the outcome of 
rabbit control 
epidemiological trends 
already discussed, but experimental findings suggest the 
can be influenced tem:porarily by human agency. The 
increase innate resistance has on~ been demonstrated against 
a strain of of intermediate virtllence, and it has been shovm 
that would be or complete~ obscured if the rabbits 
~ere infected with a fullY virulent strain. Although strains of 
intermediate virulence are ubiquitous throughout eastern Australia, 
the experL~antal introduction of French strain virus demonstrated 
that ful~ virulent virus can compete for a short with the 
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enzootic attenuated strains. As a great~ attenuated variant of 
the French type virus has now been found in England, the general 
release of this strain in Australia cannot be :recommended, but the 
release of Standard Laboratory strain should be continued. T'nis 
t.Jill assure a high case-mortality rate irrespective of secondary 
factors ~:Jherever it is successfulJy introduced during the critical 
pre-epizootic period. 
The requirements of labottr and resources for inoculation 
campaigns could be reduced in certain situations by a concentrat-
ion of activities over a short period. For exa~ple, K. Yzyers 
(unpUblished) has deduced from his studies of mosquito ecology on 
the Riverine Plain of south-eastern Australia that onlY persistent 
surface ~ater in August and September wlll allow Anonheles annul-
iRes to breed in sufficient numbers to cause an outbreak of myx-
omatosis in October and November. When the defined conditions 
prevail a confident recommendation could be made intensive 
distribution of fullY virulent virus throughout the Riverine plains 
during the latter months. To utilize Culex annulirostris in the 
same way would require careful timing of local inoculations with 
regard to summer rainfall. SimilarlY, inoculation campaigns on the 
coastal belt would be most profitable dur:l.ng the early autumn so as 
to anticipate the fairlY regular autu~ surge of vectors in this 
region. 
The repeated introduction of Sta~dard Laborato~ strain 
virus will not greatlY reduce the value of the.evolutionary progress 
the disease as an epidemiological model. is probable that 
epizootios in ~hich the fully virttlent strain is dominant can 
as being superimposed upon the natural course of , 
although they should cause high mortalities 
will continue in the survivors and. it is most 
enzootic attenuated strains will be displaced 
introduced strain. The m~jor interference will be the 
ution of the virus, particularly if naturally 
disappear from extensive areas in eastern Australia. 
~~ma virus has shown a remarkable ability to even in 
now naturally small and isolated rabbit cow~unities, as it 
seeded throughout eve~3 type of environment colonised by rabbits 
in eastern Australia difficult to visualize circumstances 
which will allow rabbits to and virus to die out. A 
succession of droughts would reduce rabbit numbers and 
seriously restrict activity, but whilst rabbits continue 
to breed, myxomatosis should even if its distribution is 
temporarily to foci in rabbit colonies est-
ablished near permanent water. With the return of favourable 
conditions, enzootic strains would rapidly spread from these 
freshly introduced strains and any of 
have fet-Ier survival advantages. 
-() .... 
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